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Abstract
After cenmries of oppression, the majority of South Africans were anxious to experience
the democratic values ofjustice, equality, liberty, democracy and peace that were
embedded in the ]994 constitution. In order to redress the inequities and imbalances of
the apartheid era., former National Education Minister, Professor Sibusiso Bengu declared
the Revised Nonns and Standards for teacher education as national policy shortly after
the Government ofNational Unity took office in 1994.
New political dispensations in response to the pronouncement of the White Paper in 1995
meant that the National Ministry ofEducation faced insurmountable challenges of
transforming education and training. The teacher Rationalisation and Redeployment
(R&R) policy was formulated to address issues of inequities and imbalances that have
riddled the pre-democratic South African Education system. The rationalisation and
redeployment process was intended to facilitate the transformation of education and
training under a single Department ofEducation (DoE).
The Department had to ensure that all schools, especially the rural schools that were
previously disadvantaged under the apartheid regime had an adequate supply ofqualified
teachers. It must be noted that the rural communities have suffered the most, and still
suff~ the cOQsequences of the oppressive ideologies that were embedded in education
polic~es durin~ the apartheid era.
An implementation of the rationalisation and redeployment policy meant that schools that
were operating over the teacher / pupil ratio of 1: 38 in secondary schools and 1: 40 in
primary schools had to be rationaJised and the 'excess' teachers had to be redeployed to
previously disadvantaged schools that needed their services. A successful implementation
of the R&R policy objectives would have translated into redressing the imbalances and
inequities of South African education under the apartheid regime.
I argue in this study that the media played a dual role of 'moulder' and 'mirror' in
representing the R&R phenomenon in KwaZulu-Natal. How did the media manage to do
this? The media basically rooted itself either within the consensus paradigm or the
conflict paradigm. Within the consensus paradigm, the media played the role of moulder
of mass perception in which dominant ideologies that support the status quo is reflected.
Within this paradigm, public discourse is hindered because of the deliberate use of top-
down, non-interactive language. By this I mean, that the media does not promote
discourse at grassroots level. However, when the media chose to root itself within the
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conflict paradigm, it played the role of 'mirror' in representing significant events as the
rationalisation and redeployment process unfolded itself. Within the conflict paradigm,
the critical and reflexive voice of the 'man in the street' is heard and public discourse is
promoted.
This study explores how four local media products, The Daily News, Mercury, Natal
Witness and Post represented the rationalisation and redeployment phenomenon in KZN
for the period November 1998 - March 1999.
This is a qualitative study, which has also eclectically drawn on quantitative data. Data
relating to the intentions ofthe R&R policy was obtained and analysed from The
National Teachers Audit (1995), and the Education Policy Unit (EPD), March 1997
review. The data relating to the objectives and implementation procedures ofthe R&R
policy was obtained and analysed from the original Rationalisation and Redeployment
document, HRM 51/98. The sample ofthe media products was selected on race
representavity in KZN. The statistical data was obtained and analysed from the AMPS
2000AThe representative texts were obtained and analysed from the Independent
Newspapers Microfish. These documents provided me with in-depth data to examine and
triangulate the R&R phenomenon from multi-dimensional perspectives.
The data was subject to firstly, a linguistic level ofanalysis, in which the meanings ofthe
, words, the sentence construction and the signs signalling hidden agendas, silences and
gaps were used as tools to deconstruct the media texts. Secondly, the data was subject to
a representational level of analysis where I examined the position ofthe media as
communicator ofmessages or facilitator ofdiscourse. If the media used interactive
language, (language that promoted discourse between various role-players) then the
media was identified to adopt the conflict paradigm, where it positioned itself as
facilitator and fuelled the battle-lines between the various interest groups. Ifthe media
used non-interactive language,( language that did not encourage discourse from
grassroots) then the media was identified to adopt the consensus paradigm, where it
positioned itself as communicator of ruling class ideology. Furthermore it would use
words such as 'we' and 'all' to communicate consensus at policymakers level.
Significant findings of this research indicate that during the period before implementation
November 1998 to January 1999, the print media foregrounded the objectives of
rationalisation and redeployment within the consensus paradigm. Furthermore, the issues
ofcontrol, democracy, equity, from unions perspective were represented in non-
interactive language within the consensus paradigm. Moreover, the objective of
transformation was represented in non-interactive language Within the consensus
paradigm. For the period during implementation, the objectives of redeployment, which
are transformation and equity were represented in non-interactive language within the
consensus paradigm. The issues ofteacher pupil ratio, women and retrenchments were
represented within the conflict paradigm. Issues of resistance to implementation,
misinterpretation of official circulars were represented within the conflict paradigm.
While the objectives of rationalisation were reinforced, the issues ofchaos, challenging
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authority, social action and resignations were represented within the conflict paradigm.
The issue ofpost provisioning norms formula being miscalculated to bring in
'retrenchments through the back door' was highlighted, while the major issue ofunions
was represented within the conflict paradigm.
The overall findings from the four media products, The Daily News, Natal Mercury,
Natal Witness and Post indicated that while the Daily News and Mercury initially
attempted to coerce the readership to accept the noble objectives of the R&R policy, both
these newspapers shifted their paradigm from consensus to conflict when they realised
that this policy was met with tremendous resistance because it was almost not pragmatic.
However, the Natal Witness and Post came across as being anti policy from the outset
and rooted itself it the conflict paradigm. In doing so, it fanned the flames oftension and
conflict between the various role-players and celebrated victim-hood.
The overall conclusion ofthis study is that it is located within two influential theoretical
media paradigms namely, the Structural-Functionalism Consensus Paradigm and the
Political-Economic Conflict Paradigm, as explicated by Hiebert et al (1991: 36), that the
main choices of 'theories of media and society are between conflict and consensus',
where the media is portrayed either as 'moulder' or 'mirror' of society. This study
concurs with the above media theories because the discourses emanating from the four
local media products could easily be identified within the consensus paradigm or conflict
paradigm. This research indicates that the discourses were controversial, conflicting,
volatile and bias in their representation as the recent media studies conducted by the
Glasgow and the Birmingham research indicates, as quoted by Fowler (1994: 10), that
'all news is biased'. Nevertheless, as a witness to the rationalisation and redeployment
phenomenon in KZN for the period November 1998- March 1999, I partially disagree
with the Newsom Report (1963) 'that media texts do not replicate or mirror reality',
because the media did present itself as the voice ofthe voiceless during the period
of implementation ofthe R&R policy. Finally, the media texts were not about the truth
value oftheir assertions, but how the media forged relationships between the various
role-players and framed each one in relation to the other, creating an atmosphere of
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Everyone has the right to freedom of expression, which includes freedom of the
press and other media.
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (1986: 9)
Section One
1. Introduction / Background
For most South Africans, the first democratic elections in 1994 meant a radical
transformation of ideologies. For some global powers, it meant a lifting of economic
sanctions on South Africa for the first time. For some foreign investors, it might have
meant opportunities in the South African economy through technology. Against this
silhouette of political, economic, educational, social and psychological dynamism,
teachers were being mentally prepared by right sizing committees which were formed at
schools for the purpose of rationalising posts that were in excess of teacher/pupil ratios of
1:38 in secondary schools and 1:40 in primary schools. The principle of rationalisation
meant teacher cutbacks in overstaffed schools and a redeployment of those teachers to
understaffed schools so that equitable teacher/ pupil ratios could be achieved. The teacher
rationalisation and redeployment (R&R) process was intended to redress the inequities
and imbalances of the apartheid era.
This study explores the multidimensional perspectives of the teacher rationalisation and
redeployment phenomenon in KZN for the period November 1998-March 1999. This was
achieved by examining the paradigmatic representations of four media institutions: The
Daily News, Mercury, Natal Witness and Post individually and comparatively in an
attempt to answer the critical question of this study: How did the print media represent
the teacher rationalisation and redeployment (R&R) phenomenon in KZNfor the period
November 1998 - March 1999?
Section One of this Chapter, provides and introductory background to this research
project. In Section Two, I discuss the need for educational transformation in a post
apartheid South Africa. In Section Three, I discuss the rationalisation and redeployment
process within the context of the Human Resource Development programme. In Section
Four, I discuss the baseline research study for the Rationalisation and Redeployment
policy, the National Teacher Audit (1995). In Section Five, I discuss the crucial National
TeacherlPupil Ratios. Section Six is an insight into the Purpose and intrinsic motivation
of this study and rationale. In Section Seven I discuss the Significance of this study. In
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Section Eight, I speak of the Limitations that this study presented as well as my personal
limitations. Finally, in Section Nine, I briefly outline the chapters of this study.
Section two
2. Background
The 1994 constitution, Revised norms and Standards and Human Resource Development
policies were pivotal in educational transformation in a post apartheid South Africa.
2.1 The Constitution
After centuries of oppression, the majority of South Africans were anxious to enjoy the
benefits of the values embellished in the new 1994 constitution. These transformational
values were democracy, liberty, equality, justice and peace. However, South Africans
were even more anxious to see these values being translated into transformative
ideologies and attitudes in society.
2.1.1 Educational Transformation
The values of the new constitution meant a transformation of all public sectors so that the
inequities and imbalances of the apartheid era could be redressed. To this end, new
political dispensations were pronounced. With particular reference to the education
system, Director ofTeacher Education, in the Department ofNational Education,
Le Roux, (1998: 56) states the following:
A new political dispensation emerged which enunciated new educational
principles, structures and sectors. The new vision was egalitarian, emphasizing
equity, redress, autonomy, access and mobility. The integrated approach was to
be reflected in a transformed educational system.
A. le Roux (1998: 56)
2.1.2 Revised Norms and Standards
The rationalisation and redeployment policy was to provide a cathode for this much
needed transformation in the education system. Educational transformation was translated
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into the Norms and Standards for teacher education by former National Education
Minister Professor Sibusiso Bengu in 1995.
However, it must be noted that Le Rome, (1998) further states the following
The original Norms and Standards, were developed by the Committee on Teacher
Education Policy (COTEP) and declared nationalpolicy shortly after the new
government took office...at this stage in 1994, there was no national policy on
Human Resource Development (HRD).
(Le Roux, 1998: 56,57)
Section Three
3.1 Human Resource Development
The teacher rationalisation and redeployment process became part of the Human
Resource Development programme. Human Resource Development is inextricably
linked to economic development. It could be beneficial to developing countries
if imbalances were avoided. Director of research of the International Institute of
Educational Planning, Coombs, (1971) states the following on human resource:
... educational planners must deal with the total human resource process.. .!t is
also important that imbalance within the various educational levels be
avoided... comprehensive educational planning must also concern itself with




The rural communities continue to face the consequences of oppressive ideologies that
have been expressed and translated into policy during the Apartheid era. As Christie
(1989: 12) cites one of the greatest violation of human rights ever committed in the
history of mankind is that of depriving any human being the right to learn: We should not
give the Natives any academic education.lfwe do, who is going to do the manual labour
in the community?
1. N. le Roux, 1945 National Party politician
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3.1.2 TIMSS Studies
A further consequence of oppressive apartheid ideologies that the majority of South
African learners, still suffer, especially in the rural communities, is that they have little or
no resources and have to bear the conseq~encesof large classes, one of them .being
low achievement as cited in the TIMSS Studies, conducted by the Human Science
Research Council in 1995, where South African learners performed most poorly in
Mathematics and Science in comparison to learners in other parts of the world.
. The National Ministry of Education faced insurmountable challenges in attempting to
address the problems facing the rural communities and South African Education in
general. To alleviate some of these problems, new research had to be conducted. One
such research, the National Teachers Audit, to determine teacher demand and supply was
conducted by a consortium of researchers, headed by Hofmeyr, which was completed in
May1995.
Section Four
4.1 National Teacher Audit (1995)
4.1.1 Factors determining teacher demand and supply
The R&R policy had to depend on a baseline study to make inferences and projections in
terms of teacher demand and supply in South Africa. The National Teachers Audit
provided the statistics for the formulation of the rationalisation and redeployment policy.
The factors that determined the teacher demand and supply were as follows:
Research revealed that the 'upswings in the economy' were linked to 'outflows from the
teaching profession' as teachers resigned and took up employment in various other
sectors of the economy. Furthermore, the fact that many 'newly qualified teachers were
not seeking employment as teachers' also resulted in the 'upswings in the economy',
(1995: 46)
Due to the fact that a large number of newly qualified teachers not entering the teaching
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profession makes 'teacher output needs to be viewed cautiously'. In fact, the audit
estimated that this figure could be as 'high as 20% and provincial planning must take this
into account by building in a cushion factor of this magnitude', (1995: 46)
Supply and demand was directly linked to teaching posts. Budgetary constraints will
determine teaching posts and 'even force the phasing out of some existing posts in the
privileged provinces'. However, the report does not indicate how they intended forcing
out 'existing posts', (1995: 46)
There were 'unemployed teachers wanting to enter the profession'. Although estimates
are varied, the 1995 figures reveal that there were approximately 7000 in the Northern
Province, 2000 in Gauteng and 3000 in Mpumalanga. Does the omission of statistics for
KZN mean that there were no 'unemployed teachers wanting to enter the profession',
(1995: 46)
Supply and demand were also linked to 'provincial hiring policies'. Instead of employing
newly qualified teachers, provinces continue to employ under-qualified 'new hires'.
Statistics reveal that 23% 'all African new hires employed during 1993 and 1994 were
under-qualified', (1995: 46) According to the above statistics, schools were forced to hire
under-qualified teachers because newly qualified teachers were reluctant to teach in rural
schools. However, the methodology ofascertaining these statistics might be questionable.
(National Teacher Education Audit, 1995: 46)
The rationalisation and redeployment policy was based on the research findings of the
National Teacher Audit (1995) on the teacher supply and demand. Table 1 reflects the
database of the audit professing the teacher stock per province. Table 2 reflects the
pupilf teacher ratios for primary schools, and Table 3 reflects the pupil/teacher ratios for
secondary schools.
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Table 1: National Statistics: Current Supply of Teachers
NATIONAL STATISTICS: CURRENT SUPPLY OF lEACHERS
African Coloured Indian White Total
Eastern Cape 49189 5209 90 3950 58438
M . 21516 143 208 3310 25177
Wree State 18851 721 24 4088 23684
Gauteng 24957 2815 1738 18897 48407
KwazuI...Natal 50863 1423 10706 5364 68356
Northern Cape 1625 4109 26 1448 7208
Northern Prev 48322 42 55 1690 50109
NorthWest 23244 364 141 2927 26676
WesrernCape 2960 22513 274 8101 33848
National 241527 37339 13262 49775 341903
National Teacher Audit (1995: 27)
The above figures indicate that KZN has the most supply of teachers in South Africa. It
can therefore be expected that KZN might be one of the first provinces to be
recommended for rationalisation.
Table 2: Pupil / Teacher ratios for Primary Schools
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PRIMARY
Mrican Coloured Indian White Total
Eastern Cape 56: 1 28: 1 39: 1 21 : 1 51 : 1
IMpumalanga 36: 1 33 : 1 72: 1 23 : 1 35 : 1
tF'ree State 35 : 1 31 : 1 : 1 19: 1 33 : 1
Gauteng 37: 1 31 : 1 32: 1 26: 1 33 : 1
Kwazulu-Natal 43: 1 27: 1 25: 1 24: 1 39: 1
Northern Cape 36: 1 29: 1 : 1 19 : 1 29: 1
Northern Prov 40: 1 36: 1 38: 1 23 : 1 40: 1
NorthWest 38: 1 35 : 1 99: 1 24: 1 37: 1
Western Cape 41 : 1 25 : 1 34: 1 20: 1 26: 1
National 43 : 1 27: 1 27: 1 23 : 1 38: 1
National Teacher Education Audit (1995: 28)
It is evident from the above data that the African Primary Schools are operating above the
National Norm of 1:40 in Primary schools, while the Coloured, Indian and White schools
were operating under the National Norm of 1:40.
Table 3: Pupil/Teacher ratios for Secondary Schools
SECONDARY
African Coloured Indian White TotaJ
I~ Cape 26: 1 20: 1 15 : 1 16 : 1 25 : 1
Mpumalanga 32: 1 25 : 1 10 : 1 14: 1 29: 1
Free State 33 : 1 21 : 1 : 1 16 : 1 29: 1
Gauteng 31 :1 19 : 1 16 : 1 16 : 1 23 : 1
Kwazulu-NataJ 33: 1 18: 1 17: 1 19: 1 28: 1
lNorthern Cape 32: 1 21 : 1 : 1 16: 1 22: 1
Northern Prov 35 : 1 20: 1 11 : 1 15 : 1 34: 1
North West 28 : 1 23 : 1 9: 1 14 : 1 26: 1
f----- f-------- ------
Western Cape 41 : 1 20: 1 6: 1 17 : 1 20: 1
National 31 :1 20: 1 16: 1 16 : 1 27: 1
National Teacher Education Audit (1995: 28)
The above data indicates that the African, Coloured, Indian and White schools in KZN
are operating under the National Norm of 1:38. However, the methodology used to arrive
at these statistics is questionable.
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4.1.2 Principle of Rationalisation
So what did the above tables mean for South African schools? It meant a rationalisation
of overstaffed schools and redeployment to understaffed schools to achieve equitable
teacher /pupil" ratios. According to the Wits Education Policy Unit (EPD), Quarterly
Review of Education and Training in South Africa, Volume Four, Number Three, 15
March 1997, the principle of rationalisation meant the following:
The principle of rationalisation through the application of uniform teacher/pupil
ratios in all schools was initially conceived as a way of achieving equity both
within and between provinces.
It must be noted that Tables 2 and 3 reflecting the teacher/pupil ratios for primary and
secondary schools reveals the inequities and imbalances between provinces.
Section Five
5.1 National Teacher/ Pupil Ratios
Agreements involving national teacher/ pupil ratios were set as 1:40 in primary schools
and 1:35 in secondary schools. Subsequently, due to changes in policy, the ratios were
changed to 1:40 in primary schools and 1:38 in secondary schools. The provincial
departments were to use these ratios as guidelines to determine the provisioning scales
for schools at a national level. This process involved the redeployment of teachers from
more to less privileged schools.
Section Six
6.1 Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study is to gain an in-depth understanding of the multidimensional
perspectives of the teacher rationalisation and redeployment phenomenon in KZN for the
period November 1998-March 1999. I intend achieving this by identifying the
paradigmatic representations of four media institutions, The Daily News, Mercury, Natal
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Witness and Post individually and comparatively. Firstly, I chose these institutions
because they represented the rationalisation and redeployment phenomenon timeously.
Secondly, these four media products were chosen because they represented the readership
in Kwa-Zulu Natal. Thirdly, I had to triangulate the data by using four media institutions.
Furthermore, I intend exploring the language in terms of semiotics, syntactical structure,
semantics and ideology. Moreover, I intend exploring the significant role that the media
plays in forging relationships between role-players and promotes public discourse
between stakeholders in education.
I systematically gathered the data generated by these four media institutions in an attempt
to answer the following critical question: How did the print media represent the teacher
rationalisation and redeployment (R&R) phenomenon in KZN for the period November
1998 - March 1999?
6.1.1 Rationale for Study
Who I teach does not matter. Where I teach does not matter. What and how I teach does
matter, because my ideologies consciously or unconsciously permeate my lessons to
shape the thinking of my learners. With this axiom in mind, I was unafraid of being
redeployed to a disadvantaged school. I wanted to be part of the transformation process. I
wanted to empower the previously disempowered and oppressed learners. Like me, there
were many teachers from the ex-House of Delegates schools who placed themselves on
the Voluntary Redeployment List with the understanding that we were going to be
redeployed to previously disadvantaged schools. The annexture on Voluntary
redeployment of the (R&R) circular HRM 51/98 refers to schools oeing granted
additional teachers through redeployment read as follows:
6.1.2 Voluntary Redeployment
"Annexture 3.3.1.3 ofHRM Circular No. 51 of 1998 refers to schools being
granted additional through re-deployment. Where immediate relief is required,




Institution A has staffof30 educators (20 pennanent, 5 'protected' temporary
and 5 temporary) as at 31 December 1998. On 01 January 1999 it is entitled to an
educator post provisioning of28. This institution should identify from the 5
temporary educators the 3 temporary educators on the basis of curriculum and
UFO principles to be recommended for re-appointment on 01 January 1999.
Institution B
Institution B has a staff of30 educators (20 permanent, 5 'protected' and 5
temporary) as at 31 December 1998. On 01 January 1999 it is entitled to an
educator post provisioning of31. This institution will recommend to the Regional
ChiefDirector the 5 temporary educators for re-appointment. The 31 st post will
be filled through re-deployment or voluntary re-deployment of an excess
educator."
Annexture 3.3.1.3 ofHRM Circular No. 51 of 1998
However, some ex- House of Delegates educators who were prepared to be redeployed.
were redeployed to previously advantaged, ex- House of Assembly schools. This was the
point of disjuncture from the objectives of the rationalisation and redeployment policy,
which was to redress the imbalances and inequities of a pre-democratic South Africa.
Since the media was our main source of information, I had to investigate from as many
media sources as possible, who else shared my sentiment that the redeployment process
was derailed by a third force. Moreover, I was curious to know provincial and national
statistics on who was redeployed to where. The motivation to explore the critical
question of this study, How did the print media represent the teacher rationalisation and
redeployment (R&R) phenomenon in KZNfor the period November 1998 - March 1999,
was intensified because this previously advantaged, ex-House of Assembly school
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seemed to have gained me, a state employed teacher, through 'voluntary redeployment'
annexture no. 3.3.1.3 ofHRM Circular No. 51 of 1998. This became problematic for me,
because I understood that the redeployment process was to benefit the previously
disadvantaged schools, not the previously advantaged schools. This was the start of my
inquiry into the multidimensional perspectives of the rationalisation and redeployment
phenomenon. I was curious to know if the media was reporting on cases of redeployment
to previously advantaged schools. I was also anxious to capture public discourse
surrounding the Voluntary Redeployment annexture 3.3.1.3 ofHRM Circular No 51 of
1998.
Section Seven
7.1 Significance of this study
The findings of this study might be useful to:
* affected excess teachers to look at the multidimensional perspectives of the
rationalisation and redeployment phenomenon so that perceptions and consciousness may
be altered.
* create an awareness of critical thinking in relation to the economy ofthe country.
* create an awareness of critical thinking in relation to the constructed stories by the
media.
• create an awareness that previously advantaged schools were further advantaged
through the implementation process of the R&R policy.
Section Eight
8.1 Limitations of this study
Since I was both subject and witness to the rationalisation and redeployment phenomenon
in KZN, my ideologies, which consciously or unconsciously permeate my writing, might
be perceived to be a limitation in this study. This study focuses only on the province of
KZN and because the national picture cannot be seen, it is limited.
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Section Nine
9.1 Outline of Chapters
Chapter One dealt with the silhouette against which the Rationalisation and
Redeployment Policy was placed. I raised salient issues of national norms and why it
necessary to achieve equity in all nine provinces in South Africa. I also highlighted my
personal motivation for this studY7 which was to see if the media focused on the period
where ex-House ofDelegates teachers were redeployed to ex-House of Assembly schools
due the Voluntary Redeployment annexture, 3.3.1.3.
In Chapter Two I discuss the tools, using International media theories, to deconstruct the
media texts. I also explicate the concepts of consensus and conflict paradigms of media
theories. Since the R&R phenomenon presented a series of approximately twenty six
articles over the period of three months, it did create a situation of panic and mass
hysteria with the affected role-players. In this chapter, I draw a parallel between an
International Media study on mass hysteria and the R&R phenomenon in KZN.
Chapter Three deals with a revelation of the process of data collection and analysis. I
discuss in depth the research strategy of document analysis and why this study of media
texts employed document analysis. I also explain the timeframes, the sampling strategy,
and how I used four media products to triangulate this study.
In Chapter Four, I use the theories explicated in Chapter Two, the theory of transitivity
and the 'us and them' model to deconstruct the texts firstly in terms of the writers'
choice of words, their meanings, their sentence construction, and their ability to spark
public discourse. Most crucial to the critical question of this study, I identify whether the
four media products, Daily News, Mercury, Post and Natal Witness operate with the
consensus paradigm or conflict paradigm.
In Chapter Five, I discuss the most salient issues, principles and constructs that emerged
out of the ten texts analysed in Chapter four. To illustrate these visually, I present graphic
representations of most represented issues for the period before implementation,
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November 1998 to January 1999, and the period during implementation, January 1999 to
March 1999. To gain an aerial view of this study, an Overall View of the Media
Paradigmatic Representation in partial answer to the critical question of this study: How
did the print media represent the teacher rationalisation and redeployment (R&R)
phenomenon in KZNfor the periodNovember 1998 - March 1999? is presented.
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CHAPTER TWO





An overview oftheories ofmedia and society: the main choices are between
Conf1U:t and consensus and between media as moulder and media as mirror ofsociety.
Hiebert et al. (1991: 37)
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1. Introductionl Rationale
Chapter one dealt with a fledgling democracy in political, economic, educational, social
and psychological transition. In this chapter, I intend looking at the multidimensional
perspectives ofthe teacher Rationalisation and Redeployment through the lens ofa
newspaper editor because he/she decides what news gets printed, what news sells to
which target audience, what issue gets sensationalized and what news remains hidden
from the masses. My lens constitutes the role oflanguage and ideology in the media to
either court mass consensus, especially on government policy, or creates a situation
where conflicting opinions are encouraged. Section One deals with Theoretical
Conceptions, in which I explain the two major concepts in this study, consensus and
tonfJict. Section Two deals with International Media Theories in an attempt to compare
South African media on the global map. In doing so, it becomes imperative to examine
the role oflanguage and ideology exploited in the media to create consensus perceptions
or conflict perceptions in society. Section Three deals with An International media study
on mass hysteria because I wanted to explore and compare local and international
characteristics of mass hysteria in the media. Section Four deals with the Conclusion.
Section One
1.1 Theoretical Conceptions
The media is a crucial state apparatus that plays a pivotal role in reflecting reality to the
masses. In doing so, the media adopts either a consensus or conflict position.
1.1.1 Consensus Theory
By consensus theory I understand that the media communicates government ideology to
the masses in the hope ofgaining their support so that the status quo remains intact. The
media achieves this by focusing on issues that the oppressed masses are ignorant about,
e.g. finance, business and government policy. The article is deliberately written in
language that is non-interactive and does not encourage dialogue from people at
grassroots. Hiebert et al (1991: 33) views the press and politics from a functional
paradigm. He states that'one of the well known applications of the idea that the political
philosophy ofa state has a direct bearing on the structure and functioning of the media
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system'. He defines mass media communication as one that privileges technology,
ignores the human factor and emphasizes transmission. Furthermore, he describes the
process ofmass communication as large scale and designed for many in which there is a
one directional flow. Furthermore, it is impersonal and remote from their intended
audiences. Moreover, the senders of these messages or signals are professionals and are
employed by institutions, which mean that their cultural context must be taken into
account. What is quite a revelation is that content is 'manufactured in standard ways in
which the relationship between the sender and receiver is one of supplier and consumer,
where the sender has more power, prestige, expertise and authority than the receiver'.
Hiebert et al., (1991: 37) explains the Marxist Theory of media as being one in which the
'Mass media is owned by bourgeois class', who operate in 'their own class interest'.
Furthermore, that the media' promotes working- class false consciousness' and denies
access to political opposition.
Hiebert et al., (1991: 37) explains the Structural-Functionalism Consensus theory of
media as essential to society for the reasons of 'integration, co-operation, order, control,
stability, adaptation to change, mobilisation, management oftension and continuity of
cultures and values.
1.1.2 Conflict Theory
By conflict theory I understand that the media positions itself as facilitator between
various interest groups and promotes dialogue and interaction by creating a situation of
conflict. They achieve this by focusing on issues that easily spark debate, e.g. 'religion',
'politics', and 'human rights violation'. These issues generally affect the oppressed
masses at grassroots. However, if an issue is too close to people's hearts, this conflict
stance that the media adopts could lead to mass hysteria if the phenomenon is represented
for a period of three months or more as in the recent foot and mouth disease scare. This is
achieved by using strong emotive language. Hiebert et al., (1991: 37) explains the
Political- Economic Conflict Theory as one in which 'economic control' and logic is a
detenninant. Furthermore, the media structure is inclined towards concentration and
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global integration. Moreover, the contents and audiences are mere commodities. In the
final analysis, it is one where diversity decreases, opposition voices are marginalised, and
'public interest in communication is subordinated to private interests'.
The concepts ofconsensus and conflict provide the basis for the deconstruction of the
ten representative media texts. Furthermore, it enables me to identify the paradigms in
which the four media institutions, The Daily News, Mercury, Natal Witness and Post
operate within, so that I might eventually answer the critical question of this study: Haw
did the print media represent the teacher rationalisation and redeployment (R&R)
phenomenon in KZNfor the period November 1998 - March 1999? Since I have
explained the concepts, consensus and conflict, that frames my lenses, I now need to
explore what tools I need to use to deconstruct the ten representative media texts. I shall
in the next section explore international media theories for this purpose.
Section Two
2.1 Intemational Media Theories: Tools to Deconstruct Media Texts
Mc Quail (1994: 2) concedes that it is difficult to draw a distinction between mass media
theories and 'wider society theories'. However, it is possible to recognise the link
between media and economics. Young (1994: 20), as quoted and explained by Fowler,
supports Mc Quail's (1994: 2) perspective on the link between the media and economics
in his assertion that' the press is bound to be preoccupied with money, hence the
prominence of financial page seven through stocks and shares and exchange rates cannot
be ofmuch interest to the bulk of the population'.
However, the media's preoccupation with economics has to be masked by distorting
reality with pseudo images using language manipulatively to do so. In support of this
argument and in direct relation to this study pertaining to media texts, the Newsom
Report (1963) concluded that media texts relate to reality in different ways. Furthermore,
'media theorists, critics and teachers agreed that media texts do not mirror or replicate
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reality in any way'. Levis- Strauss's and Barthes's (1979: 157), perspective on language
and reality in the media concurs with the Newsom Report (1963). Their argument is that
readers bring meaning to a text through their experiences.
Since a discourse analysis of media texts is necessary in Chapter Four, I intend shifting
my focus onto Masterman's (1992: 92) rationale for studies of media texts, as being to
'encourage students to apply critical judgements to media texts'. He further explains that
the emphasis should be on 'critical judgement' which ought to reduce the' importance of
content as an end in itself. At this point I understand that critical evaluation of media
texts ought to transcend superficial content. Perhaps a study ofthe dynamics within
media institutions might provide some insight so that media texts could become more
transparent.
2.1.1 Media Institutions
Since this study deals directly with analysing the discourses emanating from four
different media institutions, I intend shifting the focus on to media institutional analysis.
Garnham (1992: 92) noticed the extensive emphasis on text analysis in the 1970's. His
focus therefore shifted to the media institutional context within a historic, social, political
and economic milieu. He argues that 'without that kind of focus, any attempt to develop a
concept of ideology in communication studies is fatally flawed'. Furthermore he suggests
that the value of ideology offers a conceptual tool to relate the world of ideas in the
material world'. In support of this view, Buckingham (1992: 105) perceives students as
seeing' knowledge as a transparent reflection of reality'. However, media studies
challenges this dominant view by arguing that all knowledge is constitUted through
symbolic systems and discursive practices, i.e., institutions, which are in turn constituted
by, and constituted of power relations'. Let us now examine how the media negotiates
itself as facilitator between various interest groups in society.
2.1.2 Media as facilitator
The media often facilitates discourses between various role-players in society in an
attempt to uplift the consciousness of the general public on matters affecting society.
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However, in order to facilitate these discourses, Newspapers have to access voices from
various institutions. In support of this statement, Hardey (1982: 109) states that 'the
familiar cast of elite persons are often called upon to have their say, and there can be
contributions from lesser known people who are either representatives of particular
parties or groups involved in a story, or selected for vox pops'. Furthermore, he states
that 'the voices we hear are not "really the voices of the actual speaker'. The actual voices
we do hear are those of the readers, correspondents and reporters. Moreover, Hartley
explains that the voices, which are fully naturalised., are those of the reporters and the
newsreaders. He highlights the image-reality paradox in newspapers in his comment that
'these voices deny their constructed provincial status' and that 'the things they say are
said as ifthey were completely transparent', yet, 'reality simply appears through them'.
Furthermore, Hartley (1982: 111) comments on voices that issue press releases as
, voices who don't appear in their guise, but rather in that of the institutional voice itself.
He explains that 'these are the voices who issue press releases'. He further explains that
'there is absolutely no way of telling in detail from the news itself how much of a
reporter's script is written by the news organisation and how much comes from press
releases' .
2.1.3 The Power of language in deconstructing our environment.
In attempting to answer the critical question of this study, it seems necessary to
deconstruct the language used in media texts because writers manipulate language to
elicit various reactions from their target audiences. In support of the power that language
has on society in deconstructing their environment, a convergence ofthought emerges
between anthropological linguists, Sapir & Lee Whorf(1994: 28,29) and modern
structural anthropologist, Leach (1.994: 29) on the issue of language and the
deconstruction of our environment. It is evident in Leach's postulation: 'I postulate that
the physical and social environment of a young child is perceived as a continuum. It does
not contain any intrinsically separate 'things' ...The world is a representation of our
language categories, not vice versa'. Let us now examine if language serves to perpetuate
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class-consciousness, hence entrenching divisions and conflict in society. Does the media
achieve this by using a non-interactive, structuralist system ofcommunication?
2.1.4 Is Non-Interactive language oppressive?
The Sapir-Whorfhypothesis (1994: 30) explains the relationship between language and
perception in the explication of the 'theory oflinguistic determinism' which maintains
'that differences of linguistic structure cause the speakers ofdifferent languages in some
sense to see the world in different ways... people speaking one langUage cannot
perceive the world any other way than in the terms provided by the mental 'map'
constructed by their language'. However, a contradictory perspective is presented by
Fowler (1994: 27) who draws a conclusion ofChomsky's theory as being a 'theory of
language development' which remains a formal structuralist account of an abstract
system which is cut off from communicative interaction. At this point, it can be deduced
that structuralist, deterministic language is top down and does not encourage interaction.
Linguistic philosopher, Austin's (1994: 88) perspective on the structuralist system, which
cuts off interaction, is explained in terms of 'speech acts'. He believed that ' the
thousands of speech act verbs, e.g., stipulate, ban and declare, represented in newspapers'
dictated 'habitual processes' and limited human interaction. He explains a speech act or
'performatives' in terms of the following example: 'I declare you man and wife', is
judged according to the appropriateness or felicitousness of its performance, not it's truth
value'. I understand at this stage that truth is not necessarily inherent in media texts.
Moreover, the media might be representing images instead ofreality to the public.
However, how people perceive and deconstruct their -environment is directly linked to
their mental schemas and ideology.
2.1.5 Reader's Ideology
The representations of images and reality by the media are dependent on the ideology or
reading of the discourse by the reader. Hall (1992: 162) identifies three types of reading
in his encoding and decoding discourse. Firstly, he explains a 'dominant' reading,
where the reader 'recognises what a programme is saying and broadly agrees with it'.
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Secondly, he explains 'oppositionaJ' reading where 'he or she recognises the dominant
meaning but rejects it for cultural, political, or ideological reasons'. Thirdly, he explains
'negotiated' reading' in which elements of the programme are subjected to acceptance,
rejection, and lor refmement in the light of previously held views and assumptions' .
Moreover, the reading, decoding, deconstruction, understanding or perception of texts is
dictated by the ideology ofreaders. Mulvey (1992: 163), explains the workings of
ideology in the deconstruetion oftexts as 'if meaning is a production'. He explains that
the reader or critic plays a part in this production by bringing to bear on the work her/ his
own cultural knowledge and perspective'. For example, 'a feminist reading, re-works the
text and produces meanings that would have been impossible prior to the development of
the conceptual &amework of feminism. I now shift my focus from the reader's ideology
to ideology in the newspaper.
2.1.6 Ideology in the Newspaper
Mastennan (1992: 51) states that the 'precise nature of the media's ideological function
has been the subject of much debate'. However, he explains that' some writers identify
the dominant ideology as the pattern of ideas and beliefs of the dominant class, which
leads to a view of media products of monolithic expressions of ruling class values'. In
attempting to understand and answer the critical question of this study, it is important to
understand how ideology permeates news representation. Donald (1992: 78) in Alvarado
(1992) suggests that any study of the media should include an analysis of the unfolding of
the ideological representations in the text. eriticos (1996) indicates how this
deconstruction process can be achieved in media studies courses. He argues that the'
media literacy courses should tear down 'the notion of magical agency from instructional
media and equip learners to develop a critical understanding ofaudience, representation
and meaning of symbolic codes'. He further argues that when learners are actively
involved in 'reading' instructional media, they develop analytical and critical skills that
go beyond 'an understanding of media messages'.
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Now that we have examined ideology which permeates the newspapers, one needs to
ask the question, what tools does one use to deconstruct media texts? One such tool,
which is relevant to this study, is the theory of transitivity.
2.1.7 Theory of Transitivity: A linguistic tool to deconstruct media texts
Since this study deals with textual analysis and representation, it would be useful to
examine analytical tools that deal specifically with media text analysis. One such tool is
the theory oftransitivity. Halliday (1994: 70) as quoted by Fowler, explains the theory of
transitivity as a' fundamental and powerful concept' and an 'essential tool in the analysis
ofreprese.Di.atioo'. Fowler (1994: 71) explains Halliday's transitivity as meaning that
differs from 'the sense of the term in traditional grammar' He further explains that
'traditionally, there is a syntactic distinction between transitive and intransitive verbs,
depending on whether they take an object or not. For example:
*Sujen drove the car versus Kemsila danced.
Fowler (1994) explains the syntactic difference 'oversimplifies or neglects some
important differences of meaning between various types ofverbs, and therefore various
types ofclauses'. Now that we have examined the type of interactive or non interactive
use of language in the media, let us examine how to analyse media articles,
simultaneously focusing on the consensus or conflict stance that the media takes.
2.1.8 Us & Them Model: An ideological tool to deconstruct media texts
The Us and Them Model is an example of the media choosing to adopt the conflict
position and hence entrenching class conflict in society. For example, the 'us' represents
the ruling class and the 'them' represents the working class. Brunsdon and Morley (1978:
25) base their 'us' and 'them' model on the theory that since 'the media image of a non-
political consensus operating at the level of the family' to which the media address their
remarks its is not surprising that the basic opposition between 'us' and 'them' should
also prove to have implications for that image. The following figure illustrates their
model:
Figure 2.2




Production & Reproduction Consumption
Workers (fimctions) Individuals (bearers)
Structural Causation Effects
1HEM US
(Brunsdon and Morley, 1978: 25)
The left side of the above figure, 'Them', represents the working class, oppressed masses
while the right side of the figure, 'Us', represents the ruling class. As long as this division
and disparity exists, there will always be conflict in society. In relating this model to my
study, I wish to bear in mind the theoretical concepts explained at the beginning of this
chapter, where the media chooses to operate in the consensus paradigm when
representing ruling class ideology and then shifts to the conflict paradigm when
representing working class ideology.
Brunsdon and MOIiey (1978) propose the following questions in analysing media
articles:
* What is the relationship between copy, headline and picture?
* How does the overall layout help to promote a particular meaning for the event
reported?
* What role do the photos play in closing the meaning of the stories?
*What codes are at work in producing this effect?
* What is the relationship between different stories on the same page?
* For example, the popular dailies often juxtapose political stories and images
with showbiz and glamour stories.
*Does this type ofjuxtaposition produce any meaning which is not contained in
either of the stories on their own?
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* How are the events in politics and other spheres of social life translated into
popular idiom?
* When considering the headlines, what is the ideological productivity?
* In other words, what benefit is there to be gained for a particular ideological
position by selecting and signifying the events in this way?
* What paradigmatic choices have been made?
*How are accessed voices used to make the stories 'preferred meaning' seem to
emerge naturally?
* Can you find any evidence to suggest that some interests in a dispute are
presented as natural and general interests, whilst left or demonstrators are
presented as deviant behaviour?
* How far is a political conflict signified in the rhetoric of violence as illustrated
by Hiebert et al's paradigmatic theories?
I stated earlier on in the chapter, under the sub-heading, conflict theory, that when there is
on-going interaction in the media for a period of three months or more, about issues that
are close to people's hearts, then it constitutes mass hysteria. I cited the example of the
foot and mouth scare in South Africa. Now let us focus our lens on a similar phenomenon
on the international arena.
Section Three
3.1 An International Media Study on Mass Hysteria
Since some newspaper reports on rationalisation and redeployment process created mass
_. . _..- -- . ---
hysteria among affected teachers in KZN, it would be interesting to note another instance
where the media created panic and hysteria. Fowler (1994: 148) cites an example of
hysteria in the British media, where the tabloid read: The salmonella in eggs affair.
Fowler describes that for three months, from November 1988-March 1988, 'an hysterical
episode of massive proportions was built up in the British media. ' The British public was
panic-stricken about food poisoning, specifically about 'two types of bacterial poisoning,
salmonella enteritis phage type 4, which was present in eggs', and the second bacteria
being, 'Listeria monocytogenes, a bacteria occurring widely in the environment and
which also found in pre-cooked and chilled food, and some cheeses'.
Furthermore, 'food poisoning cases and outbreaks' had increased, and 'during those three
months of panic, a few deaths and stillbirths specifically linked to salmonella and Listeria
occurred or were reported'. Fowler describes 'hysteria' as behaviour that is 'not simply
which is in excess of the events which provoked it, it is behaviour which attains
autonomy, which sustains itself as an expressive performance independent of its causes.
People behaving hysterically 'go on and on' (sustain) and 'shout' and 'scream' (excess,
express)'. He explains further that hysteria requires an expressive system, a mode of
discourse, independent of empirical reality'. Fowler concludes that the 'great egg scare
was not a medical phenomenon, not an epidemic, it was a construct of discourse, a
formation and transformation of ideas in the public language of the newspapers and
television'. I understand from this study on mass hysteria that if the media facilitates
dialogue and discourse by using interactive and emotive language, then the media could
be deliberately fanning the flames of mass hysteria.
Section Four
4.1 Conclusion
According to Hiebert et al. (1991) conflict and consensus theories are the cornerstones
that dictate the role of media as moulder or mirror of society. By consensus theory I
understand that the media adopts the consensus stance when communicating ruling class
ideology to the masses in the hope ofgaining their support so that the status quo remains
intact. By conflict theory I understand that the media positions itself as facilitator to
promote discourse and interaction between various interest groups, especially at
grassroots level. I further understand that when dialogue rages between interest groups




KWAZULU - NATAL READERSHIP BY RACE
WHITE READERSHIP INDIAN ICOLOURED BLACK
READERSHIP READERSHIP
PUBLICATION
TOTAL % WHITE TOTAL % INDIAN TOTAL % BLACK
RDRSHIP READERS RDRSHIP READERS RDRSHIP READERS
DAll.Y
94000 26 185000 50 87000 24
NEWS
THE
104000 42 84000 34 61000 24
MERCURY
NATAL
59000 41 42000 30 40000 29
WITNESS
POST 5000 1 292000 96 9000 3
KwaZulu-Natalliterate population = 5 281 000
Blacks = 4 127000 Whites =523 000 Indians/Coloureds = 631 000
Source: AMPS 2000A
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1. Introduction I Rationale
In Chapter Two I explored the Consensus and Conflict theoretical media paradigms /
framework within which this research is located. I also explored how the media exploits
language and ideology within these paradigms. In this chapter I intend revealing how I
collected and analysed data in attempting to investigate the critical question of this study:
Haw did the print media represent the rationalisation and redeployment (R&R)
phenomenon in KZNfor the period November 1998 - March 1999? Section One of this
chapter deals with Research Focus and Research Strategy in which I explain the purpose
of this study and rationalise the use of document analysis. Section Two deals with the
Research Design in which I explain the timeframes and the choice of the media products,
Daily News, Mercury, Natal Witness and Post. Section Three deals with the Research
Instruments which explicates how the sample was coded and categorised according to the
methods recommended for document analysis. Section Four deals with a Table of
Synthesis of high frequency R&R issues for the period before implementation,
(November 1998 -January 1999) and the period during implementation, (January 1999 -
March 1999). Finally, Section Five deals with the Limitations of this study and
Conclusion.
Section One
1.1 The Research Focus
The purpose of this study is to gain an in-depth insight into the paradigmatic media
perspectives and representations of four local media products on the Rationalisation and
Redeployment (R&R) phenomenon in KwaZulu-Natal.
1.1.1 The Research Strategy
The critical question in this study: How did the media represent the rationalisation and
redeployment phenomenon in KZN for the period November 1998- March 1999?
determined the use of document analysis, commonly called content analysis, as the
most effective research strategy because media texts would constitute the written
document. Robson (1988: 237) categorizes 'newspapers, books, magazines, notices or
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letters' as written documents. He further explains that document analysis is an 'indirect'
mode of analysis of newspaper texts, because instead of requesting someone to 'fill in a
questionnaire for the purpose of our inquiry, we are dealing with something produced for
some other purpose'. Robson (1998: 238) states that 'content analysis came into
prominence in the social sciences in a series of quantitative analyses of newspapers'. My
inquiry requires an analysis of media texts, and it is interesting to note that Krippendorff
(1980: 13-15) cites the use of content analysis in research studies of advertising,
pornography, and violence in the media. It is quite clear that document analysis would be
the most effective research strategy for my deconstruction of the media texts representing
the R&R phenomenon in KZN.
1.1.2 Definition of Content Analysis
Krippendorft: (1980: 21) defines content analysis as ' a research technique for making
replicable and valid inferences from data to their context, however, context includes the
purpose of the document as well as institutional, social and cultural aspects' which
influence the validity and reliability of the research study.
This definition helps in keeping in mind the intentions of the four institutions, The Daily
News, Mercury, Natal Witness and Post in their construction of the R&R 'story'.
Furthermore, Gottschalk (1945: 35) suggested a checklist of firstly, 'was the ultimate
source of the detail (the primary witness) able to tell the truth?', secondly, was the
primary witness willing to tell the truth?', thirdly, 'is the primary witness accurately
reported with regard to the detail under examination?', and fourthly, 'is there external
corroboration of the detail under examination?'.
1.1.3 Advantages of Content Analysis
The advantage of this approach was that since I was a subject in the rationalisation and
redeployment process, this type of detached analysis served me well because it helped me
keep my emotions in control and work objectively. Furthermore, according to Webb et
al., (1966: 243), the advantage of this type of analysis is that it is an 'unobtrusive
measure' which means that 'the nature of the document is not affected by the fact that
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you are using it for enquiry', furthermore, you can observe, without being observed.
Moreover, it is 'nonreactive', in permanent form and therefore may be subjected to
reliability checks and replication studies'. Moreover, it might provide 'low cost form of
longitudinal analysis when a run or series of documents of a particular type is available.
The media did provide a 'series' of R&R documents, which makes this strategy
appropriate and effective.
1.1.4 Disadvantages of Content Analysis
According to Webb et al., (1966: 243), the disadvantages of document analysis are that it
may be limited or partial. Furthermore, it might be bias. To partially obviate the problem
of limitation and bias, I examined in parallel the policy intentions, procedures and
timeframes of implementation in the HRM 51/98 alongside the newspaper reports on the
R&R phenomenon. When I found that there was a point of disjuncture between what was
in the meant to happen in the HRM 51/98 and what was happening in reality, I realised
that the implementation process was not going according to plan. I also understand that
the role of policy need not serve to be 'implementable', and that it might serve a
symbolic function.
Section Two
2.1 The Research Design
The media products, the Daily News, Mercury, Natal Witness provided a 'series' of
twenty six rationalisation and redeployment documents over the period of study,
November 1998 to March 1999. This period was chosen because the first document
produced on rationalisation and redeployment in KZN according to the Microfish from
Independent Newspapers was in November 1998. The cut-offdate of31 March 1999 was
chosen because that was the day that the rationalisation and redeployment
implementation was to be completed according to the Final management plan which was
attached to the HRM 51/98, the original R&R document in KZN.
2.1.1 Sampling
It was necessary to select four local newspapers, The Daily News, Mercury, Natal
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Witness and the Post because they best represented the readership, which included the
teachers and various groups who were interested in the R&R phenomenon. According to
the AMPS 2000 KwaZulu-Natal readership by race statistics. The following table
indicates the KwaZulu-Natal readership by race statistics:
Figure 3.1
KWAZULU - NATAL READERSHIP BY RACE
WHITE READERSHIP INDIAN ICOWURED BLACK
READERSHIP READERSHIP
PUBLICATION
TOTAL % WHITE TOTAL % INDIAN TOTAL % BLACK
RDRSHIP READERS RDRSHIP READERS RDRSHIP READERS
DAILY
94000 26 185000 50 87000 24
NEWS
THE
104000 42 84000 34 61000 24
MERCURY
NATAL
59000 41 42000 30 40000 29
WITNESS
POST 5000 1 292000· 96 9000 3
Figure 3.1 indicates that The Daily News was read by 26% White, 50% Indian and
Coloured, and 24% African readers respectively. The Mercury was read by 42% White,
34% Indian and Coloured, and 24% African readers respectively. The Natal Witness was
read by 41 % White, 30% Indian and Coloured, and 29% African readers respectively.
The Post was read by 1% White, 96% Indian and Coloured, and 3% African readers
respectively.
2.1.2 Methodological Triangulation
The Daily News, Mercury, Natal Witness and The Post provided four different
perspectives to this study and thus facilitated triangulation against the HRM 51/98
original R&R document in KZN.
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2.1.3 Data Collection
It was imperative to employ both qualitative and quantitative methods in this study.
Research evidence suggests that these two approaches do complement each other.
Bryman (1990: 754) supports an eclectic fusion of both approaches in his statement that
'the rather partisan either/ or tenor of debate about quantitative and qualitative research
may appear somewhat bizarre to an outsider, for whom the obvious way forward is likely
to be a fusion of the two approaches so that their respective strengths might be reaped.'
Contrary to the Glasgow Media Report on media statistics, a summation of Positivists,
Comte and Durkheim's perspective on statistical data was that it was 'possible to classify
the social world in an objective way. Using these classifications, it was then possible to
count sets of observable social fact and so produce statistics'. The following graph
represents the total number of texts representing the R&R phenomenon for the period
November 1988 to March 1999.











Daily News Mercury Witness Post
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This graphical representation illustrates that the R&R phenomenon was represented by
the Daily News, Mercury, Natal Witness and Post for the period before implementation
November 1998 to January 1999, and the period during implementation January 1999 to
March 1999.. For the period before implementation the Daily News and the Mercury
wrote two texts each while the Post wrote one text. It must be noted that the Natal
Witness did not represent the R&R phenomenon for the period before implementation.
For the period during implementation the Daily News represented five texts, the Mercury
represented nine texts; the Natal Witness represented two texts, while the Post
represented six texts. These four media products covered a total number of twenty-six
texts. These texts were subject to various levels ofanalysis.
Section Three
3.1 The Research Instruments
This study used the methods ofanalysis as recommended for document or content
analysis. The sample was categorised to a timeframe of three months, the period before
Implementation, (November 1998- January1999) to the period during implementation,
(January 1999 - March 1999) This time frame runs parallel to the Final management plan
(implementation document) that was attached to the HRM 51/98 official R&R document.
The Final Management Plan was categorised according to the time frames, the action to
be implemented and the responsibilities ofvarious role players at micro, meso and macro
levels. The Final Management Plan was further categorised into policy focus and policy
Issues.
3.1.1 Categorisation
Each newspaper was categorised individually and then a cross section, according to the
number of R&R 'stories' for the stipulated time frame. Furthermore, the texts were
coded, irrespective of the whether it was positive, negative, favourable or unfavourable,
so that objectivity could be realised. The coding of issues were selected on the basis of
'high inference' items where the following categories, as suggested by Holsti (1969), and
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cited by Robson, (1998: 241) were taken into consideration: the subject matter indicating
what the issue entails; the values indicating ideologies; the goals, revealing intentions; the
actors, indicating who is represented as carrying out the actions referred to; location,
indicating where the action is taking place, and conflict, the sources and levels of
conflict. Finally, endings, indicating who and how the conflicts were resolved.
3.1.2 Levels of Analysis
On a practical level, twenty-six texts were subject to an annotative level of analysis,
where a summary of the most salient issues relating to the R&R phenomenon was
documented. Secondly, it was subject to a categorisation of time frames, which was the
period before implementation of the R&R phenomenon, (November 1998-January 1999)
to the period during implementation of the R&R phenomenon, which was, (January 1999
- March 1999). Thirdly, the data was subject to a categorisation of issues according to the
time frames. The following table is a synthesis of the issues that were represented by the
Daily News, Mercury, Natal Witness and Post for the time frames, the period before
implementation, (November 1998- January 1999) to the period during implementation,
(January 1999- March 1999).
Section Four
4.1 Table of Synthesis of R&R issues:
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Teadlers 01122 January 1999.
'Indian Schools faced largest cuts.
'Excess teachers given 3 options.
'Declining Posts would meall
resignation.
'2500 Indian womell teachers expected
to be redeployed.
'Excess educator speaks oftrauma.
'Family commilmentsllosing jobs.
'Teacher. crying.
'Policy wreaks havoc 011 professional
lives.
•Process to COIIIUlue until .~arch.
'Task Teams resolve problems.
'Exces. Teachers angry over
tailorUIIl·
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'Sadlu unhappy .vilh procedure.
'Sadlu says process id necessary
or equity.
'Sadlu blames principals for
misuuerpretalion.
'HRD sought clarity on R&R.
process.
'Teachers abandon Acting POSIS.
'AetUlg Posts to befl1led in
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'Circular 3 does nOl stale thal
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'Durban Schools fdl vacantposts
without Department's permission.
'Some scltools were tekphonUll:
neighbouring sdlOols for Excess
Teachers.
'COliflicJ ofR& R PI/In.
'Posts fdled by schools ~ill be nuU
alld void.
'Vacallcy List de14yed to late March.
'DepartmeJll dediUU 8252
Vacant Posts alld 5133 Excus
Teachers.
'DepartmeJll ofEduCalWII denies
bungling R&R ill KZN.
'DeparlmeJll's unauditedfwures
revealSOOO VucaJll Posts and 5133
Excess Teachers.
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and PhoerUx unlikely to accept
rural posts.
'Maully ChatStvorth and Phoenix
Teachers affected
'Roger BurroK's(Chllirman of
Education portfoLW ill UN)
questions accuracy ofnewfigures
reflecting R&R po,ition.
'Roger BurrOK'S predicts excess
teacheTJ decJUJing ruralPOStingf,
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resignations 10 be larger.
, Vacancy Lists 10 be 11~ailabu in
early Apri/.
'Budget ciJedfor termillluion of
Tempora')' Teacher. in 1998 QJ.d







'Ratio change to 1:42
'New RiIlio reletued ill
Provincial ELRG.
'R& R Plan to be implemented
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Plan.
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The issues represented in the table were further categorised into constructs for each
newspaper. These constructs for each newspaper was fed into the computer database
according to the timeframes. Finally the constructs emerging from the synthesis table was
subject to processing through the Microsoft Works Spreadsheet (Version 4) for statistical
analysis and graphic representations.
Based on the high level frequency of certain issues emerging in the synthesis table, ten
texts were chosen for analysis. These ten texts were analysed according to the theoretical
framework within which the media operates, namely, the Structural Functionalism
Consensus paradigm and the Political-Economic Conflict paradigm as explicated by
Hiebert et al., (1991: 36-37), (refer to conceptual framework chapter). Furthermore, the
texts were analysed using the 'Us & Them' Model explained by Brunsdon and Morley,
(refer to theoretical framework). This model was useful because it alerted me to
stratification in society and power structures that might emerge when analysing texts.
Moreover, Halliday's theory of transitivity, (refer to theoretical framework) was useful to
recognise latent power structure that the media might use to mystify active agents or
determiners ofaction, (refer to theoretical framework).
Section Five
5.1 Limitations
The process of categorizing and coding is extremely time consuming. Furthermore, the
media representations could not provide visual and auditory stimuli about silences,
nuances, hidden agendas, body language: facial expression, and vocal modulation as
primary sources would have provided. However, issues of hidden agendas were partially
uncovered by my sensitivity to the role of interactive and non-interactive language that
the media exploits in its attempts to court discourse or stifle discourse. Another limitation
might be the fact that this study focuses only on KwaZulu-Natal, hence, the national
picture cannot be compared. Finally, despite attempts at being objective, there is a
possible influence of my subjective experience.
5.1.1 Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to gain an in-depth insight into the paradigmatic media
perspectives and representations ofthe four local media products, and I do believe that
this objective was partially achieved after embarking on this methodological process.
This rigorous process of sorting out the categories and coding makes this study worthy of
replication for future research. As Berelson (1952) points out, and Robson (1988: 242)
cites, that 'since the categories contain the substance of the investigation, a content
analysis can be no better that its system of categories'. Furthermore, I must re-iterate that
this was perhaps the most effective research strategy for this study involving document
analysis.
CHAPTER FOUR























~ Media texts relate to reality in different ways. Teachers, theorists and Ci critics agree that media texts do not replicate or mirror reality.
~ Newsom Report: 1963
IntreductionJ Rationale
1. Introduction
In Chapter Three I discussed the methodology of data collection. In this Chapter I intend
deconstructing ten representative texts for the period November 1998 - March 1999, that
the media reporters have constructed on the R&R story. In Section One, I use Halliday's
Theory of Transitivity, (refer to theoretical framework) as quoted by Fowler, (1994: 71),
to analyse the media text linguistically. In Section Two I use the 'Us & Them' model
to do a representational analysis wherein the 'Us' represents the powerful and the 'Them'
represents the powerless. Inherent in this analysis is the theoretical framework of the
media not replicating reality as indicated in the Newsom Report (1963). I now present
the ten texts that were chosen for analysis.
Section One:
1.1 Linguistic Analysis
This section will be analysed according to semantics or meaning of the words, syntax or
sentence construction and semiotics referring to the underlying signals and hidden

























MONTHS of uncertainty in the.~nl! urofession
have come to all cnd aller teacrier unlOliS"accepted
far reaching changes in the education system.
The National Professional Teachers' Organisation
of South Africa (Naptosn) and the country's largest
union, the South African Democratic Teachers'
Union (Sadtu), have welcomed the agreements
signed with the national education department set-
ting out controversial issues of rationalisation,
teacher redeployment and equity.
The agreements are a culmination of protracted
negotiations which took place for almost two years.
"These agreements are far from perfect and only
became a reality because all the parties involved in
the negotiating process were willing to compromise
in order to reach consensus so as to effed equity and
to ensure a smooth .start to the next school year,"
said Naptosa spokesmnn Andrew Pyper.
Mr Pyper said the mere signing of the agreemcnts
would not eliminate the challenges and problems
facing the departmcnt. lIc said his union welcomcd
the :lgrcelllcnts as a major step forward.
Sadtu general secretary Thul:ls Nxesi said the
union would closely monitor the department to en-
sure that the resolutions were implemented.
KwaZulu-Natal education authorities were also
happy the agreements had been reached.
Provincial Education Department spokesman,
Mandla l\fsibi, said the agreements would bring sta-
bility to schools next year as several issues pcrtain-





MHLANGA E. THE DAILY 'NEWS: TEXT ONE
TEXT ONE D.N. 18111198 .... ... • M A..TllU lUll I( TnJN nli'.A.T SIl~N IUI
ENCO»ED DECODED
1 Months of uncertainty in the teachin~ 'uncertainty' (line 1) is a neuative emotional construct.
orofession have come to an end after teacher oome to an end' (line 2) is su~aestive of relief
unions accepted far reachimz chanaes in the 'unions accepted' implies the power the unions wield
education sYstem. in decision makin~ in the education system.
5 The National Professional Teachers' Organisation Naplosa (line 5) is presented as a key signatory.
of South Africa (Naptosa) and the country's to the agreements. Sadtu in beinu: presented as the
largest union The South African Democratic 'country's largest union' (line 6-7) is indicative of democracy and power.
Teachers' Union (Sadtu).lhave welcomed the Furthermore, the syntactical position of the two unions as
agreements signed with the national education determiners in the structure of the sentence is indicative of the
10 department settina out the controversial issues unions wielding power over the education department.
of rationalisation teacher redeployment and The presentation of the shm 'national'(line 9) in small letters
equity. suggests the 'determined' or subordinate position of the powerful
The au:reements are a culmination of protracted National Ministry ofEducation.
negotiations which took place for a:Imost two The media operates within a 'conflict theory oaradigm'
15 years. and Ihence sets the scene ofconflict by the semantic use of
These af!l'eements are far from perfect and the sign 'controversial' (line 10) The unexolained iargon
only became a rea/itv because all the parties of"rationalisation' and 'redeoloyment' (line 11) is
involved in the neJ!otiatinJ! orocess were oonspicuous. The use of the oassive structure in lines
wi//inJ! to compromise in order to reach (I 3-15) is a media construction tool to avoid the 'why'
20 consensus so as to effect ,eauitv and to ~nsure question. The absence of the participants inClines 13-15)
a smooth start to the next school year, said is ~laring. The agreements (line 16) is a further example
Naptosa spokesman Andrew Pvper. of I'assive structure where all the participants are
Mr. Pyper said the mere signing ofthe agreements under-represented....'far from perfect' Wne 16) oreoares the osyche
would not eliminate the challenu:es and problems to expect challenges.
25 facing the department. He said his union The svntactic positionina of the oronoun 'hil7line 25)
welcomed the agreements ,as a maior step forward. is indicative of ownershio and control. This is in contrast
Sadtu general secretary Thu'las Nxesi said the to the perceived semantic of the word 'union' which is representative
union would closely monitor the department to of negotiation. equity, reoresentativitv and democracy.
~
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IrEXT ONE D.N. 18/11/98 Headline: MAJOR EDUCATION DEAL SIGNED
ENCODED DECODED
30 Kwazulu-Natal education authorities were also the department (line ) is a deliberate attempt to shift perceptions
happy the agreements had been reached. as to who 'monitors' (line 28) the 'implementation'
Provincial Education Department spokesman (line 29) of 'resolutions' (line 29). The representational positioning of
Mandla Msibi said the agreements would bring the KwaZulu- Natal education authorities (line 30) at the bottom of
stability to schools next year as several issues the text creates a 'false consciousness' of the department being powerless
35 pertaining to the profession had been resolved. in the implementation of resolutions that were monitored by the
unions. The promise ofthe construct I 'stability' (line 34) is an attempt
to court the co-operation of the various stakeholders in education.
,~·U~~1~P!s~?t!~I!rrT!I~~~1I~¥~1'fIl.'~·rf!:'W\:tu~~~~! •. [::-
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Plan will turn KZN into banana republic
MLTll i~ being reportedabout the proposcdredeployment of teach-er~m5\fe\'el-;'1iotmuch,
if any, is being reported about the
consequences and impl ications of
the contro\'ersial management
plan HRM 51 of 1998.
Yes, the plan f9,IW educators
deemed excess, according to some
sinister formula, to now teach in
the remote rural areas or be fired.
Security, or rather the lack of it,
w·ould deter most "excess" teach-
ers, many of whom are women,
-4
\::i
resulling in large numbers resign-
ing. HR\I 51 would cventually be
the cause of KZN becoming a true
bnnann republic.
Earlier this year, pupils, teach-
ers, parents, unions and some
politicians united in displaying
their rage when the services of the
temporary educators were termi-
nated. There was gre~t opposi\,j.Qn
to the c0rTUltCssion or classes
Now, when the new management
plan is implemented, it would cer·
tainly destroy our already over·
stressed puolic school system.
The education deparlmenl aller
teacher unions have becn boasling
about tcacher-pupil ratios of 1:33
Onc would nevcr nnd such a ratio
in our public schools in 1999.
For example, according to HR"I
of 1998, a primary school of 800
pupils would be entitled to 20 edu-
cators, inclusive of a principal, a
deputy and two heads of depart-
ment.
If there are 20 classcs of 40
pupils per class, the members of
management would be required to
both be form teachers and teach
full loads as onlinarv lL';lcher.'.
"'Iembers of m:lnagemenl do nut
tear h fu 1I loads.
For schools to cope wilh the dif-
ferences in teaching hours of man-
agement and level ones, and deliv-
er a full curriculum to all the.
pupils, the classes must be cum·
pressed. For example three class-
es of 40 Standard 2 pupils may
have to bc compressed la l\\P.
classes of60.
This would fU"rther distinguish
the private and !\1u;\~1 C schools
from the public schools, and the
rich frum the puor.
The tcacher unions have signed
this agrccment so it would bc
interesting to see the re~n of
the community, especiaITy those
that joincaSadtu to fight for the
re-instatement of the temporary
teachers to keep the teacher-pupil
ralio educationally manageable.
Now that parenls have to fork
out ever-increasing school fees,
would they allow their children to




ANONYMOUS THE DAILY NEWS: TEXT TWO
TEXT TWO D.N. 19/01/99 ..,., -"a' o PIAn will turn K~"N into a 0
ENCODED DECODED
1 Much is bei~ reported about the pronosed 'Much', 'reported' and 'proposed j is indicative of how the
redeployment of teachers. However not much if media was eXPloited to make the public aware of the intentions of
any, is being reported about the consequences policy. 'consequences' (line 3) within context indicates the
and implications of the controversial management period before implementation of policy. The participants
5 plan HRM 551 of 1998. engaRing in the 'controversial'{line 4) is mystified.
Yes the plan forces educators deemed excess 'forces'{line 6) resonates with threats to comply and execute
according to some sinister formula. to now a formula Oine 7). 'remote rural areas' (line 8) signifies
teach in the remote rural areas or be fired. a political conflict 'in the rhetoric of violence' Brunsdon
Security. or rather lack of it would deter & Morley Model. 'Security' l line 9) is a basic human need
10 most "excess" teachers many ofwhom are (M~low). "lExcess' (line 10) is indicative of 'waste product'
women, resulting in large ntUnbers resigning. in Human resource theory. (Coombs).women" (line 11)
HRM 51 would eventually be the cause ofKZN coniures up the gender debate. liresigning" is mystified.
becoming a true banana republic. HRM 51" (line 12) is also my~tifieet.
Earlier this year pupils teachers, parents. The syntactical positioning of hpuPils, teachers and parents"
15 unions and some politicians united in displaying (line 14).presents a powerful team (it grassroots.
their rage when the services of the temporary The second powerful team "unions and politicians" (line 15)
educators were terminated. There was great is presented on tlite same side as the grassroots team.
opposition to the compression of classes. 'TerrlPorary educators' (lines t6-17) issue at this point
Now when the new management plan is in time compHca~es the redeployment issue.
20 implemented, it would certainly destroy our Absence of the participants of'iopposition" (line 18)
already over-stressed public school system. is conspicuous. "Is implemented" (lines 19-20)
The education department and teacher unions indicates the period before implementation.
have been boasting about teacher-pupil ratios There appears to be a polarisation of perception with
of 1 : 38. regard to the "teacher-pupil ratio of 1:38" (lines 23-24)
25 One would never tind such a ratio in our public The semantics of "never" (line 25) is indicative of
schools in 1999. certainty. The re0etition of "public schools" (lines 21,
For example. according to HRM of 1998, a 25-26) draws attention to a clear distinction between
primary school of 800 pupils would be entitled 'public' and 'private' schools,
to 20 educators, inclusive of a principal, a deputy The author of this article appe~s to have a thorough
30 and two heads of department. knowledge of management dynamics within a public school.
If there 20 classes of40 pupils per class, the It appears as if the ratio of 1;40 (SUAAested in the author's
members of management would be required to both example) will impact on the load of management.
V'I.....
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TEXT TWO D.N. 19/01/99 ,..". .a. • Plan will turn K~7,N into' ...
ENCODED DECODED
be form teachers and teach full loads as ordinary "Ordinary" (line 33) is indicative of class stratification
teachers. within the school structures.
35 Members of management do not teach full loads. The emphatic tone that permeates line 35 is a further
For schools to cope with the differences in indication of prevailing power structures within schools.
teachina hours of manaaement and level ones, and Management and level ones" (line 37) is oroof of the
deliver a full curriculum to all the pupils. the prevailing hierarchical power structures existimz
classes must be compressed. For example within schools.
40 three classes of40 Standard 2 pupils may have The concept of "compression" (lines 18 39 and 41)
to be compressed to two classes of 60. is emphasised thrice. Nevertheless the repercussions
This would further distinauish the private of compression is unmentioned.
and Model C schools from the public schools The writer is convinced that the imolementation
and the rich from the poor. of the HRM SI would "further distinguish"(line 43)
45 The teacher unions have sianed this a~reement what emerges as three types of schools. viz. orivate
so it would be interesting to see the reaction of model C and public schools.
the community. esoeciallv those that ioined Lines 45-50) is merely speculation.
Sadtu to fight for the re-instatement of the
temoorarv teachers to keep the teacher-pupil
50 ratio educationally manaaeable.
Now that parents have to fork out ever-increasing The writer's ratios fluctuates from 1:40 (line 31).
school fees. would they allow their children to be to 1: 60 (line 41) to 1: 50 (line 53).
in a 50-odd class?
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Teacher redeployment b~set by problems
Sadtu lambasts
[chaotic process
Ch<l n!;es. 1'h is \\'as l'OIll poull<!ed
by I le lodging of disputes by
disgruntled te<ll'hers \\'ho had
bccn declared in eXl'es~.
SOllle or (he other issues
"bugging" the· dCpal'tlllelh
included l'oncerns that sc hool
authorities were "Jlunishing"
Ihose teachers they C'onsidered
excess by declaring tltelll in
excess; an <lpparcnt railure by
some principals to :lppraise
leachers of the situation; and
the app,u:ent non-eQrnpl j.J!lCC
with redeployment C'l'iteria.
Stay put
Mr Madurny made particular
f'eference 10 the abandoning of
acting hend of department posts
by teachers who fe<lred they
would be declilred excess, <l11(!
made 10 leave their school, once
the posts were permanently
filled by an outsider. The fears
were sparked by the recently
released HRM Circular 3, which
resulted in scores of teachers
handing in their resignations
and returning to their core
teaching duties. .
The fears were 'not warranted
becausethe acting head of
dep<lrtment posts would only be
filled in about III months, during
which time there could possibly
be no need to declare anyone in
.excess at the school because of
nalmal attrition, he s<lid.
1TQi'cover:-the circular did not
st<lte that those leachers would
be declared in excess hut that
the required criteria, including
the Jast-in-first·oul principle.
must be <lpplied, he said.
..\ccording to the department's
management plan, a vacancy
list 101' excess leachers \\':lS 10
h<l\'c been a\'ail:lble by frid:l.\·
but Ihis \\';t~ no 1011/.:('1' p()s~il\!e
lJL'l';nl~:e or "problcJns on tlh'
groulld" ;lIld l'erl<lin pulic.\·
Hardship
ph;lsed out. W;tS alarming.
~ducaflbn <lllthorities admit-
'ted at a press conference yes-
terday th<lt the process was dif-
ficult and problematic, but said
it was necessary to provide
e'lity in schools.
j ost of the problems I<lY with
.the misiuLerpretation by school
princip<lls of the rele\'ant docu-
menls, journalists were told.
Other team members said the
impending mo\'ement of teach-
L'rs from ad\'antaged srhools (0
those where their services were
more needed h<ld not becn
without hardship to them.
··The task is not a ple<lsant
one. There will be unhappi-
ness. There may bl' disruptions
to ramilies or the leachers,"
s;tid the head of the pro\'incial
redeployment lask team, illrs
/)h;I\'a Pillav.
Tlie pro\'(llci:l1 cduration de-
partment's director of hlllll;lll
rcsources, illaduray !\food le)',
sought to clarify the "mlSCOIl-
reptilllls" arolllid the proccss.
Ill' was m;lde ;lIrare of some
Il':ll'hers' f~ [l,\' the media.
ineluding the Daily News.
The education department










cess into further disarray.
The South African Demo-
cratic Teachcrs' Union (Sadtul, a
, major roleplayer in the process.
yesterday branded it "chaotic"
and surrounded in confusion.
rerusing to sh<lre the platform
with education authorities <111(1
other important pl:lyers.
S<ldtu, while committed to the
transforrnation process, chargcd
the education depal1ment had
"completely abdicated responsi·
bility f!lr mnna/.:ing the pl'Oress",
said Nd;lba (;clI'auaza, Ihe scc-
reI ar)'-!:enera I.
illr Grll'<lbaz;t said :lllhough
the union was ru/I\' behind the
prOCl'SS and tIll' te';lIll set up 10
m<lllage it, its members IH're
nol happy Irith proc'edures
being rollOlred ;11 :'l'hools. The
nUlnbcr of subjel'ls being
Mr iI!;Jduray Solid state-paid
pre-primary lcachcrs "should
~tav where thev arc" alld nol
ma'ke Ihl'lllsl'l\'ps ;I\'ailable to
be mOH'd t,_, other ~chools as
that seclor 1I'0uld ollly be ratio-
Il:lliscd next "e;Jr.
Presidellt ~r the ·,\ssociation
or Professiunal 'l'eaehcrs or
KwaZulu-Natal, Br('llw~n Fi:jh-
u. s;]id teacher orgaJllsallGns
had cul,ullilll'd thernse:·,'0s to
the rationalis:ltion and rede-
ploYlllcnt pr6ces~. which II':lS
Irill"llillic bnt the objec(i",:: to
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!BISSETTY K. THE DAILY NEWS: TEXT THREE
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1 A new controversy has thrown the orovinces The media uses the passive structure (line f) to
teacher rationalisation and redeployment process avoid the "who il Question. The semantic of
into further disarray. controversy: (line 1) sets the scenario for conflict.
The South Afiican Democratic Teachers' Union The detenninant (Sadtu) (line 4) emenzes the
5(Sadtu). a maior role olaver in the process. dominant roleplayer in the redeoloYment orocess.
vesterday branded it "chaotic ll and surrounded A conflict of interests between Sadtu and other
in confusion refusing to share the olatfonn stakeholders emerges as Sadtu brands the process
with education authorities and other important chaotic"(line 6). IIRefusimz...olavers"(lines 7-9)
olayers. is a manifestation of immature and unorofessional
10 Sadtu while committed to the transfonnation behaviour. "Committed ll (line 10) is contradictorv
process charged the education deoartment had to the uncommitted behaviour disolaved in (lines
"conm/ete/v abdicated responsibility for 7-9). Sadtu blames the DoE (limes 11-13)
manaJ[in~the process", said Ndaba Gcwabaza. for "abdicatin~ responsibilitY...orocessu (lines
the secretary-general. 12-13).
15 Mr Gcwabaza said although the union was fully The accessed voice ofMr. Gcwabaza(line 15)
behind the orocess and the team set up to appears to make the 'preferred meanimz' of the
manage it its members were not happy with text emerge 'naturally'. (Brunsdon & MorleY).
orocedures being followed at schools. Sadtu emerges as 'doctor' in the orocess and
The number of subiects being ohased out was Sadtu members (line 17) as "'Rot haopyll
20 alanning. (line 17). affected patients.
Education authorities admitted at a oress Blame is cast this time on uorocedures"iline 18)
conference yesterday that the process was difficult at schools. This conjures uo an imafIe ofconflict
and oroblematic. but said it was necessary to between Sadtu and the Deoartment. Sadtu and
orovide equity in schools. school management and Sadtu and members.
25 Most of the problems lay with the All this conflict by the above mentioned role-
misinterpretation by school principals of the players has been experienced 'lIwas necessary
relevant documents. iournalists were told. to provide equity in schools. (Hnes 23-24).
Journalists (line 27) set the scene for further
conflict between school orincioals (line 26),
30 those affected and education authorities because
of "misinterpretatiOrill (line 26).
VI...
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Other team members said the impendin~ The absence of the names of "other team members"
movement of teachers from advantaged schools (line 36) is conspicuous. "Imoendin~"(line 36)
to those where their services were more needed is indicative of the period before imolementation.
had not been without hardship to them. What constitutes "advantaaed" schools (line 37)
40 The task is not a pleasant one. There will be needs explanation. "Unhaooiness"(line 4I) is
unhappiness. There may be disruptions to guaranteed by the semantic use of "will"(line 40).
families ofthe teachers".said the head of the Disruptions...families... "-(lines 41-42) emerge
orovincial redeolovment task team. Mrs Dhaya as 'natural' phenomena. The accessed voice.
Pillay. Mrs. Dhaya Pillay (line 43-44), intended message
45 The provincial education deoartment's director of and intended audience is crucial in hermeneutics.
human resources. Madurav Moodlev. sought The representational use of the most most oower-
to clarifV the "misconceptions" around the orocess. ful voice. Mr. Maduray Moodlev at the lower
He was made aware of some teachers' fears by the end of the text is a deliberate attemot to invert
media. including the Daily News. the power structures to the reader to create a
50 Mr Madurav made oarticular reference to the false consciousness.
abandoning of acting head ofdepartment oosts Mr. Maduray emerges as the ombudsman in
bv teachers who feared would be declared excess a conflict of interest between actin~ heads of
and made to leave their school. once the posts department and the author ofHRM Circular 3.
were permanently filled bv an outsider. HRM Circular 3 aooears to be frauaht with
55 The fears were sparked by the recently released misconceptions (line 47).
HRM Circular 3. which resulted in scores of Between (lines 49-59). the conceot of fear is
teachers handing in their resignations and represented four times. Fear is a debilitating
returning to their core teaching duties. negative emotional construct.
The fears were not warranted because the acting Schools are represented as an environment
60 head of department posts would onlv be filled where confusion. fear and chaosCall three
in about 18 months during which time there concepts not conducive to a learning
could possibly be no need to declare anyone in environmenO. reigns.
excess at the school because ofnatural attrition. It seems as if the criteria of 18 months (line 61 )
he said. has been omitted in circular 3 which the
Vl
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65 Moreover the circular did not state that those disruotions at schools.
teachers would be declared in excess but that the The attempt to clarify the misconceptions
required criteria including the last-in-first-out (line 47) ofHRM Circular 3 points in
principle must be applied he said. direction of the theory-practice dichotomy and
According to the department's management olan the long standing debate of interpretation and
70 a vacancy list for excess teachers was to have been misinterpretation.
available bv Fridav but this was no longer possible "last-in-first-out" (line 67) criteria emerges to
because of "problems on the $!found" have been the criteria used for management
and certain policy changes. This was compounded positions as well. "...department's management
by the lodging of disoutes by disgruntled plan" (line 69), does not appear to be going
75 teachers who had been declared in excess. according to olan. The unavailability of the
Some of the other issues "bugging" the vacancy list" (line 70), according to
department included concerns that school management plan" (line 69) emerges as the
authorities were "ounishing" those teachers they point of disiuncture between the theory on
considered excess bv declaring them in excess' the management plan and imolementation of
80 and apparent failure bv some princioals to appraise that plan into practice. (ref Samuel 0997: 4).
teachers of the situation· and the aooarent For "policy changes" (line 73) to occur the
non-compliance with redeployment criteria. oroblems on the wound" (line 72) must have
been Quite serious. The "lodging ofdisputes",
Stav Dut (line 74) emerges as the first sign of
85 social action. (lines 76-79) is speculation bv the
Mr Madurav said state-oaid ore-primary teachers department, yet is represented bv the author
"should stay where they are" as a fact. This could cause conflict between
and not make themselves available to be moved to management and staff "Failure... principals"
other schools as that sector would only be (line 80 ) emerges as if the department is
90 rationalised next year. casting blame on school orincioals for inefficient
Vl
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President of the Association ofProfessional evaluation. This sets the scene for further
Teachers ofKwaZulu-Natal Bronwyn Fisher, conflict within the affected schools.
said teacher organisations had committed The determinant Mr. Maduray. su~gests that
themselves to the rationalisation and redeployment "pre-primary teachers" (line 86) are making
95 process which was traumatic but the objective themselves available" (line 88) to be redeployed
to address imbalances of the past was to "other schools" (line 89). What emerges is
encouraging. by the statement, "that sector.. rationalised
next year" is that rationalisation is not being
implemented in all sectors simultaneously.
Furthermore why do different sectors still
exist in a post democracy?
TEXT FdUR~f 18/ 1/98
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which will ;lffeet where Jlld
, how le;lchc'rs <Ire elllplu}\:d
ill the cOl:lllry w('re ~iglled
yesll'n!Jy uy lhe governlllelll ;llld
tC'Jchc'rs' lI11ions,
lhe Jgreemellt biws provill(iJI
lkr.1rtml'lltS thl' go-;dll'"d tu rl'de-
ploy tl'Jdll'fS frolll schools (UllSid-
('rl'd privileged to rural ;lIld dis:lll-
\';ullaged ;treas where lhere Ml'
shurtages uf leJ(hc'rs,
'1i~llll'r COlllil'ls ll\W lhe dUlil",
fl'spullsihilities ;lIld \\'urklu;;ds 1)(
l'l!U(:llors hJ\"l' ;Ihu bl'l'1l ",~fl'l-d
UpOll,
Illl' fuur ;lgrl'l'llIl'lIts itl(!udl' Pfl)-
l\'dun's for f,llillll;i1is;llioll ;t1ld 1\"
dl'ployml'lll, pfllll'durl" (llf lhl'
:ld\','nisillg ;1I1d (illillg ul l'OSh,
dtllil's Jlld resp,'milJilitil's u( I";ilh-
,'fS ,llld worklu;lds of Il'Jdll'rs,
lhl' worklll.ld Jgfl'l:IlH'lIt sl;lln
:Ilat tl';lCh('fS \\'illlluw h:lv(' tl) ill' ;It
'd luul fur ;ll 1t;ISt 'l'\"l'1l JIlllrrs ;,
,b\', Jlld spelld »2','(, ut lhl'if lirrll'
Il':tlhillg,
rhe heJd uf l':I(11 prO\'illl i,l; nlu-
(;lliOll dl'p;lrlllil'1l1 willlllJ\v il,' ,:hl,'
1" dl'Il'f11lilll' lhl' Illl;i1 11I1I11""r 11;
;",Ilhl'fs' PO',h Ih;11 ,IIlJlild il" ,i::"
1·~I~l..'d "llr ~llll)U:\.
:';,llillll,d LollIl,lli(lll \lrr:I"":
\I;,u,ivl Ikllgu ',d 111.11 111l' ,i,:rl'
III~ o( lhl' ;I,~fC'('rr:,'IlIS \\'ould h,I\\' ,I
,i,~llIrk;IIlI irrrl',ltll:lll'dul',lliorl.'
"IV,' :I[C' lkll'1I111l1l'lf tll l'IlS:II"
tll,ll 111l'W ;t~rl'l'III,'rll\ .Ill' '1111':'"
1Ill'lllt'd ill timl' to 1Ill'l'1 lhl' t:lI~l'l
of lhl' Iwgillllillg'oi Ihe Ill",\' school
~'l':tr," said !'rof Bl'llgll,
"It is l'll\'isJged thal schools \\'ill
rl'cl'i\"l' inform;ttion abouI l1e:\t
> re:tr's pust l'stJhlishl1'll"nt ill thl'
l1ext f.:w l!;t\,S,"
III 1</:'\, 'l'ducatioll :Iuthurilies
\\'l'ICUIIll'd tile Jgrl'l'lIll'llt Jl1d SJid
tlt;lt Iltl' irltl'rim mJn;rgl'l!ll'llt pLln
could he rl'k;lsed IJv \ lond;!\'.
l\Z:--I l'dUl:ltioil sp,lk'l'sl1];11]
\t:lIldIJ \lsilJi s;lid: "We ;Irl' h;lpP~'
lh:tt the Ul1iOllS h:IVl' rl';!chl'd
;lgrel'llll'llt 'Wilh tl1,' l'dul':ltioll
d~'P;lItl1ll'111 ;t11t1 \\'l' 11"/,l' lhis \\'ill
hrill,~ stlllilit~' 11ll'dllUliull,"
Welcomed
li:,I' 11,'''' lI11illll'i It,l\'c' ,'.Il1rillll,I\'
\\'c'kllllll'd Illl' Ill'\\" ;1~rc:'l'III,':II'i, ,;1\:'
ill,~;1 U)f"''il:llll1is,'11:1d III I>"I,',It'/ll:d
III l'llSlIrl' .1 SIllOoll1 \t:1I t III 1'I'l'l,
Tilt, :--1:111"11:11 Pr, :!'('s<illll;t1l,';Irll-
l'rs' Org;lIlis.1l iOIl (:'>',lpltls:l) \\':IfIlt'd
tlt:11 il was l'OIlt't'rrll'd :i!JUUl I Ill'
ill'l'lt-llll'l:UliOll ;11 Id :IJlI'Iil':llioll tlf
llH' agrl'l'llll'llt, \\'llkl1 (\'lHild fe-
lJ uirl' t',lllllllilllll'llt frolll ;111 p;l[lil's
illnll\ Cl I.
"r"l IL':I~U s;,id Ill' \\';1\ :1I\',lf"
tll:1I k:ldi,'r,' Ulli"ll'i \\"'llIld li",' III
'",.' I.', :ll'r ~ I,,,, 'ill''i III \,,,1'1,';11
"ld\'1I1",,·; 'lill, ,'s IJ'\ Idll'll'
ll',I"li,'>i";:'" ",':" I': ':,""1 I: ::1
l'n' il l,rlll'''''''1.
"! ), ','isll 'IlS 11;1\', tll! 'l' I ";Id,: Oil
\\'~L:l \\'( il:I"" ,,: lltl' 1:1, '11 il'! 11, ..
I'!l,r :;"II,gll s;lid, fl'krfil1,g I" Ilrl'
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1 Far-reachin~ agreements which will affect where "Far reachin~ a~reements" (line 1) is an intransitive
and how teachers are employed in the country (ref. Transitivity.Ch. 2) passive structure to
were signed yesterday by the government and defocus attention on the participants of the
teachers' unions. agreement.
5 The agreement gives provincial departments the Again. "The agreement" (line 5) is a passive
go-ahead to redploy teachers from schools transitive semiotic tool used by newspapers
considered privileged to rural and disadvantaged to draw attention away from the participamts
areas where there are shortages of teachers. of the a~reement.
Tighter controls oyer the duties responsibilities The agreement" (line 5) becomes the powel1ful
10 and workloads of educators haye also been agreed 'agent' that determines 'action'. Refer(Ch.2)
upon. "Tighter controls" (line 9) is a further example
The four agreements include procedures for of the passive intransitive syntactic tactic
rationalisation and redeployment procedures for used by newspapers to defocus on the
the advertising and filling of posts duties and participants of "the a~reement"(lines 1 5.10)
15 responsibilities of teachers and workloads of "The four a~reements"(line 12) is the fourth
teachers. example of a passive. intransitive. ;syntactic
The workload agreement states that teachers will structure to draw attention away from who
now have to be at school for at least seven hours the participants(predicate) of the a~reement
a day. and spend 92% of their time teaching. were.
20 The head of each provincial education department "The workload a~reement" (line 17) is a fifth
will now be able to determine the total number of example of the passive. intransitive. syntactic
teachers' posts that should be allocated for schools. structure to draw attention away from the
National Education Minister Sibusiso Bengu said participants of the agreement. The use of small
that the signing of the agreements would letters for 'head. provincial. education and
25 have a significant impact on education. department' (line 20) is disempowernng.
We are determined to ensure that these aKreements "... total number of teachers posts... schools"
are implemented in time to meet the tarKet of the (lines 21-22) explains Post Provisionin~Norms.
beJ(inninK of the new school year, " said The introduction of the most powerful ~agent'
ProfBhengu. in the text. "National Education Minister
30 It is envisaKed that schools will receive Sibusiso Bengu" (line 23) after introducin~ "the
information about next year's post establishment agreements". (lines 1, 5 10. 12 & 17) five times
in the next few days. " as the determiner. is an attempting ,at inverting
In KZN education authorities welcomed the the perceived power structures. "...agreements
VI
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aareement and said that the interim mana~ement are implemented",(lines 26-27) makes the reader
35 plan could be released bv Mondav. of this text focus on the theorv-oractice
KZN education sookesman Mandla Msibi said: dichotomv. "...will..next few davs"(line 30-32t
We are havvv that the unions have reached is indicative ofcertainty of "information...oost
aJ!'reement with the education deTXlrtment and we establishment" (line 31) reaching all schools.
hove this will brinf! stabi/i1}.l to education. 11 including rural schools vet it is merely an
40 assumption by the minister. The inclusion of
Welcomed the KZN province (line 33) and the exclusion of
other provinces welcoming "the a~reement"
Teachers' unions have cautiously welcomed the new (lines 33-34), makes the reader auestion how the
agreements. saving a comoromise had to be excluded provinces reacted to "the agreement".
45 reached to ensure a smooth start to 1999. The determinant, "the unions" (line 37) creates
The National Professional Teachers' Organisation the perception that "the unions" were the 'active
(NaDtosa) warned that it was concerned about a~ents' and the department was the 'affected'
the implementation and apPlication of the in this transaction.
agreement which would reauire commitment However. this attempt at invertina Dower
50 from all parties involved. structures betrays itself in the contradictory
Prof Bhengu said he was aware that teachers' semantics of the sign "cautiouslv" (line 43),
unions would like to see better class sizes in After reference to "the unions" (lines 4 37 & 43)
certain provinces. such as KZN where teacher- thrice the nomenclature Naptosa. appears for the
pupil ratios of 38: 1 had been proposed. first time which makes a critical reader of this text
55 Decisions have to be made 011 what we have ask is Naptosa is presented as the real determinant
at the momellt, 11 Prof Bhengu said. of this transaction. There is an assumption bv
referring to the budgets available for education. the minister that pupil ratios in KZN is 38: 1
(line 54). The presentation of "budgets"(line 57)
in the last line makes a critical reader ask if the




tea_c [-leT' tu fl'llllt
11
IE I~onj red~~J~n ,lny workplace releases
emotional. fCJrs; not knowing \\'h;1I the future
holt.ls is daunting enougll. ·I11e department of
. education in this province will soon release its list
of "r:<crss" teachers who will he posted to .~chools in
mainl)' previousl)' ·disadv.lntag,'d, Jr".lS including rural
KlYaZulu-Nalal.
The ratiopaHsalion and r,'d,'ployll1l'nt plan ha~
l'"okl...1 fears and conCL'rns, causing S(llI1e educators to·
rl'Sign rathcr than he forcihly rell1o\'L'u or trallSferred.
Shoulu an educator
dedine a new posting,






t1l'1Jy the process. .
Also lhe lI1ethods
usl"d in iden I ifying
"victims· could be
inwstigJteu, possibly
by an education omb·
\I(l~IIIJn. .
'11ll~ tl'aching frater·
nil}' was caught off
,~u;1Cl1 lhl' past week as
dlJllS reigned in SUllll'
schuoh following nJll-
fu,iun OH'r till' ,'dllca·
tioll dl'paltllll'llt's Inlt'·
plllrllll'n t pIa n.
RUlllours ;ll>uund"d Ih;l! \(1111" prillcip;t!s Wl'f(' s,'netl\'
I,'o/king to ellSllC,' th;l! "f;lvourill''' t'\ld I,'rs .llld "l>lId-
di,')" \\','rl' [('t;linl'd, while "prllbl"11I l'duLltorS" Wl'rl'
idrnlill''lJ as calldi(btl's. .
\Vhat.!s .surpri~ing though is th;lt SOll1l' senior depart·
mellt olllnals do nol know how 10 interpret the (k'p;lrt-
IIll'nt Clfl~t1:trS abuut how 11ll' proCl'~S should Ill' ifllple-
1II,'nll',!. ~:hools werr. left wit/lOlIt fIIau;I,~,'nll'lll ,truc·
IIIII"'} I\'h"/I edutators lilling th('\,' po~IS in acting 01';1"·
:Ul'S r"S1~I1l'd, 1",IClllg th;1I lhl·y '·'luld I:,' id"lIlifinl ;IS
\'.\n'~s Il';Khl"rs" ollce.t'le PO~IS \\'c'rl' orcllpil"d pt'fII}.l
1I"lIlh' hr outSide rJlIlhd;lt ..S.
I1 is 11Iailll}' l"durJtor~ ill foclIll'r Ilotl\l' of l)L'leg;lt ..~
"houts I\-ho :ICe :I Ill'dl'd. Th.. 1I1;lilil}' IlIdi;HI te:ldll'r
haw d"dim'd III bl' «',kplllr..d III \, !looh in till' (owr
,hips ;llld Hlr;JI CLlIIIIIIUllilil"s.
AJ1H' BridgrJ;, a sl'nior l)Ur!Wl 1";lrlll'r, s:lid Ih;1Id;lf.'" dlJlld~ \\'l're CllCr"lltl)' hun'ring over l11.lfll'staff,coolm :It ~chools thcougllllut till' provillc('..
-r,'s, make ilL> /Ilist.lke. The r.llioll;r1is,llioll and rede.
pIU)'II1l'llt process .is all essential fII,'.lf1S of l'llSuring thilt
IOfJI1l'r1y unders(:IIft'd \chooh would ,11 last rl'cl'i\'l' Ih"ir
lull quota 01 pl'rS(lIlIll'1. TIll'S" instituliolls would tin:llll'
I~ Jllft: to hoa~t ~/Il:llkr, /Ilorl' 1I1;III:1ge;lbl" rI;"s ullit's
",hidl could s,'rve as a /Il:ljor fillip for lhe culture of
"'JCllIlIg Jnd leaching.
. f.tlIK;1l0rs, ,'sp,'rially lhose with ;dlili;lIiol!S to progrl'\'
'1\'.1: ll'arh,'r bodiL:s, have al\\':I)'s v(Kifecouslv (;lIn.
IIJ~gll,...1(or transformatiulI Jlld ..quit)' in l'dllc:ltl(ln.
It IS Ihcel'lore dlf(lllllt tn .lcrqlt Ih.lt ;IIlY educ:ltor
\\'ou~IIIx'grllllio:e allY schOol or, illdeed, ;Iny 1(,"ClIer in thl'
I lr,,utn,·'. th,. 'HlIl'Ir'tllnil\' 'If ... ·•.•• ,11·,11" "ht-.i"i"u it\:
"It is simply that the entire process has proven to be
half.baked and fraught with confusion and uncertain4'
right from the outset, that widespread gloom pervades
many staff·rooms, . .
"An initial starting point for the entire rationalisation
process is the calculation of pos,t pr,?"isioning at schools
based on a Illa! hel1lJticalequatlon . .
Tht:re \\'ere several instances where departmelltal CO/ll-
putations \\'ere incom'Ct, \"'hile some schools had suc·,
cessfully sought to correct the matter, oll1c~. hall. sur·
f,'rl'd b)' 1I0t .lddressin!: the relevallt authOrities. Such
schools could be needlessly sacrificing posts at tl1l'ir
schools:
The on·off-on scenario with regard to the issue of v(ll·
ulltary rt'tleplo)'ment has also fuelled confusion and
uncertaint}'. While some excess edUCJlOrS may se,11r,'
posts in suitable schools, others may be left out in lhe
cold due to ambi!,'1.lous and contradictory pronounce-
ml'nts from the department and unions
"Imked, dear anu definitive g1lidelines are rare, ;IS
some cirl1r1ars are introuuced and then iml11ediatel}'
wit hdrawn.
"Ther,' are ft'ars .lmon!-:st such educators that by 1I0t
getting un to the redeployment pool forthwith, lheir
chances ot r('deplo)'l11ent could be severel)' compro-
mised. Onlhe other hand, these euucators would not be
declared as excess if an incumbent succeeds in gainillg
promotioll. .
These issues - and there are others -show that funda-
/Ilental policy decisions are being implemented whell
many grt'Y Meas still exist. Union representatives ha\'"
been attacked for having appended their signatures to
dOCUl11enlS that they uid not fully comprehend,
A
FUHTHER bone of contention is that no timl'-
frames haw becn stipulated for dispute resolutioll.
This implies that In educator against whom a dis·
pute is lodged could have his/her chances of redeploy·
ment seriously prejudiced by not being timeously
entert'd into the redeployment pool owing to prutr.lclc-d
disputL' resolutiollS..
Fducaturs do harbour realistic fl'ars. Itdocation could
impl}' fragmentation of the famil)' unit or personal risk
in the el'enl of haVing to venture into areas with a high
prev:t!L'lIce 'lf crime and violl'lll'e,
~lr Ilridgraj said th:t! what !I;ld ullfolded rl'sl'mbiL'd :I
III;tjor bun· fight among educJtors, Glllsin!-: suspi,-itlll
;1I111 distCllst Jmong triends al1ll COlll\lgues.
Till' :Ibsc'lIc.. ot ;\ dear, ulI;ullbigllOllS ;1I1l1 r:llion;d
,-j,iOll 1O address the compiL'xities of lhl' redeployllll'1l1
pr,lC"ss haw ellsured th;Jl educators remain mere brick.s
;!1 thl' ccllmblill!-: walls of eduCJtion in KZN.
Can there Cl'all}' be a totall)' focused concentr;llion on
r,,:tding, writing and :tritlulll'tic when t!le t!lree Rs, lh;il
'·lICCl'lltl~' dOlllinate till' ;Itlelltion of educators happen to
h,' r:llion;r1i\:tlioll, re''''plo)'m,'nl ;Ind thl' ::ossihility 1>1
\·lllucc,'d rl'sigll:l tiOIl J
60
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1 The word redeployment in any workplace releases A shift in representation of the R&R issue is
emotional fears' not knowin~ what the future si~nificant. The focus shifts from "the agreement"
holds is daunting enough. The department of on paper to "emotional fears" (line 2) in human
education in this province will soon release its list beings. The focus shifts from the mystified
5 of "excess" teachers who will be posted to schools agreement" to reality of problems emanating
in mainly previously disadvantaged , areas from implementation.
including rural KwaZulu-Natal. Coombs, human resource theorist perceives the
The rationalisation and redeployment plan has concept of "excess" as "waste product".
evoked fears and concerns, causing some educators However, Cognitive psychologists perceive
10 to resign rather than be forcibly removed or such labelling as dehumanising.
tr~nsferred. The ne~ative emotional construct of 'fearl (lines
Should an educator decline a new posting, he or she 2 & 9) is a debilitating state of mind. The issue of
be would be deemed to have resigned. 'resi~ations" emerges as a significant conseauence
Several factors, including legally challenges could of implementation (line 10). The issue of
15 however, delay the process. declination"(line 12) emerges as the cause
Also the methods used in identifying "victims" of the 'effect' of resignation. A nuance of
could be investigated, possibly by an education 'resistance to authoritv' and 'social action' is
ombudsman. represented in the semiotics "legal challenges"
The teaching fraternity was caught off guard the (line 14). There appears to be a shift offocus
20 past week as chaos reigned in some schools in power, from "the agreement" to powers
following confusion over the education external to "the agreement".
department's redeployment plan. The semiotic "victims" in line 16 resonates
Rumours abounded that some principals were with a criminal activity.
secretly working to ensure that "favourite" The issues of "chaos" (line 20) and "confusion"
25 teachers and "buddies" were retained while (line 21) are factors that lead to disruption
problem educators" were identitied as candidates. in learning environments. The words "favourite,
What is surprising though is that some senior buddies and "retained" (lines 24 &25) is suggestive
department officials do not know how to interpret of nepotism. "... senior officials.. .interpret" (lines
the departmtabout how the process should be 27 28,29) casts the department officials as
30 implemented. Schools were left without incapable interpreters. This could create conflict
management structures when educators filling between schools and the department officials.
these posts in acting capacities resigned fearing What emerges in (lines 30-35) is that some
that they could be identified as "excess teachers" phenomena has caused "fear"(line 32) and there-
Ri
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once the posts were occupied pennanently by fore schools have been chaotic and disrupted
35 outside candidates. because ofweakening management structures.
Ajith Bridgrai a senior Durban teacher, said that (lines 37-39) creates a scenario of I.doom and doom
dark clouds were currently hovering over many prevalent in schools in KZN.
staff-rooms at schools throughout the province. The speaker concedes that the rationalisation and redeployment process
40 "Yes, make no mistake. The rationalisation and is "essential" (line 41)
redeployment process is an essential means of in redressing the inequities of the past.
ensurin$! that formerly understaffed schools would The speaker raises the issues of teacher- pupil
at last receive theirfull quota ofpersonnel. These ratios that would be "manageable" (line 45)
institutions would finally be able to boast and could only enhance the "culture of
45 smaller, more mana$!eable class units which learning and teaching" (lines 46 &47).
could serve as a major fillip for the culture
oflearnin$! and teachin$!.
Educators, especially those with affiliations to The speaker seems to understand the importance
progressive teacher bodies have always of the obiectives of rationalisation and
50 vociferously campaigned for transformation and redeployment which are transformation (line 50)
equity in education. and eQuity (line 51). The speaker attempts to
"It is therefore difficult to accept that any educator remind educators that the noble causes of
would bewud$!e any school or, indeed, any learner equity and transformation that they
in the province, the opportunity ofeventually "vociferously campaigned for" (line 50) is what
55 obtainin$! its much deserved slice ofthe proverbial they should focus on. The speaker emerges as
proverbial education cake. a progressive educator who realises the need
"It is simply that the entire process has proven to to redress the imbalances of the past.
be half-baked and frau$!ht with confusion and However, the speaker's tone changes from
uncertainty ri$!ht from the outset, that widespread (lines 57-60) embellishing the policy objectives
60 fdoom pervades many stqff-rooms. to focusing on the "process" (line 57) being
''An initial startin$! point for the entire fraught with "confusion" (line 58) and
rationalisation process is the ct;llculation ofpost uncertainty (line 59).
provisioninfl at schools based on a mathematical The speaker draws the reader's attention to the
equation. fact that the "calculation... equation," (lines 62-64)
65 There were several instances where department The speaker states with "prior knowledge" that
computations were incorrect. While some schools computations.. .incorrect". (line 66). In lines
0\
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had successfully sought to correct the matter, (66-70) he raises the issue of how various
others had suffered by not addressing the relevant institutions interpreted and imolemented the
authorities. Such schools could be needlessly R&R process. He makes an assumotion that
70 sacrificing posts at their schools. some schools "sacrificed oosts" (line 70)
The on-off-on scenario with regard to the issue of "needlessly" (line 69).
voluntary redeployment has also fuelled confusion The speaker raises the issue of voluntary
and uncertainty. While some excess educators may redeployment of "some excess educators(line 73)
secure posts in suitable schools others may be securing oosts "in suitable schools" (line 74),
75 left out in the cold due to ambi~ous and There emerges a tone of dissatisfaction with
contradictory pronouncements from the regard to the policy implementation leading
deoartment and unions. to inequities. Furthermore. the soeaker states
"Indeed, clear and definitive f!Uide/ines are rare, that the unions and the deoartment gave
as some circulars are introduced and then implementers 11contradictory oronouncements"
80 immediately withdrawn. (line 76 . Furthermore the soeaker states that
"There are fears amonJ!st such educators that by some circulars were introduced and then
not flettinfl on to the redeployment pool forthwith, immediately withdrawn". (lines 79.80),
their chances ofredeDloyment could severely He implies confusion in imolementing such
compromised On the other hand. these educators contradictory circulars.
85 would not be declared as excess ifan incumbent The soeaker imolies in (lines 81-86) that
succeeds in flaininJ! promotion. educators had to declare themselves in excess.
These issues - and there are others - show that (Lines 87-89) is indicative of the theorv-oractice
fundamental policy decisions are being dichotomy debate.
imolemented when many grey areas still exist. The focus shifts to "union reoresentatives"
90 Union reoresentatives have been attacked for (line 90) for appending "their signatures"
having aooended their signatures to documents (line 91 ) to documents that they did not
that they did not fully comorehended. totally understand. The implication is that the
union representatives were oartiallv to be blamed
A further bone of contention is that no timeframes for the repercussions of the imolementation.
95 have been stipulated for dispute resolution. (Lines 94-100) implies that due to "no time
This implies that an educator against whom a frames" (line 94) "stipulated" (line 95), for
dispute is lodged could have hislher chances of dispute resolutions" (line 95), educators who
redeoloYment seriously prejudiced by not being have not declared him/herself timeously in excess.
timeously entered into the redeoloyment pool would be "seriously preiudiced" (line 98),
~
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100 owing to orotracted disoute resolutions. There seems to be a real concern for the
Educators do harbour realistic fears. Relocation psychological state of mind of educators in
could imply fragmentation of the family unit or the statement "educators ... real fears". (line 101).
personal risk in the event of having to venture Furthermore, there is concern for the "family"
into areas with a high orevalence of crime and (line 102) fragmentation which could eventually
105 violence. lead to a fragmentation in society. Moreover.
Mr Bridgrai said that what had unfolded resembled there is concern for the "personal"(line 104)
a maior bun-fight among educators causing safety of teachers in the event of redeolovment
susoicion and distrust amon~ friends and "into areas...violence" (lines 104-105),
colleagues. The speaker implies that the orocess has
110 The absence of a clear. unambi~uous and rational caused a deterioration in human relationshios
vision to address the complexities of the (lines 106-109). He further imolies that the
redeployment process have ensured that educators implementers lack "clear unambiauous vision"
remain mere bricks in the crumbling walls of (lines 110-112) which have resulted "in the
education in KZN. I crumbling walls of education in KZN"
115 Can there reallY be a totally focused concentration (lines 113-114).
on reading. writing and arithmetic when the three The speaker's focus is shifted to the classroom
Rls. that currently dominate the1attention of and pedagogic dynamics. He is concerned with
educators haPDen to be rationalisation the psychological state of mind of the educator
redeplovment and the oossibility of enforced in his task of shaping the thinking of other
120 resignation? minds when his/her "attention... reshmation"
(lines 117-120) preoccupation is with
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If this
liently wailing for vital posts to ue filled or. with
initiJtive, fill themselves.
"FinJlly the new uudget year st:lrts on April!,
Jnd lhat budget is predic:itecl on final. lower
staft1ng figures, Gt't those \\'ron~t\lHllhe budget
commences on :1 wrong 1I0te, anu with tight
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F,;tlll W:lS puntl'u JS J grl'at SU((t'ss on!l' tu
have e1arifying statemellts or cirrulars issul'J,
fi~'Ures revisl'd. the process put on hold .- allLl
ol'l'r:dl, th~ threJt"GI court a(tion.
"Just what Ilas gone \\'[on:-; with the r"dt:·
plo)'ml'nt :llld rJtionalisation of euucators? Thl"
concept itst'lf is a noble one - to mow tl'.Khers
fwm where' till')' .1re in 'excess' to lill PI)5IS ill
selwuls wililll IIJ\'~ l';KJIKil's,
"In pr:ll'lirl' it WJS incvitable thJt il 1\',15
IrJught \\'ith dangers, Chief among llles~ is till'
.lgrt'l'llll:nt IJl:twl'en slatr and tearh('r uniullS
IhJt sigllificlIlIly neglrns to take ac(()lll~l of lll~
indil'idlJ:d Il'Jell"r :lIld pressures ollllJt persl1n\
Ii fl',
"I nilil'isl'll t!!t' ,l,~rCl'IIlL'lll 1"'H'n ;1I11111Un'l"1.
\illl"l' Ihl'll' is little ur no rl'(Ourse for till' l(,:lrh·
l'rs IlL-CIMl'd in excess whell llll' posts olll'rl'd :lrt'
:11 sl"lIools ;11 " dist,lIlce, in insel'llre Mt':lS ~\'ifll
no ,1((lImlllUdation availaule,
"lnevit:IIJI~', 1\'111'11 7U% of tile ll'arhill~ forrt'
;I[l' marril'd WOIll('n these must uel'OlIle 1'1'[\;'
11I:ljor !1w!Jit'ms," ~fr Ilurrows said, ,
Tl lE figures which show 8000 1',lr:lI11'itS,Ind S O<.XJ te:lellers in excess posts mnceJItot:llly the illSecurity of the thousands who
silllply rJlinot movy-fJr heyond their Own JrrJ
of residence, "
~f:l!l\' of the teJchers "in excess" will haw' to
Il':I\'e the sr[\'ice, and lhose vacanl posts will
prou,lbl>' 11:11'1.' to be filled by some of the pc-ople
(uP to 1:1 000) who qualified as teachers over
till' I:lst fl'I" wars and who have never bl'ell Jule
to filld l'ln,;loYlllellt in l'duration, I\lr Illlrrows
S:lid,
"Just like llle lEe registration, this is not fill;l!.
;\ key rl"c!:lrificJlion cirrul,lr is rurrently !>eing
rHI\Il;ln~r1 "rh,.,.,. ""r,' ,'·d'.- (H .. ". I ....•. __ I
PJ
E incompetence anJ uotcll-up's till:
new order in our provincial education
department? Although 0uucation
uthorities this week deni0d the Jepart-
ment had bungled the reJeployment pla~l to
move "surplus" teachers, the latest, unauulted,
figures reveal there are just over 8 000 v:~::lJ1t
teachers' posts in the pCOVlIlCl' and 5 l.U sur·
plus educators".
'I1le departmentma)' haw to rellire tile tem·
porary teachers it fired ,in December la~t )'ear to
fill permanent posts thiS )'ear.
If a teacher call ue elllploye-d, tllell \ad:nl,
rehired, sacked again anti then rl'hirt'd, surd)'
this is hungling. '
1111.' traditional notion tll:tt gettillg into till'
teJching profession meant haVing :1 stable :IIHI
secure job falls uy the wa)'sidt', ",
Education spokesman Mandla ~'fSlUI s,ud the
picture was only gelling cfear,'r now after th0
heati count of pupils :lnd l'ducators Il:ld bel'1l
(Omple'ted.
&Jucatioll 'ohservers, howl'wr, believe tile
scene could be set for more cflaos when lhl' plan
;Ictually gets off the ground ill l':trl}' April - tllat
is if it's not delJ}'ed ag,lin,
Hut is the picture getting Jny cle,Hl'r 1l0W or is
the department merel)' fumuling in lilt' d,lIk,
hoping Ihat the t',\(ess Il'Jchl'rS will kl'l'p quil't
and not resist the forcl'd IIlm'l' to mainlv rur,i1
and lownship ScflOOIs!
Where are these 8000 1'.1(alll posts :lnd how
did Iheseschools surviw rl'ars I\'itlwullhl' po,ts
hcing filled? Is it that the provillLiJI gOVl'fllllll'nt
has allo<:Jtt'l1 more funds ill thl' l'dUl':llion bud·
Sl'l that Wt' sudJl'iII)' discu\'l'r thnuS,lIHh uf
posts~
!illould this Ul' tilt' l',lSl', 1\'ll.It will II.lppl'n
neXI year Whenllll' budgl't is sl:lshed! \-villtlll'rl'
he :lIlolher round of relrendlllll'nls Jnd Jllllth·
l'r witrh·hunt for "surplus" lr.ldll'rs?
Various lVorlshops :lIld S~llIin.lrs lIa",' dl'u:ll-
I'd ;It !t.'ngth th~ l'OlIlpll'X 11Il'chJnislm {ll the
rt'tkployment plan, hut sOllle prinlip:d~, di-itrirt
mallagers and senior l'ducttiun aUlhorilil'~ arl'
still in lhe d.uk. '
Another \\'orkshop is to b~ Ill:!ti :1\ Duru:1I1
next week to clarify ag:lin till' redl'ploylllent
plan. A more simplifit'd t'irLltlar has Ut'I'1\ drJwn
up, but according 10 some t'onccrneu and now
fmstrated teadlt:rs, "it still does not lIl.lke
sense", ,
Many teachers Jnd prinripals, too, hJW COIII-
plained thatlhey hJve not seen lhe new rircu.
lar. while affected tl'achrrs t':lfIl1arked (or trJIlS-
fer wait atLliollsly to find out wilirh school will
be Jvailable to them,
nIl' Democratic Party SpOkl'Slll.ln Oil educl-
lion Roger Burrows SJid till' two fllmt rOllfusillg
public mallers arl' lhl' IH: rl'l'i,tralioll WIII'I'\<
0\
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1 Are incompetence and botch-ups the new order in The headline makes the reader anticipate
our provincial education department? Although a critical text to follow. The shm, "incompetence"
education authorities this week denied the (line 1 ) with reference to the department
department had bungled the redeployment plan as a direct Question in (line 2) is indicative of
5 to move "surplus" teachers the latest unaudited a writer who has prior knowledge on the
figures reveal there are iust over 8000 vacant issue over an extended period of time and
teachers' posts in the province and 5133 "surplus has now exhausted his patience. The Quotation
educators". of "8000 vacant teacher's posts" (lines 6-7), and
The department mat have to rehire the temporary 5133 surplus educators" (lines 7-8) is indicative
10 teachers it fired in December last year to fill of a powerful writer able to access and
permanent posts this year. extrapolate official (although unaudited) figures
If a teacher can be employed then sacked. rehired from department officials. The constant reference
sacked again and then rehired, surely this is to the all important issue of temporary teachers
bungling. merged with the issue of redeployment is
15 The traditional notion that getting into the teaching a source of irritation to the reader. It seems as if
profession meant having a stable and secure job the influential powers at macro level are
falls by the wayside. deliberately using 'other issues' as a red herring.
Education spokesman Mandla Msibi said the The explanation offered by accessed voice
picture was only getting clearer now after the head Mandla Msibi (lines 18-20). lowers the
20 count of pupils and educators had been completed. frustration levels of education stakeholders
Education observers however believe the scene other than the determining powers at the
could be set for more chaos when the plan actually superstructure. Education observers (line 21)
gets off the ground in early April - that is if it's anticipate "far more chaos" (line 22) suggests
not delayed again. that the schools are currently in chaos.
25 But is the picture getting any clearer now or is There is an indication in (lines 21-24) that "the
the department merely fumbling in the dark plan" (line 22) will exacerbate an already
hoping that the excess teachers will keep Quiet and chaotic education system. (lines 27-29) exudes
not resist the forced move to mainly rural and with an almost provocative tone for "excess
township schools? teachers" (line 27) to "resist the forced move
30 Where are these 8000 vacant posts and how did to... rural ... schools".
these schools survive years without the posts The series of Questions from (lines 30-38)
being filled? Is it that the provincial government exudes with doubt in the statistics that the
has allocated more funds in the education budget department released, questions the budget
0\
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that we suddenlv discover thousands of posts? allocation and non allocation and finallv
35 Should this be the case, what will happen next Questions the future intention as indicated
vear when the budget is slashed? Will there be in (lines 36~38). "another witch~hunt ...
another round of retrenchments and another 'surplus' teachers?" of the department in the
witch-hunt for "surplus" teachers? event of non allocation of funds. Furthermore
Various workshops and seminars have debated the writer suggests in (lines 36-38)," Will there
40 at length the complex mechanisms of the be another round of retrenchments... " that
redeployment plan. but some principals, district there was a previous round of retrenchments.
managers and senior education authorities are "Various... still in the dark" (lines 39-43) is
still in the dark. indicative of implementers not having the
Another workshop is to be held in Durban next necessary skills to implement the redeployment
45 week to clarify again the redeployment plan. plan because of the "complex mechanisms"
A more simplified circular has been drawn UP. but (line 40). It seems as if influential powers at the
according to some concerned and now frustrated meso level are doing everything possible to
teachers "it still does not make sense". facilitate the process bv holding workshops.
Many teachers and principals too. have "another workshop" (line 44) and drawing up
50 complained that thev have not seen the new "more simplified" (line 46) circulars for claritv.
circular while affected teachers earmarked for Despite these efforts bv meso level powers.
transfer wait anxiously to find out which school the redeployment "still does not make sense"
will be available to them. (line 48) to teachers. (Lines 49-51) is indicative
The Democratic Party spokesman on education of a breakdown in communication with
55 Roger Burrows said the two most confusing regard to "the new circular" (line 50~5l).
matters are the lEe registration process and the (Lines 51-53) reflects the anxiety of affected
education department's redeployment of teachers. teachers. What is surprising to the reader is
Each was punted as a great suecess only to have the unexpected aecessed voice of politician,
clarifying statements or circulars issued. Roger Burrows and his deep insight into the
60 figures revised, the process put on hold - and "dangers" (line 68) of the redeplovment plan.
overall the threat of court action. He accuses the "unions" (line 69) of "neglect"
"Just what has J!one wronJ! with the redeployment (line 70) of taking into account " the individual
and rationalisation ofeducators? The concept teacher. "pressure on that person's life"
itself is a noble one - to move teachersfrom (line 71), the issue of excess teachers not having
65 where thevare in 'excess'to fill posts in recourse" (line 73), the issue ofproximitv
schools which have vacancies. schools at a distance" (line 75). the fears of
"In practice it was inevitable that it was "insecure areas" (line 76), the issue of
0\
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fraught with danJ!ers. Chiefamong these is the accommodation for excess teachers bein~ posted
aJ<reement between state and teacher unions to rural schools, lino accommodation" (line 76)
70 that sif{lJificantly neglects to take account of the and the ~ender issue of "70% of the teaching
individual teacher and pressure ofthat person's life. force being married women" (lines 76-78).
"1 criticised the aJ<reement when announced, What remains enigmatic to the reader however
since there is little or no recourse for the is Burrows access to departmental statistics
teachers declared in excess when the posts and records. Moreover what is Burrow's
75 offered are at schools at a distance, in relationship with the meso and macro powers
insecure areas with no accommodation available. of influence? To what de~ree is Burrows
"Inevitably, when 70% ofthe teachinf(force involved in the implementation or non
are married women these mustbecome very implementation of the redeployment plan?
maior problems, " Mr Burrows said. Which union is Burrows accusing of "neglect"
80 (line 70) and what political impact does
The figures which show 8000 vacancies and 5000 his statement on education have?
teachers in excess posts conceal totally the The writer's reference to the statistics and
insecurity of the thousands who simply cannot attempt to analyse it in (lines 81-84) exudes with
move beyond their own area of residence. a tone of distrust for meso powers that
85 Many of teachers "in excess" will have to leave revealed and concealed as he suggests "conceal"
the service, and those vacant posts will probably (line 82). "...teachers in excess will have to leave
have to be filled by some of the 'people (up to the service... " (lines 85-86) is indicative that
13000) who Qualified as teachers over the last excess teachers will be forced to resign.
few years and who have never been able to find The element of surprise again, Burrows who
90 employment in education, Mr Burrows said. seems to pore over education statistics implies
"Just like the lEe reJ<istration. this is no/final. that vacant posts created by forced resignations
A key re-clarification circular is currently beinJ< by 'excess teachers' might be filled by the
prepared There are calls for a two-week approximately "13000" teachers who Qualified
susvension.
j
over the last few years...never been able toI
95 "Finally the new budf(et year starts on April 1. to find employment in education" (lines 88-90).
and that budJ<et is predicated on final. lower The perplexing Question to the reader is, what
staffinf(fif(Ures. Get those wronJ< and the budf(et interest does Burrows have those "13000"
commences on a wronf( note. and with tif(ht thousand teachers and what interest does he not
expenditure. the likelihood ofan overrun in have in the excess teachers who might be forced
100 J999/00 looms larJ<e. " to resign?
So for the sake of each individual. for the province The comments "this is not final. .. A key re-
0\
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and every learner let's get things right Quicklv clarification circular... prepared. there...calls
with the least disruption and chaos. two week suspension" (lines 91-94) bv Burrows.
a politician, making decisive comments on
education does not gel. The final comment on
budget and "lower staffina fiaures"(lines 96-97)
bv Burrows demands an explanation ofBurrow's
role in the R&R story





THE Dcpartment of Education'srationalisation and rcdeploy-ment procedures must not be
used as a tool to punish errant
leachcrs, 'said department spokes-
lan Mandlj J,,!sibi.
!'1s!bi said in Durban yestcrd'l .
:,.~clpals ~h~u/~ rather use the pr'/,
.[Ibed dlsc/P/llIary' lIIea!>'\Jres t
1/llIsh teachcrs "All d II,r, " e Ucators
ccted by :illlOnalisation and rede.
~ymcnt wIll be treatc~ fairly," he
/(1. A documcnt exp/allling ratio.
nalisatiOli and rcdeploym~ t
dU:i:s was also rcleased "t~ ::oce.
:mlform and corrcct intc s~re ",
In(!-implemcntation" rpretatlOn
I To ensurc' tran~pa~enc
,epartlllent has'ask diY' the
~ informed f d e t lat .1/1 staff
, . II re eployment pro .
,1I cs at staff meetings and that t~~
~taffing posirion :It" rIfe school also
/le made kno~l'n ro t!lem. The school
lIlust deternunc whIch posts Jre ill
-,xcess ant! which are vacant and
hen t!ctenlllnc which tcachers are
,he excess teachers,
Thc department has ord~red !lnt
I'here t\\'o or more teachers ;1I:e
llllpetin!{ for rhe sallle post, crile-
a of the highest qualified, the une
Ilh the' 1Il0st years of service in
;lchin~, in 1l':lchinl; a particular
Ibjcct or at ;1 particular scholJl \\'ill
c taken into account. The provi·
:ons for voluntary redeployment
re only to be used at schools which
have identified excess teachers.
Thesc teachers will he redeployed to
schools which ha\'e identified a crit·
ical Short.1~e of leachers,
The South AfricJn Democratic
Teaclrcrs" 'Uniun (Sadlu) did not
attend }'~slt:rdar's prcss conference.
Spok~sman l\'Jaoa Gcwabaza said
this was because Sadtu has nothing
to offer. "\\'~ couldu't go 'prctending
that ~\'erything is fine," he said.
Gcwabazo1 said, S;;tdtu is unhapp}'
with thli war \'Olunt;llT redeploy-
ment is being hJIllJled and the man-
ner in which oxcess . teachers are
identified, "The methods used are
not those wc :Jgreed to ... \Vc arc
convinccLl this is ali attcmpt to
cnsure no transformation of educa·
tion takes place in KwaZulu·Natal
(lnd to ensure chaos," he said.
~1eJn\\'hile, ~Iinllr(tr Front Icader
l\midlJnd Hajf;ansi has asked KZN
Education ~1EC Vincent Zulu to
place J t\\,o'lIlonth moratorium on
the redeployment of teachers so
tJlere can be "r.:-sts for fairness".,
IbjlJJn~i has apparcntly received
numerous rqll'L'selllations from for-
Iller Ilou.~L' of· Delegates school
(eJcIlL'rs :il111ut rhe manner in which
teacllers ;Ire dn'lared redundant.
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1 The Deoartment ofEducation's rationalisation The R&R issue 'lets the attention ofthe Natal
and redeployment procedures must not be used Witness for the first time. The accessed voice
as a tool to punish errant teachers. said deoartment of Mandla Msibi serves a dual role. Firstly.
spokesman Mandla Msibi. to warn teachers of disciolinarv measures
5 Msibi said in Durban yesterday principals should if they are critical of the implementation
rather use the orescribed disciplinary measures to process. Secondly to pacify "all educators
punish teachers. affected.... fairly" (lines 8-9) that thev
"All educators affected bv rationalisation and do have the support of the meso level
redeoloyment will be treated fairlv, " he said. influential powers.
10 A document explaining rationalisation and Attempts to "ensure uniform and correct
redeployment procedures was also released "to interpretation" (line 12) were bein'l made by
ensure uniform and correct interpretation and meso level influential powers.
imolementation. " The facilitators have gone a steo further
To ensure transoarencv. the department has asked in facilitating the process by askin'l that all
15 that all staff be informed of redeolovment staff be informed of redeployment procedures"
orocedures at staff meetings and that the staffing (lines 15-16) to "ensure transparency" (line 14),
position at the school also be made known to The directive from facilitators stipulates clearly
them. The school must determine which oosts the steps to be followed in the process. Firstlv.
are in excess and which are vacant and then a determination of 'excess oosts'. Secondlv.
20 determine which teachers are the excess teachers. a determination ofvacant oosts and finallv
The department has ordered that where two or a determination of 'excess teachers'.
more teachers are competing for the same post. The text is further internreted bv the reader
criteria of the highest qualified. the one with the that the department is exolainimz anextures
most years of service in teaching. in teaching a stipulated in the HRM 51/98 circular.
25 particular subiect or at a oarticular school will be (Lines 26-28) suggests that "only "(lines 27)
taken into account. The provisions for voluntarv in schools where excess teachers were identified
redeployment are onlv to be used at schools which could the "provision for voluntary redeployment"
have identified excess teachers. (lines 26-27) be used. "onlv" (line 27) is
These teachers will be redeployed to schools ambimIous because it imolies that "provision
30 which have identified a critical shortage of for redeployment" (lines 26-27) could only
teachers. be used in schools where teachers were identified
The South African Democratic Teachers' Union In excess.
(Sadtu) did not attend yesterday's press In (lines 29-31), the use of the mornheme "will"
-.J
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conference. appears to be a direct contradiction of the
35 Spokesman Ndaba Gcwabaza said this was semantics of "voluntary redeolovment".
because Sadtu has nothin~ to offer. The focus shifts from the accessed voice of a
"We couldn't J!O oretendinf! that everythi/1f! departmental official to the accessed voice of
is fine, " he said. the Sadtu spokesman after the writer's
Gcwabaza said Sadtu is unhappy with the way statement that "Sadtu did not attend...press
40 voluntary redeployment is being handled and conference" (line 33-34). Sadtu's tone in nines
the manner in which excess teachers are identified. 37-38) is almost confessionary. What
"The methods used are not those we af!1"eed also emerges from his ennuciations is that
to ... We are convinced this is an attemf)/ to Sadtu did not attend the press conference
ensure no transformation ofeducation takes place because they were "unhappy with the way
45 ill KwaZulu-Natal and to ensure chaos, " voluntary redeployment" (line 40) and the
he said. identification of excess teachers was handled.
Meanwhile Minoritv Front leader Arnichand The speaker. Ndaba Gcwabaza states that
Raibansi has asked KZN Education MEC agreements on method were reneged in (lines
Vincent Zulu to place a two-month moratorium 42-43). Furthermore his statement. " We are
50 on the redeployment of teachers so there can be convinced... no transformation... ensure chaos"
tests for fairness". (lines 43-45) gives the reader the impression
Raibansi has apparentlv received numerous that there is an influential 'third force power'
representations from former House ofDelegates that is attempting to sabotaQe the
school teachers about the manner in which implementation process.
55 teachers are declared redundant. The surprise element of politicians interveninQ
is again prevalent onlY this time. it is
Raibansi of the Minority Front. (Lines 52-55)
"Raibansi... received numerous representations"
gives the reader the imoression that affected
teachers had no other recourse but to approach
a politician to take social action bv askinlZ for
"a two month moratorium" nine 49) to be olaced
on the redeployment process. The intervention
ofRaibansi and the introduction ofyet
another surprise element. Education MEC.
Vincent Zulu is indicative ofa communication
breakdown along structured channels.
Atraumatic startto
the year for teachers
facing redeployment
Shock
.. [ ullderstand the ralilln;J!e 1)('·
hind the r(·dcploYll1ellt prOl'ess :lIlll
I dOIl't 1I1illd IlIT('rillg lily serl'ic:cs to
a depril'cd ,·oIl11l1Ilnit\'. but it still
(':lIne as ;1 sit:.,k that I 'might have t(:
1(':1\'c I:\\, r;:lllih' iJl\hind or lose 111\'
joh. 11" i :Il'('l·,;t a post in a 1"111';;1
school is the dep;lrtll1Cllt goin/: to
.~II;lr:tlltl'C /111' s:tl"el\' ;111(1 sccllrit\'?"
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I k s:tid his .'('hool wOllld lose 12
lL';IL'hns.lhl' 1l1;1.if)ril~' orwllum were
senior p('ople. "Some or tile teach-
(:rs alrl'ad.l· ::USIH'l'l Il"ho they ;lre·
:1I1d L'I·cr.\' d;I.\' 1h:I\"(' tL'al'll\'rs c1;:in;.:
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rvdeplo.I'llll'nt pI'O(,('ss
'.1'011 Id continue until
.\1:lrcl1. lIe said :1 pr~-:':'""" .-. .~
ci:ll t:lsk (c;lm IJJ( "&Cl'~ . S T .....
l'ormed with th~/ lliol1 It:r'·O .





By Cha1'maine Pillay bl'r:'ause "f cllt!Jacks in arts and ('111·
(url' due to IJlld~elary conslraints.
TIlE loollling leacher redeployment· "The red<:ploYlllent process has 110
proces.~ has marred the slart or the r'.'spect for seniority. I ha\'e gi\'cn 2(i
lIew school year. as principals pre· ye'ars of lily lire 10 (his prufession and
pare 10 nallle the te:lchers who ha\'e this is how 1'111 paid back. I am the
been deemcd "excess" at their \( sole brcadwinner. I take care of l1Iy
respective schools. wire and lily 74'year-old muthc·r. Huw
Principals will submit lhe name's C:l1I I expeet thellllo reloc:lte as Il"ell.
(If the afTected teachers to the Cdll' eSIH'cially if therc arc 110 proper li\'-
c:ltioll de'partllll'nt 011 Friday. At cer· ill;': conditions"
lain schools princip.lls ha\'c decided
tll tell illdividual teacl1l'rs 1\'llO the\'
;I1'c. while c:ther princip;J1s ;11'1" le:I\:·
ing it (0 the departml'nt tn infornl
Ihl~ affected teachers.
l\t predolllillanl1y Indian schuels.
'.l"Ilieh fal'l~ lhe l:lrgest cuts. g100:1I
:1IICI doolll pervaded st;dT rooms. ,\
;.·rl'at IIlany t(':lcl1(:rs racc an IIIH:er·
t:lin fllture :IS they :lrL' Ilnlikely to
:;r:n'pt poslings to rural :"L'ltools.
Tl'achers decmed eXlTSS II'i 11 he
·:iven a e1!Oiel: ur threc schools :It
..':hiclt to I\:port 1'01' dllty. Sltollld they
,ll'e1ille tltl' posls. tlte'Y IIlII:--t rL·sign.
Ilore (hall ~ :i01l l(::ll'ltns an' c:qleel
.:d to he redepluyed, m;IIlY or Il"h011l
Ire 11"0 III ell.
Oil,: or the teaehers II"ho has beell
dccl:II"l'd "exl'I'sS" spoke ufIIlL't;'all-
::1<1 Ill' his IOdlllillg r('dep]oymenl.
.\11' :\rjool1 1i:llllro(ljl. 'IB, ;1 1(';lc!Jn
d ~h,: !ir :\[) I.a/.:lrlls Sdllllll. is 1":11'
11:": t II\' ( I: i 'I I : tilt- r ~(i :.< ;II' ~ i 11 (! I(. r'l'll
..."ill/I. ',\:1 ;lI,:~ry .\Ir 1i:lll1rdop, .\1'
Illllctte Ilriv,', l~esl';"I"'lil' !Iills. IS
:lllIlJh' dis:ldv:IIlI;lgcd ill 1!I:tt he IS
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TEXT EIGHT: P: 20/01/99 Headline: A traumatic start to the year for teachers facine redeployment
ENCODED DECODED
1 The loomin~ teacher redeployment process has The R&R issue ~ets the attention of the Post
marred the start of the new school year, as for the first time since November 1998. The
principals prepare to name the teachers who have writer presents the R&R story with a depressing
been deemed "excess" at their respective schools. and fatalistic headline.
5 Principals will submit the names of the affected The writer presents the scenario at schools as
teachers to the education department on Friday. tense as "principals prepare to name...excess"
At certain schools principals have decided to tell (lines 3-4). Principals are perceived as the final
individual teachers who they are, while other implementers of the R&R plan at a micro level.
principals are leaving it to the department to The use of the determiner. "Principal" in (line 5),
10 inform the affected teachers. casts principals in extremely powerful roles.
At predominantly Indian schools which face the The use of the determiner "principals" for the
largest cuts gloom and doom pervaded staff rooms. fourth time in two paragraphs draws attention
A great many teachers face an uncertain future as to the myriad of roles that principals have to
they are unlikely to accept posting to rural play in the R&R story. The statement of Indian
15 schools. schools "which face the lar~est cuts" (line 11-12)
Teachers deemed excess will be given a choice makes a critical reader ask for statistics
of three schools at which to report for duty. concerning other race grOUps. This article was
Should they decline the posts they must resign. written before the plan was implemented yet
More than 2500 teachers are expected to be the writer implies that teachers are "unlikely
20 redeployed, many ofwhom are women. to accept postin~ to rural schools". (lines 14-15).
One of the teachers who has been declared in The writer shifts her focus to declination of
excess" spoke of the trauma of his looming three posts would mean resi~nation in her
redeployment. statement "Teachers... excess..choice of three
Mr Moon Ramroop, 48 a teacher at the schools... report for duty... should they decline...
25 Dr A.D. Lazarus School is facing the chop after they must resign" (lines 16-18). The writer
26 years in the profession. An an~rv Mr Ramroop. does not indicate the accessed voice for the
of Annette Drive Reservoir Hills is doubly statistics she provides. The writer raises a
disadvantaged in that he is unlikely to get another gender issue of many of the 2500 teachers that
post as a music teacher, even in a rural school were expected to be redeployed were women.
30 because of cutbacks in arts and culture due to The writer in providing the age (48) (line 24)
budgetary constraints. and providing the number ofyears of service
"The redeployment process has no respect (26) (line 26) of the affected participant evokes
for seniority. I have }jven 26 years ofmy life to the emotions of compassion from the reader.
-.....I
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this orofessioll and this is how I'm oaid back. The issue of "budRet~ryconstraints" (line 31)
35 I am the sole breadwinner. I take care ofmy wife is cited as the reason for "cutbacks in arts and
and mv 74-year-old mother. How can I expect culture" (line 30). The issue of discrimination
them to relocate as well, especially if there are no within the curriculum is fore2rounded.
orooer livin$! conditions? The affected speaker's voice,llines 32- 38)
exudes with disappointment with the emolover's
40 Shock lack of respect for his life's contribution.
furthermore the employer's disregard for
"1 understand the rationale behind the the welfare of his family.
redeolovment process and I don't mind offerinIl "I understand...security" (lines 42-47) imolies
mv services to a deprived community, but it still that the affected particioant is not resisting
45 came as a shock that I miIlht have to leave my the noble obiectives of R&R. He expresses
family behind or lose mv job. IfI accept a post shock to the alternatives meted out to him.
in rural school is the department IloinIl to Furthermore he expresses concern over
I!Uarantee my safety and security?" his personal "safety and securitY"(line 48).
The orincipal ofReservoir Hills Secondary School The accessed voice of a micro level imolementer
50 Mr Ram Maharai has similar sentiments. (principal) exudes with comoassion for the
He said his school would lose 12 teachers, the affected participants. He expresses concern
maiority of whom were senior people. over their seniority. hence expertise. He
"Some ofthe teachers alreadY susoect who they expresses concern over emotional disolavs
are and every day I have I have teachers I have by the affected participants. His ennunciations
55 teachers cryinf! in my office. No one wants to be "but there isn't very much we can do" (lines
redeployed or lose their jobs, but there isn't very 56-57) resonates with fatalism. He gives the
much we can do. This is a harrowinfl time. reader insi~ht into the attitudes of "most
"1 think most principals are deeply troubled by principals" (line 58) towards to R&R as
what they have to do. It's floinfl to wreak havoc not liking what they are told to do in their
60 on the lives ofQualified and orofessional oeoole. " line of duty. "It's goinl2: to wreak havoc...
The province's education communications professional people" (lines 59-60),is indicative
director Mr Mandla Msibi said the redeployment of the repercussions ofR&R. The orincioal's
orocess until March. He said a provincial task team voice elicits compassion for principals and
had been formed with the union to resolve problem affected participants from the reader.
65 cases. The focus shifts from people affected to agents.
The meso level influential Dowers felt
-4
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throu~h the accessed voice of Msibi imolies
that the process despite the "havoc" (line 59)
will continue until March 1999, However.
he attemots to ensure a smooth imolementation
with the help of the unions and the "orovincial
task team" (line 63).








handled. From the informa-
tion I've received, it seems
lhat sonlC principals and
supcrintendents of education
have engaged in improper
behaviour in deciding which
teachers should ue made
excess,
"For example, there was a
lie at onc school, and the
name of the excess teacher
was determined by picking
the name Ollt of a hat.
"Onc leacher was told she
was being made cxcess
bccause parents didn't like
her and because of her absen-
le('ism, even though she had
valid reasons for being absent
for short periods."
1\'11' Gcwabaza said in the
case of minor disputes the
union had asked teachers to
get the site commillees to,
resolve the problem, but in
olher cases the __ dispute-5- _
would be lodged wilh the
department. "Some school
principals and department
officials arc obvionsly nol
thinking, They are unneces-
sarily prejudicing teachers,
which will result in the rede-
ploymenl process being dam-
aged."
Regional educalion depart-
ment oflicials were nol avail-
able 1'01' COllllnent.
venient for their principals to
declare them excess without
t;Jking into account the conse-
Cl uences of such aclions.
\-1 "A large number. of sch~ols
.have declared thet r physlca I
educalion teachers excess.
They h;]vcn't scrapped the
posls as lhey expect the nor-
malte:achers to take PE (phys-
ical education) classes," said
onc leacher.
"Wc ;II'e specia Iists and I
don't lhink lhose leachers
have the skills to ll'ach pupils
things likl' gymnastics or soc-
cer. Spo"!s ;11 prcdominantly
Indian schools will probably
d ic ir wc go. :'-Iany of the phys-
ical edlll';\tion !l';lchers arc
;lIso in\'ol\'l'd in regional
sports. I think tlae sports
structures will crumble.
"Nowhere in the guidelincs
docs it slale that ollr posts or
PI~ leachers should l.Je nwdc.
exccss just bccallsc il's a non-
cxamill;ltion ~ubjel'l.'·
The sel'l"ctar~..-genei·al or
tlae South ;\frican DemoCTatic
Teachers' Union, \II' NdaIJa
. Gcwabaza, said his union had
received numerous telephone
calls and letters or complaint
about pro<:edur;d irregulari-
ties. "aliI' Il1cmbers arc con·
l:el'lled about lhe manner in'
which lhis prCJcess is ul'ing
By Charmaine Pillay
REGIONAL education dep-
artments, leacher unions and
some school principals have
been sent lelters of dispute by
angry teachers who have
accused their school princi-
pals of "tailoring" the school
curricululll so that teachers
least favoured by them have
been made excess.
Teachers have also claimed
the pmcedures adopled by
certain schools when they
. were made excess were not in
'keeping with the guidelines
set down in lhe managcment
documents.
Several le;H:!Iers said
schools were interpreting lhe
document differently and that
there was a great deal of
inconsistency in how it was
being applied. In onc case thl'
_ loss of a coin decided whicl:'
teacher Was to be made
l'xcess. And in another, tlll~
lIame or the excess teacher
was pulled out of a hat.
At a l1Ieeting at Currie's
Foillllain, Durb;ln, yesterd;ly
('l\tesd:1Yl, :1 large group of
physical education teachers
who hal'~ been made excess
cOlllplair,ed that they were
being unbirly targeted,
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1 Regional education departments, teacher unions The writer creates a scene of conflict between
and some school principals have been sent letters the micro level influential powers (principals)
by angry teachers who have accused their school and affected participants (excess teachers).
principals of "tailoring" the school curriculum so The "curriculum"(line 4) issue implies that
5 that teachers least favoured by them have been subiects have been excluded which further
made excess. implies that learners would have a smaller
Teachers have also claimed the procedures adopted range of choices. "have been...angry teachers"
by certain schools when they were made excess (lines 2-3) is indicative of resistance and social
were not in keeping with the guidelines set down action. "... procedures...management documents"
in the management documents. (lines 7-10) suggests a highly informed and
10 Several teachers said schools were interpreting the critical teaching power-base. The use of
document differently and that there was a great deal teachers" (lines 7 & 10) as determiners in
of inconsistency in how it was being applied. the sentence places teachers in a powerful
In one case the toss of a coin decided which teacher position. The writer has inverted the power-
was to have been made excess. and in another, the structures. The issue of interpretation is
15 name of the excess teacher was pulled out of a hat. hermeneutic and implies that a reader brings
At a meeting at Currie's Fountain Durban, meaning to a text depending on schemata.
yesterday (Tuesday), a large group of physical The morpheme "inconsistency" (line 12)
education teachers who have been made excess is an indictment on meso level implementers.
complained that they were being unfairly targeted. At a meeting... targeted" (lines 16-19) is a
20 They said it had been convenient for their further indication of resistance and social
principals to declare them excess without taking action. The micro level powers (principals)
into account the consequences of such actions. are accused of not deliberating the consequences
''A lar5(e number ofschools have declared their of their actions. (lines 21-22)
physical education teachers excess. They haven't They haven't scrapped... classes" (lines 24-26)
25 scrapped the posts as they expect the normal is merely speculation.
teachers to take PE (physical education) classes," We are specialists... soccer" (lines 28-30) is
said one teacher. a further example of speculation.
"We are specialists and I don't think those The speaker obviously has prior knowledge
teachers have the skills to teach pupils thin5(s like of sport within a historical context but the
30 )O'mnastics or soccer. Sports at predominantly enunciation, " Sports...die...we go" (line 30-31)
Indian schools will probably die ifwe 5(0. is the third example of speculation.
Many of the physical education teachers are also I think. .. sport structures will crumble"
~
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involved il1 reJ!iollal SIJOrts. I think the sports (lines 33-34) is the fourth examnle of
sln/ctures will cntmbJe. speculation or assumption bv an affected
35 "Nowhere ill the J!Uidelines does it state that our participant.
posts or PE teachers should be made excess just (Lines 35-37) "Nowhere...subiect" is the fifth
because it a non-examination subiect. " citation of assumptions.
The secretary-general of the South African The accessed voice of Gcwabaza acknowledges
Democratic Teachers' Union Mr Ndaba Gcwabaza, social action by affected participants and
40 said his union had received numerous telephone concedes "irregularities"(line 42).
calls and letters of complaint about procedural The speaker 'makes public comments on
irregularities. the issues of"proeess" (line 44).
"Our members are concerned about the manner ...it seems...principals and superintendents...
in which this process is beinJI handled From the excess" (Lines 45-48) suggests that the sneaker
45 information I've received, it seems that some is making assumptions about micro and meso
principals and superintendents ofeducation level influential powers engaging in
have enJIaJIed in improper behaviour in decidinJI ... improper behaviour.. " (line 47).
which teachers should be made excess. For example...name out of hat"7line 49-5n
"For example, there was a tie at one school, and and "One teacher... absenteeism" (line 52-54)
50 the name of the excess teacher was determined bv are indicative of issues relating to criteria.
oickinJI the name out ofa hat. ...even though she had valid reasons...
One teacher was told she was bein~ made excess short periods" (lines 54-55) are issues
because parents didn't like her and because ofher relating to conditions of emolovrnent. The
absenteeism, even thoUJIh she had valid reasons writer presents both persvectives of
55 701' beinf! absent for short periods. " conflicting interests.
Mr Gcwabaza said in the case of minor disputes On the continuum of "disputes" (line 56).
the union had asked teachers to' get the site Gcwabaza makes a distinction between
committees to resolve the problem. but in other minor disputes" (line 56) and "other cases"
cases the disputes would be lodged with the (line 58-59). the speaker's inability to discern
60 deoartment. "Some school principals and between minor disputes and "other cases"
department officials are obviouslv not thinkin~. is Questionable. Furthermore his delegation
Thev are unnecessarilv preiudicinJI teachers, which strategy ofplacing the problem in dIe hands
will result in the redeplovment process beinf! of "the site" (line 56) auestions the real
dama~ed " power of the unions to deal with oroblems
65 Regional education department officials were not presented bv membershio.
00
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available for comment. "Some ..orincioals...deoartment officials..
not thinking...damaged" (lines 60-64) is a
serious alle~ation and sets the scene for conflict
between unions orincioals and deoartment
officials. "Regional. .. officials...not available
for comment" (lines 65-66) makes a critical reader
of the constructed text to ask 'whv' are they
unavailable?
PlLLAY c.: .. ..THKJ~OST :!TEXTTEN .:
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that we will never agree to However, last week hc said
retrenchments and we feel thc new formula, which:
that· this is a way for the would be based partly on 1999.
department to bring in re- pupil cnrolment figures,
trcnchmcnts through thc back' would result in the majority
door," of· schools retaining more
The provincial education teachers than they originally;
department's. communica- were supposed to, but a fe\v·
tion's director, Mr I\Iandla. schools were likely to lose
Msibi, was. unavailablc for "onc or two additional tcach-
comment yesterday ('I\lcsday). crs".·
Union says new posts formula 1
aims at retrenchments Iby the back door
,--------By Charmaine PH/ay
TF;~~~ ~l.qJl} h a v.e
r~J '-ifJ ~-~e .~ Jw.~~.»,ror,vJ-.
slam lor d~.J) oy
mejiron e groun s that it
wodld make more teachers
redundant:
The South African Dcmo-
cratic Teachers' Union
(Sadtu) has slammed the for-
mula a~d says the provinciaf
educatIOn dcpartmcnt pro-
duced the formula to bring ill




Gcwabaz~, ~;l1d the formula
was causing a !:reat deal of .
chaos and ;11( tcacher unions
were Opposed to it.
The disagrecment betwecn
the unions ;1Ilc! thc dcpart-
ment emerged during a
.provincial. chamber meeting
on Friday.
Union .md departmcnt rCI;'
resentalives \\'ill mcet again
at a ~pecial chamber mccting
tomorrow (Thursday) la
debate the issue.
"As we couldn't agrec 0n
he formula. ·.vc ~ouldn't cl is-
~lI5S-clarificalioll or the doctl-
.l:ent, which should havc
:lone out lo schools and
~egional and circuit officcs
on Monday.
"In addition. workshops
which had ucen planncd to
discuss the nc\\' simplified
clarification document could
not be held this weck.
"Thirdly. bccanse of the dis-
,.:reemenl Ihe managcment
dan \\'as not l'vcn Jiscussed.
,\'e havc called on lhc dcpart-
Ilcnt to revcrt lo the old for-
nula," 1\1r Gcwauaza said.
He addcd: "Under this for-
:llula morc leachers will bc
lcclarcd excess and as a
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1 Teacher unions have reiected the new post Teacher unions" (line 1) used as determiner in
provisioning formula for redeployment on the syntactic structure portrays them in a
the grounds that it would make more powerful role. "new post provisioning formula"
teachers redundant. (line 1-2) makes the reader Question the
5 The South African Democratic Teacher's mechanics of the 'old' post provisioning
Union (Sadtu) has slammed the formula formula. Sadtu (line 5-6) emer~ing as the
and says the provincial education department powerful agent again and vociferously
produced the formula to bring in retrenchments slammed the formula" (line 6) makes the
by the back door. reader determined to investigate Sadtu's
10 Sadtu's provincial secretarv-~eneral allegation that it was intentionally created'
Mr. Ndaba Gcwabaza said the formula was the provincial education department produced
causing a great deal of chaos and all teacher the formula to bring in retrenchments by the
unions were opposed to it. back door" (lines 7-9) to effect retrenchments.
The disagreement between the unions and the The writer focuses her lens on the emergin~
15 department emerged during a provincial tension and conflict between the unions and the
chamber meeting on Friday. Union and department, " the disagreement...Friday.
department representatives will meet again (lines 14-16).
at a special chamber meeting tomorrow department representatives... "(line 17) makes
(Thursday) to debate the issue. a critical reader wonder who these powers are
20 As we couldn't aJ{1'ee on the formula and what their ideologies are and why is there a
we couldn't discuss clarification of the a deadlock on such a vital issue.
document, which should have flone out "As we couldn't agree... Monday" (lines 20-24)
to schools and re$!ional and circuit offices gives the reader the impression that there is
on Monday. confusion around the formula if a "clarification
25 In addition, workshops which have been planned of the document" (line 21-22) was necessary.
to discuss the new simplified clarification The conflict between meso and macro level
document could not be held this week. influential powers has created a backlog with
Thirdly, because ofthe disaJ{1'eement regard to planned events, e.g.. "clarification...
the manaf(ement plan was not even document. ..Monday" (lines 21-24)
30 discussed. We have called on the department Workshops (line 25) were not held and the
to revert to the oldformula" I non-discussion of management plan (line 29).
Mr. Gcwabaza said. He added:: Revert to the old formula" (line 31 ) makes
Under this formula more teachers will a critical reader ask Questions like who
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be declared excess and as a result deviated from the old formula. and what benefit
35 Dosts will be reduced. The deDqrfmenl will that deviation serve their interest 2rouOS?
knows that we will never aJ{ree to "...bring in retrenchments by the back door"
retrenchments alld we feel (lines 8-9 ) is repeated by the writer when
that this is a wavfor the department she quotes the speaker, It bring in retrenchments
to brin$! in retrenchments throuf!h the back through the back door" (line 39-40). This
40 door". mega watt spot light on this issue is a
The proYincial education department's representational writimz stYle to draw the issue
communication's director Mr. Mandla to the reader's attention.
Msibi. was unayailable for comment The unaccessed yoice ofMsibi at a time when
yesterday (Tuesday). However, 'last week Sadtu publicly exposes the manipulation of
45 he said the new formula which was based the post provisioning formula is auestionable.
oartlY on 1999 pupil enrolment figures "... last week. ..new formula .. " (lines 44-45)
would result in the maiority of schools is indicative that Msibi did concede that
retainin2 more teachers than they originally there was a 'new formula' that was a deviation and
were supposed to but a few schools manipulation of the national oost orovisionimz
50 were likely 10 lose "one or two ~dditiona/ norm formula that might have been imolemented
teachers". which caused conflict and confusion.
Section Two: 2.1 Representational Analysis: Text One
The caption resonates with fatalism. Mhlanga presents Naptosa and Sadtu as key
signatories to the rationalisation and redeployment 'deal'. This syntactical
representational style is suggestive of a long awaited for democracy and 'people's power.
There seems to be a nuance of the major unions wielding power over the National
Ministry of Education. Since the media operates within a 'conflict theory paradigm, it is
not surprising to note that the writer sets the scene for conflict by the semantic use of the
word 'controversial'. The unexplained concept of rationalisation and redeployment is
conspicuous and intimidating to the reader. The under-representation of all the
participants in the 'deal', especially the m~cro powers of influence is questionable.
Mhlanga seems eager to represent the objectives of equity and transformation. He
presents Pyper as a powerful role-player in the syntactic use pronouns that are indicative
of control and power. This representation of Naptosa is in contrast to the general
perceived semantic of the word 'union' which is~ representative of negotiatiol1;-equity.,-~.~--
representation and democracy. Mhlanga presents Sadtu as a powerful union who is the
detennining agent in 'monitoring' the implementation of the 'resolutions'. The
representational positioning of the KwaZulu Natal educational authorities at the bottom
of the text creates a false consciousness of the DoE being powerless in the
implementation of the resolutions.
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Conclusion
The entire text is constructed within a Structural-Functional, Consensus media paradigm.
The writer's intention ofpresenting the objectives ofthe rationalisation and redeployment
'deal' were met. The concepts of equity, democracy and transformation are yeamings of
a fledgling democracy. The scene is set for co-operation despite the expected challenges.
Text Two: Plan Will Turn KZN Into Banana Republic
-
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Since this is a critical response from a member of the community to his interpretation of
the media texts, it would be categorised into an eclectic fusion of both hermeneutic and
critical paradigms. The writer's obvious knowledge and insight into the microscopic
dynamics of school operations makes one assume that he/she is an experienced teacher.
His condescending tone about level one teachers makes me assume that he is part of
management.
Morphemes like 'much' and 'proposed' suggests that the media facilitated the
rationalisation and redeployment proposals between agents and affected participants.
The writer points out that the affected participants are forced to comply or face threats.
The text exudes with a political conflict within Brunsdon's rhetoric of violence. The
writer's angst about ratios i.mpacting-on 'management-loads' is tnmsparenf TIle-class·
stratification that exists within schools becomes apparent. The condescending tone that
permeates part of the text is indicative of the hierarchical power structures prevalent
within schools. The writer does not elaborate on the repercussions of compression of
classes. The writer highlights human rights issues and the polarising distinctions between
private and public schools. The text's reference to women might ignite an already raging
debate on gender. Coombs (1964: 53-70), in his Human resource theory suggests that the
label ofexcess is indicative ofwaste product.
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Conclusion
Since this is a critical response from a member of the community to his interpretation of
the media texts, it would be categorised into the Political-Economic Conflict paradigms.
Text Three: Sadtu Lambasts Chaotic Process
The writer assumes a facilitator's position and has accessed important voices within the
education arena that might have given various perspectives on the rationalisation and
redeployment issue.
The passive structure described in Halliday's theory of transItIVIty IS prevalent
throughout the text. This is a media strategy to defocus on the determiners or active
participants of the action at a macro level. However, at a meso level, Sadtu is presented
as the determiner or agent. This creates a false consciousness that Sadtu is responsible
and accountable for mishaps during the implementation process. Yet the branding of the
process as 'chaotic' by Sadtu is contradictory. There emerges a conflict of interests
between unions which are powerful facilitating forces between macro, meso, micro
powers and the power base of employees and the DoE which is a meso level power that
facilitates implementation determined by the macro level influential powers.
The accessed voice of Mrs. Dhaya Pillay, of the redeployment provincial task team
4 +_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ ~ _ ~ • __ .__ _ ._. .___ _ __
presenting unnatural phenomena of 'disruptions to families' (lines 41-42) as natural is
indicative of ignorance of Article 25 of the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights
(UDHR). (Lane, 1989: 194)
The representational media strategy of placing the most powerful voice, Mr. Maduray
MoodJey, human resource manager, at the bottom of this text is either an attempt to
diminish his power or an attempt to invert the power structures to create a false
consciousness for the reader. The attempt to clarify the misconceptions (line 47) of HRM
circular 3 is further indication of the theory-practice dichotomy. The 'lodging of
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disputes' (line 74) emerges as the first sign of sOcial action. What emerges in the
ennunciations: " ... that sector will only rationalised next year" (line 89-90) is that
rationalisation is not being implemented in all sectors simultaneously. Furthermore, why
do different sectors still exist in a democracy?
Conclusion
The writer mediates a situation fraught with conflict among the various role-players at the
meso level of power. While trying to operate within a consensus driven media paradigm,
the writer unconsciously or consciously has shifted to one of conflict driven political-
economic paradigms.
Text Four: Deal Signed On Teacher Deployment
The entire text is constructed within a Structural-Functional, Consensus media paradigm.
The writer uses a passive structure, which is bereft of the active participants. This is a
structural writing style to draw attention away from the agents (determiners) of the
action.
The 'far reaching agreements' (line 10 is an intransitive passive structure to defocus the
reader's attention from the participants of the agreement. The repetition of the signifiers
'the agreement' (line 5) is indicative of the media's use intransitive semiotic tool to draw
the reader's attention away from the participants ofthe 'the agreement' (line 5).
"The agreement" (line 5) becomes the powerful 'agent' that determines the actions of
affected participants. "Tighter controls" (line 9) is a further example of the passive
intransitive syntactic tool used by the media to draw attention away from the active
participants. 'The four agreements' (line 12) is the fourth example of passive intransitive
syntactic structural tool to defocus the reader's attention away from the participants of the
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agreement. ''The workload agreement' (line 17) is the fifth example of the passive,
intransitive syntactic tool used by the media to defocus on active participants. The
introduction of the most powerful agent in the text, ''National Education Minister,
Sibusiso Bengu' (line 23) after introducing 'the agreements' (Lines 1, 5, 10, 12 & 17)
five times as the determiner is an attempt to invert the perceived power structures. The
determinant, 'the unions' (line 37) creates the perception that the unions were the active
agents and the department was the 'affected' in this transaction.
However, this attempt at inverting power structures betrays itself in the contradictory
semantics of the morpheme 'cautiously' (line 43). After reference to 'the unions' (lines
4, 37 & 43), the nomenclature Naptosa appears for the first time, which makes a critical
reader of this text question ifNaptosa is presented as the active determinant and why.
Conclusion
There is a visible paradigm shift from the typical Structural-Functional, Consensus media
paradigm, to Pillay's construction of the R&R story within a Political-economic Conflict
media paradigm. This is a structural writing style to draw attention away from the agents
(determiners) of the action.
Text Five: Redeployment Bungling Causes Teacher Tumult
The focus shifts from Moloney's 'the agreements' (text four) which is material resource
orientated to 'emotional fears' (line 2) which is human being orientated. Furthermore,
the focus shifts from the mystified agreements to the reality of problems emanating from
implementation.
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Coombs, human resource theorist, perceives the label of 'excess' as 'waste product'.
However, cognitive psychologists perceive such labeling as dehumanising. The negative
emotional construct of 'fear' (lines 2 & 9) is a debilitating state of mind. The issue of
'resignations' (line 10) emerges as a significant consequence of implementation. The
issue of declination within context (line 12) emerges as the cause of the 'effect' of
resignation. A nuance of 'resistance to authority' and social action is represented in the
semiotics 'legal challenges'. The issue of 'chaos' (line 20) and 'confusion' (line 21) are
factors that lead to disruption in the learning environment. It is well documented that
minimal learning takes place in schools where disruption is commonplace. The signifiers
'favourite, buddies and retained' (lines 24 & 25) are suggestive of nepotism.
Furthermore, the signifiers, "...senior officials.. .interpret" (lines 27, 28, 29) casts the
department officials in a poor light. This could create conflict between the department
officials and the school management. The writer creates an objective sense of perception
to the R&R phenomenon by shifting the focus to Bridraj' s perspective. The signifier,
'essential' (line 41) is indicative that the speaker concedes that the R&R is necessary to
redress the imbalances and inequities of a pre-democratic South Africa. The speaker (line
50) seems to understand and appreciate the noble objectives of transformation and equity
of the rationalisation and redeployment policy.
He reminds educators that the noble cause of equity and transformation is what they
'vociferously campaigned for' (line 50), and what they should focus on. The speaker
emerges as a progressive educator who is playing the role of an ombudsman trying to
douche an inflammatory situation. The speaker's tone changes from (lines 57-60)
~mb_el!ishing the policy objectives to focusing on the 'process' (line 57) being fraught
--_. - - - - - -- +- --- - . - . --_._-~----- - -- ---.
with 'confusion' (line 58) and 'uncertainty' (line 59). Furthermore, the speaker draws
attention to the 'calculation...equation' (lines 62-64) being incorrect. In lines (66-70) he
raises the issue of how various institutions interpreted or misinterpreted the
implementation process. He makes an assumption that some schools 'sacrificed posts
needlessly' Lines (69-70). The speaker raises the issue of 'voluntary redeployment' of
'some excess educators' (line 73) securing posts 'in suitable schools' (line 74).
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There emerges a tone of dissatisfaction with regard to the policy implementation leading
to inequities. Furthermore, he states that the unions and the department gave
implementers 'contradictory pronouncements' (line 76). Moreover, he states that some
'circulars were introduced and then immediately withdrawn' (line 79,80). He implies
confusion in implementing contradictory circulars. In lines (81-86) the speaker implies
that educators had to declare themselves in excess. Lines (87-89) are indicative of the
theory-practice dichotomy debate. In an unprecedented move, the focus shifts to union
leadership who 'appended their signatures' (line 81) to documents they did not totally
understand. The implication is that the unions are partially to be blamed for the
repercussions of the implementation.
There appears to be a real concern for the psychological state of mind of educators in the
statement 'educators...real fears' (line 101). Furthermore, there is concern for the
'family' (line 102) fragmentation that could eventually lead to a fragmentation in society.
Moreover, there is concern for the 'personal safety of teachers in the event of
redeployment into areas...violence' (line 104-105). The speaker further implies that the
process has caused deterioration in human relationships (106-109). He further implies
that the implementers lack 'clear, unambiguous and rational vision (Lines 110-112)
which have resulted 'in the crumbling walls of education in KZN'. (Lines 113-114).
The writer, Bissetty finally shifts the focus to the classroom and pedagogic dynamics. He
exhibits genuine concern for the psychological state of mind of the educator in his! her
task of shaping the thinking of other minds when his/ her attention is on 'rationalisation,
_ . __~ _~~e~oymentand enfor~ed resignation' (lines 11 ~~1_2q). __
Conclusion
There is a paradigmatic shift in the Mercury representation of the R&R phenomenon.
Moloney's construction within a Structural-Functional, Consensus media paradigm has
been replaced by Bissetty's construction within a Political-economic Conflict media
paradigm.
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Text Six: H This Isn't Bungling, What Is ?
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The caption makes the reader anticipate a critical text. The signifier, 'incompetence' (line
1) with reference to the department as a direct question in (line 2) is indicative of a writer
who has prior knowledge of the issue over an extended period of time, and has now
exhausted his patience. ' 8000 vacant posts' (lines 6-7) and '5133 surplus educators' (line
7-8) is indicative of a powerful writer, who is able to access and extrapolate official
(although unaudited) figures from departmental officials.
The constant reference to the all-important issue of temporary teachers merged with the
issue of redeployment seems as if the macro-level influential powers are using other
issues as a red herring. The series of questions from (lines 30-38) exudes with doubt in
the statistics that the department released. The budget allocation and non-allocation is
questioned. The writer suggests in line (36-38), "Will there be another round of
retrenchments?" that there was a previous round of retrenchments.
It seems as if the influential powers at meso level are doing everything possible to
facilitate the process by holding workshops, (line 44), and drawing up more simplified
circulars (line 46) for clarity. The accessed voice of politician, Roger Burrows presents
i~!lf ~_a~wpri~e~o the reader. Furthermore, his deep insight into the dangers (line 68)
- -- ----- -- - - -_..¥--- --- ---'- - - - .. --_._--- ...._----. -- - -- --~- ---
of the redeployment plan. Moreover, he accuses the unions of 'neglect ' (line 70) of
taking into 'account the individual teacher...pressure.. .life'. (Line 71). Burrows raises the
issues of recourse, accommodation, proximity and safety.
Furthermore, he raises the gender issue of 70% of the teaching force being women.
(Lines 76-78). What remains enigmatic to the reader however is Burrows access to
departmental statistics and records. What is Burrow's relationship with the meso and
macro powers of influence? To what degree is Burrows involved in the implementation
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or non-implementation of the redeployment plan in KZN? What political impact does his
statement on education have?
The writer's reference to the statistics and an attempt to analyse it exudes with mistrust
for meso level powers that revealed and concealed (line 82). ' Teachers in excess will
have to leave the service.. '(Line 85-86) is indicative that excess teachers will be forced to
resign. The element of surprise again, Burrows, who appears to pore over education
statistics implies that the vacant posts created by forced resignations by excess teachers
might be filled by the approximately '13000 teachers who qualified in the last few
years...never...find employment in education' (Lines 88-90). The perplexing question to
the reader is, what interest does Burrows have in those 13000 teachers and what interest
does he not have in the excess teachers who might be forced to resign? Burrow's
comments, 'this is not final, a key clarification circular...prepared... calls ...two week
suspension' (lines 91-94), being a politician, yet making decisive comments on education
somehow does not gel. His final comment on budget and 'lower staffing figures (lines
96-97), demands an explanation on his role in the R&R story.
Conclusion
There is a definite paradigm shift from Moloney's Structural Functionalist, deterministic
approach to constructing the R&R story. Bissetty's passionate approach makes the reader
question his personal interest in the R&R story. He writes from a Political-
Economic, Society centric, Conflict paradigm.




The R&R issue gets the attention of the Natal Witness for the first time. The accessed
voice of Mandla Msibi serves a dual role. Firstly, to warn teachers of disciplinary
measures if they are critical of the R&R implementation. Secondly, to pacify 'all
educators... fairly' (lines 8-9) that they do have the support of the meso level influential
powers.
The facilitators have gone a step further in facilitating the implementation process by
asking that 'all staff be informed of redeployment procedures'. (Lines 15-16) to ensure
transparency (line 14). The directive from facilitators clearly stipulates the steps to be
followed in the process. Firstly, a determination of excess posts. Secondly, a
determination of vacant posts. Thirdly, a determination of excess teachers. The text is
further interpreted by the reader, which the department is explaining annextures
stipulated in the HRM 51/98 circular. The use of the signifier 'will' in (lines 29-31)
appears to be a direct contradiction of the semantics of 'voluntary redeployment'.
The focus shifts from the accessed voice of a departmental official to the accessed voice
of a Sadtu spokesman after the writer's statement that 'Sadtu did not attend the press
conference' (line 33-34). Sadtu's tone in (lines 37-38) is almost confessionary. What also
emerges from his enunciations that Sadtu did not attend the press conference because
they were 'unhappy with the way voluntary redeployment' (line 40) and the identification
of excess teaches was handled. Gcwabaza states that agreements on method were
reneged. (Lines 42-43). Furthermore, his statement, 'We are convinced...no
transfonnation...ensure chaos' (lines 43-45) gives the reader the impression that there is
an influential 'third force' that is attempting to sabotage the implementation process.
The surprise element of politicians intervening is again prevalent, only this time, it is
Rajbansi of the Minority Front (lines 52-55). Rajbansi 'received numerous
representations' (lines 52-53) gives the reader the impression that affected teachers had
no other recourse but to approach a politician to take social action, by asking for a 'two
month moratorium' (line 49) to be placed on the redeployment process. The intervention
ofRajbansi and yet another surprise element. Education MEC, Vincent Zulu, is indicative
of a communication breakdown along structured channels.
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Conclusion
The writer positions himself as facilitator between the various stakeholders in education,
the department, the principals, the teachers and the unions. He encourages debate
between them. This text seems to be rooted in the Political-Economic Conflict paradigm.
Text Eight: A Traumatic Start To The Year For Teachers Facing Redeployment
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Although the R&R phenomenon has been in the print media and electronic media since
November 1998, this is the first representation by the Post media product. The writer
presents the R&R story with a depressing and fatalistic headline. The writer presents the
scenario at schools as tense as 'principals prepare to name ...excess' (lines 3-4).
Principals are perceived as the final implementers of the R&R plan at a micro level. The
use of the determiner, 'Principal' (line 5) casts principals in extremely powerful roles.
The use of the determiner 'principals' for the fourth time in two paragraphs draws
attention to the myriad of roles that principals have to play in the R&R story. The
statement of Indian schools 'which face the largest cuts' (line 11-12) makes a critical
reader ask for statistics concerning other race groups and other sectors. This text was
constructed before the plan was implemented, yet the writer implies that teachers are
'unlikely to accept posting to rural schools' (lines 14-15). The writer shifts his focus to ..
declination of three posts would mean resignation in her statement.'
Teachers...excess...choice of three schools...report for duty... should they decline..,they
must resign' (lines 16-18). The writer does not indicate the official accessed voice for the
statistics she provides. The writer raises the gender issue that many of the 2500 teachers
that were expected to be redeployed, were women. The writer, in providing the age (48)
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(line 24) and providing the number of years of service (26) (line 26) of the affected
participant (refer theory) evokes compassion from the reader.
The issue of 'budgetary constraints (line 31) is cited as the reason for cutbacks in 'arts
and culture' (line 30). The issue if discrimination within the curriculum is foregrounded.
The affected speaker's voice, (lines 32-38) exudes with disappointment with the
employer's lack of respect for his life's contribution. Furthermore, the employer's
disregard for the welfare of his family. 'I understand...security' (lines 42-47) implies that
the affected participant is not resisting the noble objectives ofR&R He expresses shock
to the alternatives meted out to him. Furthermore, he expresses concern over his personal
'safety and security' (line 48).
The accessed voice of a micro level implementer (principal) exudes with compassion for
the affected participants. His enunciations, 'but there isn't very much we can do' (lines
56-57) resonates with fatalism. He gives the reader insight into the attitudes of 'most
principals' (line 58) towards R&R as not liking what they are told to do in their line of
duty. 'It's going to wreak havoc...professional people' (line 59-60), is indicative of the
repercussions of R&R The focus shifts from affected participants to the agents or
determiners. The meso level influential power felt through the accessed voice of Msibi
implies that the process, despite the 'havoc' (line 59) will continue until March 1999.
However, he attempts to ensure a smooth implementation with the help of the unions and
the 'provincial task team' (line 63).
Conclusion
--~--_. - . ------ ~-
This representation of the R&R 'story' appears to be framed within a Political-Economic
Conflict media paradigm.




This is the second construction of the R&R story by Pillay within a week. The writer,
having established the platform for various perspectives, facilitates the public discourse.
The writer creates a scene of conflict between micro level influential powers (principals)
and affected participants (excess teachers). The curriculum issue emerges again implying
that the learners would have a smaller range of choices. 'have been...angry teachers' (line
2-3) is indicative of resistance and social action. 'Procedures...management documents'
(lines 7-10) suggests a highly informed and critical teaching power base.
The use of 'teachers' (lines 7,10) as determiners in the sentence places teachers in a
powerful position. The writer has inverted the power structures. The issue of
interpretation is hermeneutic and implies that a reader brings meaning to a text,
depending on schemata. The signifier 'inconsistency' (line 12) is an indictment on meso
level implementers. 'At a meeting...targeted' (lines 16-19) is a further indication of
resistance and social action. The micro level powers are accused of not deliberating the
consequences of their actions (lines 21-22). Lines (33-34) are the fourth example of
speculation by an affected participant. The accessed voice of Gcwabaza acknowledges
social action by affected participants and concedes 'irregularities' (line 42) Lines (45-48)
suggests that the speaker is making assumptions about micro and macro level influential
powers engaging in 'improper behaviour' (line 47).
Conclusion
The writer positions herself as facilitator between teachers and the department and
encourages debate. This text appears to be framed within the Political-Economic Conflict
paradigm.
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Text Ten: Union Says New Posts Formula Aims At Retrenchment By The Back
Door
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This is Pillay,s third construction of the R&R story. However, there has been a time lapse
of six weeks since the last representation. The Text within a Hermeneutic and Critical
Paradigm 'Teacher unions' (line 1) used as a detenniner in the syntactic structure
portrays them in a powerful role. ' ... new post provisioning formula' (line 1-2) makes the
reader question the mechanics of the 'old post provisioning formula'. Sadtu (line 5-6)
emerging as the powerful agent again and vociferously 'slammed the formula' (line 6)
makes a critical reader determined to investigate Sadtu's allegation that it was
intentionally created, the 'provincial education department produced the formula to bring
in retrenchments by the back door' (lines 7-9) to effect retrenchments.
The writer focuses her lens on the emerging tension and conflict between the unions and
the department, the disagreement...Friday' (lines 14-16). ' ...department
representatives... ' (line 17) makes a critical reader wonder who these powers are and what
their ideologies are and why is there a deadlock on such a vital issue. 'As we couldn't
. _agree...M0!lday' _(Iin.e.s 20-24) gives the reader the impression that there is confusion
- -- - --_. - ._--_ ... _.- . - ... -- - -- -- ---- ---~.
around the formula if a 'clarification of the document' (line 21-22) was necessary. The
conflict between mesa and macro level influential powers has created a backlog with
regard to planned events, e.g. 'clarification...document."Monday (lines 21-24).
'Workshops' (line 25) were not held and there were no discussions on 'management
plan' (line 29-30). 'Revert to the old formula' (line 31) makes a critical reader ask
questions line who deviate from the old formula, and what benefit will that deviation
serve their interest groups? ' ...bring in retrenchments by the back door' (lines 8-9) is
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repeated by the writer when she quotes the speaker; 'bring in retrenchments through the
back door' (lines 39-40). This megawatt spotlight on this issue is a representational
writing style to draw the reader's attention to the issue in focus. The unaccessed voice of
Msibi at a time when Sadtu publicly exposes the manipulation of the post provisioning
formula is questionable. 'Last week. ..new formula' (lines 44-45) is indicative that Msibi
did concede that there was a 'new formula' that was a deviation and manipulation of the
national post provisioning norm formula that might have been implemented which caused
conflict and confusion.
Conclusion
It could be concluded that the three representations of the R&R phenomenon by the Post
media product was presented within a Political -economic Conflict media paradigm.
Overall View
The writers have determined the media paradigm within which the four media institutions
operate. There has been an institutional paradigm shift with each new writer constructing
the -R&R story. For example, Moloney's deterministic style of writing could be
interpreted as disempowering to the reader. Yet, Bissetty's critical style of writing could
be interpreted as empowering to the reader, although both writers represented the R&R
story from the same institution, Mercury. On the construct of power, institutional
theorist, Foucault, as quoted by Ropers- Huilman (1999: 33), states:
"Power is not an institution, and nl!t a structure; ... it is the name t~t one_attl2~!~~ _





Figure 5.1: Media Structures and Media Institutions
POLITICS
PRESSURES ON THE MEDIA: MEDIA ARE AT TIIE CENTRE OF THREE
OVERLAPPING AREAS OF INFLUENCE
1. Introdlldioa I Rationale
In Chapter Four I analysed ten representational texts of four media institutions, The Daily
News. Mercury, Natal Witness and Post. The analysis was done firstly at a linguistic
level, where I analysed the text, taking the meaning of the words, the sentence
construction and signals ofhidden agendas, silences and gaps into account. Secondly, the
analysis was done at a representational level, where I examined whether the writer
adopted a consensus or conflict position in representing the R&R phenomenon to the
target audience, who were the teachers, management at schools, the community, the
Department of Education and policymakers.. This chapter provides an in-depth insight
into the multidimensional perspectives of the critical question of this study: How did the
print media represent the teacher rationalisation anti redeployment (R&R) phenomenon
in KZN for the period November 1998 - March 1999? In Section One I will present a
summary of issues, principles and constructs emerging out of the ten texts analysed in
Chapter four. In Section Two I will present graphic representations of most represented
issues for the period before implementation and during implementation, (November 1998
- March 1999). In Section Tlrree I will present an Overall View of the Media
Paradigmatic Representation in partial answer to the critical question of this study: How
did the print media represent the teacher rationalisation and redeployment (R&R)
phenomenon in KZNfor the period November 1998 - March 1999? Section Four deals
with the overall conclusion of this study. Section Five deals with the implications for
further research. Section Six deals with the suggestions for future research. Section
Seven deals with implications of this study. Section Eight deals with limitations of this
study and final thoughts.
Section One
1.1 Summary of emerging issues, principles and constructs.
In Text One, the writer's intention of representing the policymaker's objectives of the
rationalisation and redeployment policy was met. How did he represent the text to
achieve this? He achieved this by fIrstly, positioning himself within the structural-
consensus paradigm. Secondly he presented influential union leaders to win the support
of their members. Thirdly, by using non-interactive language as the caption, 'Major
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education deal signed', He suggests that the deal had been signed and therefore no
interaction Of further discourse was necessary. Furthermore, the use of the pronoun, 'we',
(line 37), 'We are happy ... ' suggest that everybody is happy, and that there is no conflict
within the ranks of the policymakers. This is typical of the structural-consensus media
paradigm, where the masses are led to believe that decision-makers at government level
have all reached consensus. Fourthly, he foregrounds the policy objectives of equity, in
which schools that were operating under the national norm, ofthe teacher/pupil ratio of 1:
40 in primary schools and 1:38 in secondary schools would be rationalised teachers who
were declared in excess would be sent to previously disadvantaged schools. In this way,
equity would be realised. Furthermore, the process of teachers moving to schools of
different race groups and cultures would facilitate transformation. This kaleidoscope of
cultures would augur well in a fledgling democracy like South Africa. This process of
transfonnation ~ould be realised through the process of redeployment. The general
response to the text would be one ofcompliance.
In Text Two, the writer's objective of creating public awareness and thereby eliciting
public reaction was met. How did the writer represent the text to achieve this? Firstly, by
positioning him within the political-economic conflict paradigm. Secondly by critically
evaluating the proposals sanctioned by the unions and the Department of Education.
Thirdly by using language that is empathetic towards teachers in the public school system
as in (line 21), 'already overstressed public school system', that is typical of the
economic-political conflict paradigm. One of the characteristics of the conflict paradigm
is to use interactive language so that discourse and d.eb8:te of the vario~s role-players is
promoted by the media. Fourthly, by foregrounding issues that teachers feel strongly
about, as in (lines 41-41), , three classes of 40 standard two pupils may have to be
compressed to two classes of sixty', he evoked emotions of anger in teachers because
they would now be saddled with the problem of compressed classes. ' The general
response to the text might be one of resistance to the R&R implementation.
In Text Three, the writer's intention of drawing public attention to the chaotic R&R
process is successful. How did he represent the text to achieve this? Firstly by positioning
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him within the political-economic conflict paradigm. The writer constructs a relationship
between the readers and his subject matter. In this instance, he draws his target
audience's attention to the chaotic process of the R&R phenomenon. He immediately and
successfully elicits various emotional responses of the role-players in education. By
doing so, he frames the different players in different relationships to each other, creating
tension, anger and eventually conflict. Secondly by representing the largest democratic
union in South Africa, Sadtu, in a conflict situation with the Department of Education.
This conflict situation fuels the battlelines for affected stakeholders in society.
Furthermore, he presents APEK. in a spectator's role, applauding and encouraging the
process. Thirdly, he presents the text in language that is sympathetic towards the
educators, but critical of the consequences of the implementation. Fourthly, he
foregrounds problems ofmisinterpretation of official documents as in (lines 25-28),
'most of the problems lay with the misinterpretation... of relevant documents'. The
general response to the text might have been one of non-compliance to the R&R
implementation. It becomes obvious that the process is fraught with controversy. Sadtu
brands the process as chaotic and blamed the department for abdicating responsibility
(line 12-13). Curriculum issues are in the spotlight. The provincial task team expects
unhappiness and disruptions. Teachers in acting management posts were handing in their
resignations. Human Resource Manager, Maduray Moodley clarifies HRM Circular 3.
Not all sectors were being rationalised simultaneously.
Text Four, like Text one, presents the objectives of equity, democracy and transformation
of the rationalisation and redeployment plan. The writer positions herself with the
structural-Functional consensus paradigm. She presents most of her text in non-
interactive. By this I mean that the writer merely presents ruling class ideology (in this
instance, the ideologies of the policymakers) and does not entertain any interaction or
discourse from grassroots. Furthermore, she foregrounds 'tighter control over duties'
(line 9), and the policy objectives of equity through rationalisation, and transformation
through redeployment. The general response to the text would be one of compliance.
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Text Five is written from a conflict paradigm. The writer is sympathetic towards the
affected participants, the excess teachers. The writer successfully elicits the reader's
emotion of sympathy towards the affected 'excess' teachers. By framing the various role-
players in conflict with each other, he maintains the tension and conflict situation. The
issues of resignations and the chaotic situation of schools without management structures
are foregrounded. An objective voice of a senior teacher makes teachers defocus on the
chaos and re-focus on the objectives of the R&R plan. He draws attention to the
'voluntary redeployment' and how excess teachers were securing posts in 'suitable
schools' (line 74). He also points out that redeployment to rural areas could present
safety and security problems. Furthermore, the R&R process had created a disintegration
ofhuman and professional relationships at schools. The text creates a sense that there is a
total breakdown in communication structures between the employer and employers.
Text Six, like text three, is further exposure of incompetence and irregularities.
Departmental unaudited statistics (Refer Msibi) reveal that while there are 5133 'surplus'
teachers, there were 8000 vacant posts in the province. Politician, Roger Burrows, blames
unions for neglecting teacher's personal safety. He foregrounds the gender issue of 70%
(line 77) ofthe teaching force were women. The writer draws the audience's attention to
a white politician who has the interest of teachers at heart. Immediately, the reader's
response is one of scepticism. A non-white reader might ask, whose interests is this
politician serving? The writer successfully sows seeds of doubt and suspicion in the
reader's mind. By creating this kind of unspoken suspicion, the writer maintains a
situation of conflict and tension.
In Text Seven, Department spokesman, Msibi warns teachers of disciplinary procedures.
Clarification documents were facilitated. Criteria of determining excess teachers were
clarified. The provision for 'voluntary redeployment' was foregrounded. Sadtu did not
attend the press conference on the 10/02/99 because they 'had nothing to offer' (line 36),
as a result, their members had embarked on social action. The writer immediately elicits
the response of resistance and non-compliance by communicating messages of warning
to teachers at a time when emotions were not in check. By using such provocative words
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such as 'warns', the writer manages to fuel the battle-lines between the working class
teachers and ruling class policymakers and implementers of the R&R policy.
Text Eight foregrounds the role of principals in the implementation process.
Predominantly Indian Schools faced 'the largest cuts' (line 11-12). Excess teachers will
be given three choices of schools. 'Should they decline the posts, they must resign'
(line18). Approximately 2500 teachers were expected to be redeployed, the majority of
whom were women. An affected participant (excess teacher) speaks of his trauma. As in
Text Six, he puts the issues of family and personal safety in the spotlight. The writer
successfully foregrounds the tension and conflict between management and level one
teachers at schools. By drawing attention to the situation, the writer further entrenches the
rift and fans the flames ofdissension between the role-players at school.
Text Nine, like Text Three, focuses on the curriculum issue. It foregrounds issues of
nepotism, misinterpretation and procedural irregularities. The battlelines between
principals, unions, teachers and the department is fuelled. Social action highlighting the
issue of sport is taken. Union official, Gcwabaza concedes irregularities. The writer
evokes the negative emotions of anger, suspicion and doubt in the teachers in relation to
their employer, the Department ofEducation. The scene is set for tension and conflict.
In Text Ten, the Post provisioning formula is highlighted. Sadtu alleged that the
'provincial education department produced the formula to bring in retrenchments by the
back door' (lines 7-9). The new formula caused chaos. Gcwabaza states that they 'have
called on the department to revert to the old formula' (line 30-31). The writer elicits the
emotions of anger, doubt and suspicion of teachers in relation to the Department of
Education. The allegation that the Department brought in retrenchments through the back
door is very serious and might result in an attitude of non-compliance for a long time.
Once again, the media frames the various role-players in education in relationships of




2.1 Graphic Representations of emerging issues.
Figure 5.2: The Daily News: Most represented issues
EMERGING ISSUES MO ST REPRESENTED BY
mE DAILY NEWS
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The variables of transformation, rationalisation and redeployment are explained in the
introduction of this chapter. This graphical representation il1ustrates that during the
period before implementation November 1998 to January 1999, the Daily News
represented the objectives of redeployment and rationalisation in interactive language
within the consensus paradigm in one text. In order to promote interaction between
various interest groups in society, the media uses interactive language. For the period
during implementation, the objectives of rationalisation and redeployment were
represented within the consensus paradigm in one text. The issues of chaos and resistance
were represented within the conflict paradigm in two texts. The issues of transformation
were represented within the consensus paradigm in three texts and the issue of
resignations was represented within the conflict paradigm in three texts. I argue that the
media started presenting the R&R phenomenon to the general public within the
consensus paradigm. By this I mean, they used non- interactive language (language that
does not promote/encourage interaction) to present the policymaker's perspective.
However, because the policy met with so much of resistance from the various role-
players, the media shifted its position from one of consensus to one of conflict. They
achieved this by using interactive language (language that promotes/encourages
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interaction) and by framing the various role-players in positions of tension and conflict in
relation to each other.
Figure 5.3: The Mercury: Most represented issues
iSSUES MOST RI<:l'RESENTI<:D 8Y
THE MERCURY
BEF IMPLEMEN TA nON 0 DUI. IMPLEMEN TA TlON
This graphical representation illustrates that during the period before implementation
November 1998 to January 1999, the Mercury represented the objectives of equity from
the unions' perspective in deterministic, oppressive language in one text. For the period
during implementation, the issues of control, democracy, transformation and equity were
represented in deterministic language within the consensus paradigm in one text. Union
perspectives were represented in two texts.
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This graphical representation illustrates that during the period before implementation
November 1998 to January 1999, the Natal Witness did not represent the rationalisation
and redeployment phenomenon in KZN. For the period during implementation, the
issues of chaos, challenge of authority, teacher pupil ratios, social action and unions were
represented in one text. The interpretation and misinterpretation of official circulars were
represented in two texts within the conflict paradigm.
Figure 5.5: The Post: Most represented issues
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This graphical representation illustrates that during the period before implementation
November 1998 to January 1999, the Post did not represent the rationalisation and
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redeployment phenomenon in KZN. For the period during implementation, the issues of
challenge of authority and social action were represented in two texts within the conflict
paradigm. The issues unions were represented in three text within the conflict paradigm.
The issue of post provisioning norms was represented within the conflict paradigm. The
issue of retrenchments and women were represented in one text within the conflict
paradigm.
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KEY: 1 =Rationalisation; 2 =Transformation; 3 =Redeployment; 4 =Chaos; 5 =Resistance
6 =Resignation; 7 =Control; 8 =Democracy; 9 =Determinism; 10 =Equity; 11 =Unions
12 = Challenge; 13 = interpretation; 14 = Ratios; 15 =Social Action; 16 =Indian Women;
17 =Post Provisioning Norms; 18 =Retrenchments.
This graphical representation illustrates that during the period before implementation
November 1998 to January 1999, the print media foregrounded the objectives of
rationalisation and redeployment. Furthermore, the issues of control, democracy, equity,
from unions' perspective were represented in non-interactive language within the
consensus paradigm. Moreover, the objective of transformation was represented in non-
interactive language within the consensus paradigm. For the period during
implementation, the objectives of redeployment, which are transformation and equity
were represented in non-interactive language within the consensus paradigm. The issues
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of teacher pupil ratio, women and retrenchments were represented within the conflict
paradigm. Issues of resistance to implementation and misinterpretation of official
circulars were represented within the conflict paradigm. While the objectives of
rationalisation were reinforced, the issues of chaos, challenging authority, social action
and resignations were represented within the conflict paradigm. The issue of the post
provisioning norm formula being miscalculated to bring in 'retrenchments through the
back door' was highlighted, while the major issue of unions was represented within the
conflict paradigm.
The media originally attempted to coerce readers into accepting the R&R policy as
meeting the goals and objectives of equity, transformation and redress. They achieved
this by representing the R&R phenomenon within a consensus paradigm by using non-
interactive language (language that does not encourage discourse between role-players at
grassroots). However, because this policy met with so much of resistance from grassroots
because it was not pragmatic, the media shifted to the conflict paradigm. It achieved this
by using interactive language (language that promotes/encourages discourse between
role-players at grassroots), and by constructing a particular relationship between the
reader and the subject matter. In doing so, the media framed the different players in
different relations of tension and conflict with each other. An analysis of these texts
reveal that the texts are not about the truth value of the assertions made, but about how
the media forged relationships of conflict between the various role-players in the R&R
phenomenon.
Section Three
3.1 Overall View of media paradigmatic representation
The Daily News, while initially foregrounding the objectives of transformation and
equity of the R&R policy within a Structural, Consensus media paradigm, shifted to the
Political-Economic conflict paradigm when the community reacted to the proposals of
the R&R phenomenon. The media fostered the debate between the department, unions,
teachers and principals over implementation inconsistencies.
The Mercury, which initially foregrounded the objectives of the R&R policy within the
Structural, Consensus media paradigm shifted to a Political-Economic Conflict media
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paradigm when there was community reaction. The· media positioned itself as facilitator
between unions, principals, the department and the teachers and sometimes fuelled the
battle-lines so that the various stakeholders could externalize their perspectives.
The Natal Witness represented both articles within the Political-Economic Conflict
paradigm. It is interesting that this media institution failed to represent the R&R
phenomenon before implementation. Why did they not represent the R&R issue at the
same time that the Mercury and Daily News did in November 1998? At this point, one
might ask what is the relationship between government and the Natal Witness? What is
the relationship between the government and Mercury and Daily News? Who was invited
to the press conference to announce the R&R policy and who was not invited? I now shift
my focus back to representation and hence the question, how did The Witness represent
the R&R phenomenon in KZN? The Natal Witness represented the R&R phenomenon in
a, rigorous manner, critical of government policy, and facilitating various stakeholder
perspectives.
The Post represented all texts within the Political-Economic Conflict media paradigm.
However, the emotive language created mass hysteria and panic among teachers. The
direct utterances by teachers quoted by the Post sent shock waves among affected
teachers and made them react to the situation. The Post celebrated victim-hood in
comparison to the Daily News and Mercury who initially celebrated the virtues of R&R
Qbjective~ ofequity, t.ransformatio~ and re~ess.
Section Four
4.1 Overall Conclusion of this Study
This study is located within two influential theoretical media paradigms namely, the
Structural-Functionalism Consensus Paradigm and the Political-Economic Conflict
Paradigm, as explicated by Hiebert et al (1991: 36), that the main choices of 'theories of
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media and society are between conflict and consensus', where the media is portrayed
either as 'moulder' or 'mirror' of society. This study concurs with the above media
theories because the discourses emanating from the four local media products could
easily be identified either within the consensus paradigm or conflict paradigm. This
research indicates that the discourses were controversial, conflicting, volatile and bias in
their representation as the recent media studies conducted by the Glasgow and the
Birmingham research indicates, as quoted by Fowler (1994: 10), that 'all news is biased'.
A possible explanation for the Glasgow research finding might be that because the media
exploits ideology in their news construction, and ideology is classified by Neuman (1997:
38) as a quasi theory, it 'lacks critical features required of a scientific theory'.
Nevertheless, as a witness to the rationalisation and redeployment phenomenon in KZN
for the period November 1998- March 1999, I partially disagree with the Newsom Report
(1963) 'that media texts do not replicate or mirror reality'. As a witness to this
phenomenon, the media did to an extent, represent the voice of the voiceless and it did
create an ethos of 'mass hysteria' for the affected 'excess' teachers over the prolonged
period of three months. However, in pursuing my objective to provide data worthy of
research, I had to investigate the Rationalisation and Redeployment policy (HRM
51/98).The Voluntary Redeployment clause in HRM 51/98 created a loophole for
previously advantaged ex-model C schools to benefit from the redeployment process.
Hence, previously advantaged schools during the Apartheid era were further advantaged.
This was certainly not the objective of the R&R policy. An exploration into the R&R
policy rationale led me to so called empirical statistical data from the National Teachers'
Au<iit (1995) supply and demand projections. TheR&R policy was based.011 t!!e_ ~aseline
research projection figures indicated in the National Teachers' Audit. However, the
research methodology of the National Teachers' Audit is questionable. In focusing my
lens on the critical question of this study, How did the print media represent the teacher
rationalisation and redeployment (R&R) phenomenon in KZN for the period November
1998 - March 1999? I can conclude that the media initially attempted to coerce readers
into celebrating the noble objectives of equity, transformation and redress of the R&R
policy. They achieved this by communicating government policy by adopting the
consensus media paradigm, wherein they used non-interactive language (language that
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does not promote/encourage interaction or discourse between role-players). However,
when the media realised that the R&R policy met with tremendous resistance from the
various role-players in education because it was hardly pragmatic, the media shifted its
position from one of communicator to that of facilitator. They successfully achieved this
by adopting the conflict media paradigm in which it positioned itself as facilitator,
encouraging and promoting dialogue between the various role-players.
Moreover, the media constantly constructed a particular relationship between the reader
and the subject matter, and hence framed, sometimes forged, the different players in
different relationships to each other. In doing so, the media very successfully created
situations of conflict and fanned the flames by using interactive language to promote the
discourses. The texts are not about the truth-value of the assertions made, but about how
the media positioned itself in the conflict paradigm and fuelled the battle-lines. Finally, as
long as various interest groups are in conflict with each other, the media will have stories
like the R&R phenomenon to construct, create relationships of tension and conflict and
continue to fuel the battle-lines.
Section Five
5.1 Implications for Further Research
A number of questions emerge from this research, which has implications for further
research into the rationalisation and redeployment phenomenon:
• Does the media entrench conflict in society?
• Does the media represent the voice of the voiceless?
• Does the media maintain the status quo by using non-interactive language? ( language
that does not encourage discourse at grassroots).
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Section Six
6.1 Suggestions for Further Research
As a critical practitioner who had placed myself on the Voluntary Redeployment list so
that I could be part of the transformation process, and whose personal experiences have
compelled this research, I want to make the following suggestions:
• South Africa's education gurus, not economists must develop education models, as
economists are primarily concerned with short-term profit margins.
• Furthermore, South Africa does not have to base research on Eurocentric models, as
they are contextually incompatible.
• Baseline research must comprise of praeticing education researchers, who are firstly,
in touch with the realities at grassroots. Secondly, representative of all nine provinces,
so that no province is marginalised. Thirdly, representative ofall race groups so that
no race group is prejudiced. Fourthly, the methodology employed must be transparent
and open to scrutiny.
• Funding should not be filtered through existing structures, as it seems to get hijacked
before it reaches the people that it is meant for, but rather given directly to the school
governing bodies of individual schools.
• The Ministry ofEducation should recognise the disruption and chaos in schools as an
abnormality and drastic measures should be taken to replace the shortage of teachers
and resources in the majority ofKZN schools.
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Section Seven
7.1 Implications of this study
This study implies that the media presents a pseudo-reality, and not reality itself,
therefore readers ought to be extremely critical of what is represented in the media. This
study further implies that when the community takes social action, then policy changes
might be effected as no policy is cast in stone.
Furthermore, if readers feel that their perceptions are being manipulated, then they need
to ask why? Moreover, South Africans need to be more critical of foreign investors
monopolizing both the media and the South African economy because that could be the
root cause ofhigh unemployment and poverty in this country.
Section Eight
8.1 Limitations
The major limitation of this study was my inability to move from being subjective to
objective. Furthermore, my own experiences might have shackled my thinking, thereby
making it difficult to see the multidimensional perspectives of this study. Moreover, this
study looks at the R&R phenomenon at a provincial level only and therefore becomes
limited because it cannot be compared and contrasted to the same phenomenon that has
occurred at a National level. Finally, the research strategy of document analysis IS
extremely time consuming.
8.1.2 Final Thoughts
Finally, I do believe that the media presents a pseudo-reality to the oppressed masses
because of its inextricable political, economic and social links and pressure to maintain
the status quo. Personally, this study has cleared many blind spots and has altered my
perceptions so that I may continue this journey without crippling assumptions and
Il4
attitudes. Furthermore, I need to keep these profound words of Huilman (1999: 26) in
mind: 'As witnesses, we have an obligation to be open to change '.
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,RATIONALISATION &RE-DEPLOYMENT OF EDUCATORSj
: IN THE PROVlSIONmG OF EDUCATOR POSTS I
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(J),A.TE:: '00':; " •. , .,:. '" ::. ,ACTION:·: ',.: 00::: ,.:>:
, '.'
1111 INS RIt.mlution Clo- 5 0{ J99X : • National ELRC
• Transfcr of Serving Educmors in lenns of operational n:quircmenls.
• Thc ad\'crtising and filling of Educator posts.
Resolution No. 6 of 191)8: •
• Procedure for rationalisation anll re-deploymcnt of educators in the
provlsioning of educator posts.
• Re~olutions 5 &. 6 fonnally acccpted anti s;gnr:d on 17 -November 1993.
: 12/l1/98 • KZN Provincial Chamber M~eting on R.1tionalisatioCl and
Re-deployment.
• KZN Chamber
16/11/9:S • Rationalisation allll RIt-l!l!plo}'nlent Committee /RRC/I'deetinf! :
Employer to present "Dr:tft Management Plan" and reccive written inputs
'/ from lite Employee Sector,








23/ tiNS • KZN p[ovi/l(:illl 'Chamher MelttilJ1? :
Dis\:ussion and acccptJnce of ManJgcment Plan.
• KZN Chambcr
231l119S • Finalisation of HRJv! Circular on Rationalisation & Re-deploymen!. • Hliman Resource
Dircctorate
2-U11193 • HRM Rationalisation & Re-deployment Circular distributed to Regional
Chief Directo'rs for production.
• Human Resource
Dircctorate
2GIlI/n • mU,,! Rationalisation & Rc-deployment Circular distributed to District
Heads. Superintendents of Educltion [i'v!anagell1entj and Administration
Pcrsonnel.
• Regional Offices
• District Offices271l119S • HRlv!' R:Hion:J1 isation & Re-deployment Ci reular distributed to education:Jl
institutions.
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RESPONSInlLlTY
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• School GO\'cfIling Body
• District Off:':C5
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• School Go\crning Bod\'11",,1 (,O\crr\lr.~ Boc1ll.s $llbnl1t r,lllkcd p(cf~rcllcc k: of appOHll!!tCIIIS to
- ._- - _. - - - -
DA"fE ACTION
26/01/')1) . Closill~: dalC for subllli.,;;ion of District 5chcduks [0 Regional Ollkes
reO..:cting the: foilO\\lllg :
:'-lumber of exccss posts.
~lllllber oi \':1c:l1\t post., in I,'rflb of cllrriCuiu!ll Ilc~ds:
:"iam,;s of c.,cess Ct!UC:lt0rs: :lllU
Shorragc in tCflllS of appron:d posts.
lli Iv Volllnt:tr~ Ih:·ucplo: menl of nrcs.:i cJuca[i;rs (0 b..: cllcoll~ag('d.
(l~/():: I'N
._-
{)5/Ll "}'!'J'i Pllncq>;t!s to nOlif\' R<:gion:.1! ()ni.:,~ \ia SE:'.l til:)[ pri;;'.-iolls \'aeanc:; has bc~n
iiJkll b: \'olllnt:lry r<:-cepl\): 1I1t:nt.. -
,. 05/02/')'.> Rc:gional Ot1icc lllllSt ensure Ih:)[ \':lC'ancics filled by \'olull(J~' re-d..:pJoylll<:n
:1r~ not induded 011 the scltcuuk of a(h'er!i~ed v:lculI.:ic:s.
-
: l)~/O2/,)'.> . Dirccwr : Educ:1lion Pro',lslon Saviccs to SUPP0r1 Distri-:t sdieduks :lI1d
prcp:lr:: :
Re~ional liSt of \';}(::lCIcics [closed].
Rc;ional list ofc.\f':S5 Cduc:Hors Jar submission (0 Human RC:SOUfCC
Dii~ctorate.
., , ..
09.'02!'J~) · Fin:llis:lliun and distribution llf Pro\'ir:ciai list [~ Regio!ls._"?
I
.
~5. JOiU2/'J') · Disl rluut iOIl of ['iO\ inci:lI I iS( 10 ills! itutiolls.
:':6, 12/02/')') · Closing dilte for :lrpli-::HioIl5 of "closed \':!':::lflCy posts" to Rcgiolls.
,.. 16n./9') · :\tl!cilet! :lpplicl!ion sublllincu [(l SChO'lls.-.
-
l..~ I ~/O2:"),) · Schcvl GO\ ci11ing Bodies submit r:1I1kcd list of prcfcrem:c:; to t!le District
OOic;:s.
-
29. 19/02/'} ') · Dislrict otliccs fin:Jlise rccoll1Hlc:nuatioClS from schools and submit
rcc0lnlllend:lIiollS to Regional Ot1iC(;s.
:10. ?JiIl2/')<} · HRD PI:lCclnl.'llt CVIOI!litrLc ':Ollllllcnces \\'Itl! task of pl:1cclIlcnL-
i 31.
2~/()~;,)') · :\PVC'\:l1 oi :tppOillllll<:IlCS.
I
-
~2. 2 5!O~!\)') · !.cllcrs of ;IjJ{:,cillt:llL'11t i;;-;u<:d t,1 educ;'\wrs :lnll copies sent to s;.:ltools.
!~ --------_.
33. 01/03;')') · S... h...dllk of ;1PPlllT'lll1lCnrS 11: respect or closed v:lcwcies [0 be sublHitted (0
HlIlt1:1I1 Rcsol:rce DircClor:lCc lor cl)-ordirl:ltiOll ;1nu control.
· Schedule of un/ilkcl puS!:;.
· Rc!.!i01lS (0 dl.'terlllill': e.\c~ss eCillCI(OrS 110t ;Ippointcc! through m:Jtchin~ or
I~
r~j~·::tiOIl by Go\ernln;.: Bc.d.".
HOI\ .) By l1t:ltcJlilt~ !Ii~:lppoilttcd eUlI(';!fors With tlte lIst or e.,cess
..:dllclWrs
() I/O..it)') . Region provid..:s s,,:colld Iis! ur :lppl icanls to the 5;:110015.
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HRM Circular No. 51 ot 1993
To: Rectors of Colleges of Education
Principals of Technical Colleges and Teachl~r3' Centres
Principals of all Schools
Heads of Directorates / Divisions of KwaZulu·Nat.al Department of Education
Chairpersons of Govern~ngBoclies
""P",,' .. a'S1·.IIIIIIIID:I:lI__Z1pw..__SlgU1iZ!IN:IIII:.r;:.-...lIZ:I:n....lIIIIIlJlrmn.niIPRilI'IOcs:BIIII~_1:IIIiIDZ!;I!g:DOl _
::RATION.c\LISATION ~ RE-DEPLO~blEN~':O~ EDUCATORS IN TUE PROVISIONING OF
·EDUC.4.TOR IJOSTS1IZ IGPZaill_~P'I!UJIIWA WE JE"~ZlMIOII.__SCC~.....II:CIGD • _
1. n·THODfJCTIO.'i
1.1 The Cape Town Agreelnent of OS June 1£98 led to a series of consultations an(
deliberations b,~tl.veen the Department of Education and Teacher Unions a
nation?! level. Tilis process culminated in tIle historic signing of a set 0
resot:..:. ··ions by the national Mfniste:r of Education and the Teach~~ Unions 01
17 Nov:·:.nber 1998, tilt;! most ilnportant ont;! being Resolution 6 of 1"- ~~, d~u..lin~
with rationalisation and re·deploym~nt.
1.2 In the KwaZulJI-Natal Chaznber consultations and discussions or
rationalisation and re-deploy:ment that commenced in October 1998 resulte<
in the .attached management plan at the Chamber meeting of 23 Novembe:
1998.
•) Pl.:RPOSE
2.1 Procedures and tinle frames formulated in line with resolutions at nationa
level are designed to assist institutions and officials to manage th,
rationalisation and re-deployment process in a smooth and effective way..
2.2 The procedures as well as the management plan take cognisance of th,
provisions of the folIo'wing acts and colleGtive agreements:
.~
Tho Em.ploymont of EducatoJ:"S Act, No. 76 of 1990.
Rosolution 5 of 1998 : Transfol' of sorviug oducntor:s and tho advQrtising and fillin~
of oducator p<I;>ts.
Rosolution 6 of 1998 : Procoduros for rutionaJisation and ro-doploym.ont 0
oducators in tho provisioning of oducator:s posts.
Rosolution 7 011998 : Workload of oducators [school basodJ.
Rosolution 8 of 1998 : Dutios and rosponsibilitios of 9ducators. p.;;;
Post provisionmg norms as dotannin9d by tho IDOdium t9rm 9Jq>Qndit~
IL- ~ Ml~
3. Procedures for R?tioJ..1aJisation and R~·deplqY!TIe:ltoJ_~duc~torsin the Provisionin
of Educator Posts
The p.rocedures set out hereundtJ!' nlust be read and applied together With t1;
relevant paragraphs as set out in Re5o.lu~ioJI5 and Resolution 6.
3.1 Objecti~s
~ To provide Cl fair and transparent ba.sis for the staffing of schools in 199~
~ To identify educators in e~:cess.
~ To identify vacant posts .and the creation thereof.
~ To facilitate and expedit~ the re-deployment of excess educators throug
a "closed" vacancy list.
~ To facilitat~ appointlnents into unfilled vacancies by way of an "open
vacancy list.
~ To achieve equity in educator staff provisioning.
~ To achieve curriculum. redress in. previously disadvantaged institutions.
~ To address affirmative action and representativity in the provision (
educators.
3.2 Main Principles •
~ Rationalisation and re-deployTIlent of educators in the proVlsloning (
educator posts in educational institutions considers national policy E
detennined by the l'vlinister in terms of the National Education Policy Ac
1996.
~ All educator~; who are affected by the rationalisation and re-deploymer.
process will be treated fairly.
~ :The transfer of educators in posts declared in excess in the process (
rationalisation L~ compulsory.
~ The Department will explore all _avenues to ensure the continue
employJnent of educators who aTe declared in excess.
~
~
Educators who fail to apply for posts or apply for posts where rl
deploynlent is not possible shall have their naI11es included on the list fe
re-deploYTTIe~ t.
Educators who unreasonably refuse to be re-deployed are deemed to ha'J
resigned from the Education Department with effect from a dat
determined by the Superintendent-General.
Th e employer ",rill be guided by affirmative action measures an
rcnreseIltativi~.
Educators appointed in an ID:2proved substantive post prior to 01 July 199







An educatl:'i" t"vho d0'~5 Het rneet the minimum requirements fe
appointm~nt and who ~~a3 ~~n ~mployed on a continuous basis for 10ngE
than~~~l_Y~~£~ and who ha:; been teaching at a previously disadvantage
insti tution [EX:llTJpJe : OET] ~ihall be treated in the same way as
~)erma.J1entlyemployed educ3tor tOl:' the purpose of rationalisation and n
deploynle;lt.
An educator seconded t:") ~othe~:....grl)vinc~or intra provincially in terms e
previously approved prQcedures relating to re-deployYllent and wh
occupies a substantive post at the institution of secondnlent, shall b
appointed to the post on <l permauent basis; provided that slhe meets th
minimum requirements for appointment and slhe wishes to be appointe
at that institution. Slhe 'l.vill be treat~d in the SaIl1e manner as all the othe
educators at herlhis in~titution for the pu.rposes of this procedure, onc
permanently appointed.
Post provisioning ~;iJl be based on the approved curriculum of a
institntion.
The Department will plan to iI~troduce a varied curriculum i
disadvantagp.d institutions r.vith a dew to briI~qing about redress an
~lit.Y.
3.3.1 Allocation eJ Approved Pos+..s
3.3.1.1 The Depal·tment shall provide all educational- institutions of its educate
post provisionlng which may increase or decrease the number of posts at
particular institution. The staff establishment of each institution is base
on the pupil enrolment as provided in the 1998 annual EMIS statistics an
the weighting factor allocat~d to the various phases and subjects [Se
Annexure].
The total nwnher of educator posts in this Province has been calculated 0
a learner: educator ratio of 33 : 1. Posts have ~en allocated on a clistributh
model taking weighted learners into account, using the following formuL
P = wl/twl x (p . c x Il1st.}+ c
... .
total number of weighted learners atthe institution.
total number ofweightecllearners In the department.:
total numberof posts to be distributed to all the institutions.
total number of institutions to which the posts need to be
distributed
a consealltvalue that dctennines the extent to which the formuJ
will henefitsmaller institutionS. TheWgher the "f~jUle Qf Cl· tt
nlore beneficial-the allocation will be to smaller institutions ar.
the less I>eneficia.iltWfU be to larger institutions. A value of c .
The Department in providing the post provisioning report to each scho(
has calculatl~d this progranlmatically through a computer programm
which links directly to the 1998 annual statistical return' of each school.
Where signi!:ic.ant lea..-ner and educator differences are established betwee:
the EMlS statistics and that of the EMl project the necessary adjustments t
post provisioning win be made.
3.3.1.2 Scho'ols mus~ plan for t.he 1999 academic year on the basis of the stal
allocated to it. The timetables bas«!d on the approved curriculum need to b
drafted utilisi.ng the permanent staif [including "temporary educators
appointed before 01 July 1996 in substantive posts if they meet th
requirelnents for appointment]. If th.e number of permanent educators i
below the staff establishment for 1999 then the nec·e.ssary temporar
educators who were appointed at the institution on or after 01 April 199
need to be identified so that they could be re-appointed and retained on
month to month basis until re-deploynlent occurs. The number of re
appointments that an institution is entitled to will be determined by it
educator post provisioning for 1999 and it v.rill not be greater than th
number of temporary educators re-appointed on or after 01 April 1998 a
that institut.ion.
3.3.1.3 Where schoo13 are granted additional posts such additional posts will b
filled through re-deplo~el1t. However sonIe immediate relief could b
arranged through volun.tary re-deploynlent of excess educators.
i. Institution A
~ Institution A has a staff of 30 educators [20 permanent, 5 "protected
temporary and 5 temporary] as at 31 December 1998.
~ On 01 January 1999 it is entitled to an educator post provisioning of 28.
~ This institution should identify from the 5 temporary educators the
t~mporar".feducators on the basis of curriculum and LIFO principles to b
reCOlnnl-ended for re-appointment on 01 January 1999.
ii. Institution B
• Institution B has a staff of 30 educators [20 permanent, 5 "protected
temporary and 5 ternpora..ry] as at 31 December 1998.
• On 01 January 1999 it is entitled to an educator post provisioning of 31.
~ This institution will recommend to the Regional Chief Director the
temporary educators for re-appointment.
• The 31'1 pos.t will be filled through re-deploynlent or voluntary re
deploynlent of an excess educator.
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3.3.2 Detennining E.."l"CP.~ and V~-ult Pos~
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
All Principals must inform their respective staif on the procedures fo
rationalisation and re-deployment and the effect it will have on thei
resper.ti-,,'e staff ~~stahli::;hlnel1t3.
The Supei"intendent of. Ec.ucation [MimagementJ together with th
Principal sh~l det~rmine the pestis in e:ccess of the approved stal
establish:rpentand the vacant post/s.
3.3.2.3 CuRmCULUl'JI NEEDS
Educators presently teaching a particular subject/phase will be considere'
for rationalisation in that subject and phase area irrespective of the fact
that they are q~alifiedand experienced to teach other subjects/phases. Thu
an educator with the relevant qualification and longer service record canno
displace an existing educator in another subject/phase solely because 0
qualification and service record. However an excess educator with th
relevant qualifications may be c::on::;idered for a vacancy that exists i:
another subject at his/her .school.
o
There is no spHcialisation in the primary schools except for the distinctio:
between the Junior Prinlary and Senior Primary phases. Teachin l
experience, and not qualification ill a phase, n1ust be used to determin
educators ill excess. In the Senior Primary phase an educator is expected t
teach all s·.lbjects.
' ...". . . : .;".- ' .. ' .
... '. .' .' . . .
Educ:ator X ha11 a JIDtio..r. Primary Olplomaand she is teaching Grade 5
~hile educatol".V"Jho .lJ..8.3a~riiorP:rit.naryDiploma is teaching
Grade 2: There Is an exce3s)n the senior primary phase.
.. '. . ' .' .':' : .
. ... . .. .. ... . . .
·Ed~c:a'tor X:CaDllo't clalni ·th~Jun1or Primary Post on the bWJis
of qualificationSll.nd displace Educator Y as the Senior Primary post
must be rationalised.
T l1is pdnciple also appliesto 5uhjer.;t~1 in the SeitiorSecondary phase.
3.3.2.4 LIFO PRINCIPLE;
In determining which of two or more educators must be retained for
specific post, the principle of 1l1ast in first out" {LIFO} shall be applied. I
applying the LIFO principle the current period of continuous service [e
regulated by: the_ Employment of Educators Act, No. 76 of 199B] of a
educator must be considered. In the case of educators employed by th
Governing Body, or other organisations such services will nOi~ llJ{J:eptabJ
for the LIFO principle.
Th~ above nIocess must be clinical to avoid various interpretations to tt




~. Totalsei-vica :'.15 yearS~. '.' . ".
.. Resiglledattheend of the 7tb year.
~ Th~!re~teIr~~~nlplo~d,i~ '1991.
~ . Current continuoUs selVtce :' 8 years.
~ Total 'service,: 10 years.
. ... ... . " ... t:
~Resignedat 'the end of the 1" year.
~ Thereafter re~employedin 1990.
~ Current continuous se~c~': 9 years.
.'Educato;'B Ji~longe.rciirr~~t~J1tini~oUsservic~record ~~d
:ther~foiebel;memuS'&i}e1:etamedanci8ditcatorA must be
.. 'declar~d In excess ' , . .
3.3.2.5 Representativity
In identifying educators in excess t,Ile principle of affirmative action m
be considered. The affirmative action principle should supersede the Ll
principle in order to address representativity.
3.3.2.6 The Superintendent of Education [Management] must obtain all relev;
information .from the schools that fall ~thin his/her Circuit. 1
Superintendent of Education [Managem~r.t]must declare an audit based
the 1998 EMIS statistics of all schools in his/her Circuit in respect of:
~ Total nurrlber of educators per phasej
~ Total number of pupils per phase;
~ Total number of educators declared in excess per phase and subj,
fieldj
Names of excess educators: Persal No., ·Subject· Field- and-P!lB
Preferencesj and
~ Total number of vacancies, including the requirements.
3.3.2.7 The above information must be submitted to the Regional office via t
District Manager.
3.3.2.8 The Regional Office Task Teanl will compile a Regional Schedule of
excess educators and vacant posts.
3.3.2.9 The Regional Office must submit the Regional Schedule to the Hum
Resource Dire·ctorate.
3.3.2.10 ~ The Regional Chief Director must recommend to the Superintende)
General which posts should be retained and which wi¥3.e offered.
abolition at educational institutions within his Region.
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The Regional Chief Director shall state to what extent the specific curricu
needs and circumstances of the -educational institutions and other facti
in his view, support the recommendation.
~ T11ese posts win be abolish-ad only when they have been vacated.
~ The Superint.endent-Genercl may create new posts in terms of natior
policy and educator post pro~risi()ningper institution.
3.3.2.11 Displaced Educators
Those level 1 educators whc have been displaced and wh.ose position has be
finalised through the displacement measures in terms of HRM Circular No. 12
1997 and who have not as yet been accommodated must apply for po:
advertised in the closed vacancy list.
~ The new measures will mean that previously over-staffed schools will
obliged to manage with less staff and previously understaffed schools 'Ih
be offered relief.
More favourably staffed s~hools, which will have educators in excess, 'Ih
have to work out a subject allocation with fewer educators. This may me
that the'l will' have to combine classes and create larger teaching units.
~ Less favourably staffed schools, whicn will be pr<?vided with additional st<3
will be able to create smaller class units than at present.
~ In the light of the foregoing it nlust be clearly understood that princip.
and educators must so organise their tinle tables that they adhere to a f
five-day school week and observe the full nUlllber' of instructional hOl
allocated per day and not curtail appit"oved iIUJtructional tinle per day on t
grounds of insufficient staff. It must be understood that- souncLeduCtltioI
reasons were taken into account in the determination of the length oJ
school day and it therefore cannot bt~ altered or varied without appro,
from the Department.
3.4 PTovisioning of Provincial Schedules to Schools





The name of educator; persal number; subject phase; telepho
numbers, rank and post level.
Qualifications.
Years of continuous service.




The Provincial scllisit<le qLYEcan_L2.9sts will include the requirements f,
posts.
The Provincial sC.hedule of vacant posts will be made available to all
insti tutions.
3.5.1 The Departrne-at vI,.-i!} re~e~8 a "closed"vac;ancy list of level 1 posts.
3.5.2 Excess ed~cat.ors are required to apply via the Principal to t
Superintendent of Education [Management].
3.5.3 Applications for posts across Regions, must be submitted to the relevan
Regional Offices [~e A.r.nexure C for addresses].
3.5.4 The District Office is required to compile a District Schedule for submissi
to the Regionaz Office.
3.5.5 The R~gio:la1 Office is required to compile a Regional Schedule j
subnlission to the Humen Resource Directorate.
3.5.6 The Regional Office matches educators with identified posts taking intc
account s:~nioritYI pre.(ei"en~eand requirements of the post.
3.5.7 The "matched schedule::;" together with application fonns will be forward
to the Governing Bod.i~~;. The S;hool Governing Bodies are required to ma
selections from the lis)' of applicants either by' c~oosing the applicants.
top of the list, or from the profiles o! all the applicants, or by interviewi:
all the applicants. If the list of applicants is too large the School Governi:
Body may interview just the top eight [8] to twenty [20] applicants a
make their recommendation ill order of preference.
3.5.8 The Goventing Bodies v'lilI make their recomlnendations by ranking all t
applicants in ord~r of preference and their recommendations must
forwarded -to.theRe-gional Office' for onward-transmission- to-th-e-"".:Hunl
Resource Directorate for placenlent.
3.5.9 The Governing Bodies must invite all Teacher Unions to the selection a
the ranking process as outlined in paragraph 3.5.7 and 3.5.8 above.
3.5.10 In tenus of Section 3(a) of the Employznent of Educators Act" No. 76 of 19
the recommendation from the Goventing Body to fill a re-deployed post ID
only be made "from candidates identified by the Head of Department, W
are so in excess a.nd 3uitable for the post concerned".
In the light of the above it is obligatory on School Governing Bodies
recommend educators for appointment to posts advertised in the clos
vacancy from the first list [le. permanent and temporary edUcate
appointed on or before 30 June 1996 or from the second lis, .H'i!. tempore
educators appointed on or after 01 July 1996].
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3.6 Filling of Vac.-mciE~
3.6.1
3.6.2
Governing Bodies will be pT\.lvided tNith a matched list of all permanent a
Temporary excp-ss ed~C:ltor3 appointed prior to 01 July 1996 who r.
applied for the posts [List A].
After List A is consid~~N~ List B containing applications from the





This Departrnent is all equal oppo.rtunity, affirmative action employer.
To meet the requirements of thp. Equity Enlploynlent Act the School
Goverr...i.ng BocUes should utiIi5e the re-deploynIent process to address a
imbalance.




As re-deployn1ent is initially dealing with Level 1 educator posts, exces
educators Irom Colleges at Post Level 2 and higher seeking re-deploymE
to schools I:lay feel disadvantaGed.
Excess College educators may apply for and be considered favourably
level 1 educator posts at schools. While these educators will perform le~
1 functions in such posts the Department is Wil~ing to retain them at th,
current salary levels as a personal and individual matter until t
individual is-accommodated in appropriate or higher post levels.
The Di;-ector for Colleges of Education will co-ordinate rationalisation a
re-deployment in these institutions.
3.9 TechnicnI CoU~&~
The Director for Technical Colleges vvill co-ordinate rationalisation and
deployTIlent in these institutions.
3.10 LSEN [Learners ",vith Spcdal Educationaln~
3.10.1 LSEN in the mainstreanl who have been officially recognised by t
Department as LSEN will in future be weighted for staffing purposes
accordance with the nationally approved weightings. The manner in whi
these LSEN will be identified and officially recognised will
communicat~dto schools early in 1999.
3.10.2 The p~.ollis~.on of special/remedial classes for learners withl~djmoden
d&abiUt~~swill be phased out. For the beginning of 1999 the status q





The weightings and minimum class sizes will be as follows:
...








REMEDrAL Ct.ASS ; I J 10
Mild/ Moderate Learning I
Disabled I
PARTIAI.1.Y-HEARING j 3 10
CLASS: Mild/M~dQrate
Hearing Loss I
In future only learners who<:are identifieda.ndrec~d:by:t:
Departmerit:-:a.s .. haVing·. edUtatioDal···nefuis<whiCb ::.:; ciuiriot"
accoDunod.at~di:ri:the':dui-rlcullun 'of theIr maInStream school will
provided for in economically viable specialised classes within t
mainstrc'!aIll or in LSEN schools.
It nlUst be noted that provision does not exist for remedial classes to
conducted on a withdrawal basis in mainstream schools.
4. Dispute Resolution
4.1 Only parties to the Provincial Task Team can declare a dispute through t
Provincial Task Tecun in respect of general interpretation and application
the rationalisation and re-deployment procedures.
4.2 Individual educators cannot declare a dispute through the Provincial Ta
Team. They need to initially request redress through their Superinteridents
Management. Should they not receive satisfaction they could then follow t
dispute resolution procedures of the ELRC.
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,The total readership for all 6 of our titles
currently stands at 2 658 000. Of this,
91 % is based in KwaZulu-Natal with' 43%
coming from the greater Durban area.
if),.....,
KWAZULU-NATAL READERSHIP BY RACE
WHITE READERSHIP INDIAN/COLOURED READERSHIP ULACK READERSHIP
Total % Total % % Total %





AMPS Coloured Indian/Col Black into BlackReaders Literate , AMPS LiterateLiterate I 2000A Readers2000A Population 2000A Readers Population Population
Tbe Mercury 104000 42 20 84000 34 13 *61000 24 2
Business Report
- National 80000 51 15 46000 30 7 *30000 19 1
Daily News 94000 26 18 185000 50 29 *87000 24 2
Natal Witness 59000 -41 11 42000 30 7 *40000 29 1
Tbe Independent
on Saturday 118000 35 23 158000 47 25 *61000 18 2
Natal Witness
Saturday 49000 '34 9 44000 30 7 51000 36 1
Sunday Tribune 214000 34 41 310000 50 49 99000 16 2
Sunday Times 153000 27 29 268000 47 42 ,150000 26 4
Post *5000 1 1 292000 96 46 *9000 3 0
Ilanga Monday *3000 0 1 *1000 0 0 1299000 100 32
.-
Ilanga Thursday *1000 0 0 *1000 0 0 1214000 100 29




Dapulation = 5 281 000 Blacks = 4 127 000 Whites = 523000 Indians/Coloureds = 631 000
NOTE: • These respondent levels are too low for analysis and should be used as a guide only_
Source: AMPS 2000A
DURBAN READERSHIP BY RACE
WHITE READERSHIP INDIAN/COLOURED READERSHIP : BLACK READERSHIP
Total % Total % % Total %
Readership
% Penetration Readership Indian/
Penetration
Readership % PenetrationWhite into White intoPUBLICATION AMPS AMPS Coloured Indian/Col AMPS Black into BlackReaders Literate Literate Readers Literate2000A Population 2000A Readers Population 2000A Population
The, Mercury 82000 39 28 73000 34 17 *57000 27 7
Business Report
- National 59000 47 20 40000 32 9 *26000 21 3
Daily News 82000 25 28 164000 50 37 *80000 25 9
Natal Witness *1000 29 0 *1000 19 0 *2000 52 0
The Independent
on Saturday 93000 34 32 139000 50 32 *44000 16 5
Natal Witness
Saturday *3000 21 1 *4000 24 1 *8000 55 1
Sunday Tribune 159000 32 55 249000 51 57 *82000 17 9
Sunday Times 87000 24 30 181000 50 42 *93000 26 11
Post *4000 2 1 225000 95 52 *8000 3 1
Ilanga Monday *3000 1 1 *1000 0 0 430000 99 49..
I1anga Thursday *1000 0 0 *1000 0 0 402000 100 46




PO,pulation = 1 609 000 Blacks = 880 000 Whites = 292 000 Indians/Colourcds = 437 000
NOTE: * These respondent levels are too low for analysis and should be used as a guide only.
Source: AMPS 2000A







The Mercury 249000 249000 212000 40292
Business Report
- National 891000 156000 125000 286339 (est)
Daily News 367000 366000 326000 68532
Natal Witness 141000 141000 *4000 26558
The Independent on - -
Saturday 338000 337000 276000 75896
Natal Witness Saturday 144000 144000 *15000 not available
Sunday Tribune 687000 623000 490000 112440
Sunday Times 3212000 571000 361000 504845
Post 314000 306000 237000 45021
Ilanga Monday. 1440000 1303000 434000 not available
Ilanga Tbursday 1313000 1216000 404000 not available
Ilanga COlnbined 1 774000 1612000 506000 109 787
NOTE: * These respondent levels are too Iow for analysis and should be used as a guide only.
Source: AMPS 2000A, ABC Certificates Oan - June 2000)
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